"In choral works and other music of relatively 'heavy' content, the AR-3a simply eliminates any mid-range lack of clarity... I find myself repeating what I said in 1959 about the AR-3l. The AR-3a... easily succeeds its prototype as a speaker that I consider 'as close to musical realism in the home... as the present state of the art permits.' In a word, it's superb."

**HIGH FIDELITY** (Norman Eisenberg)

"Our reaction on first hearing the AR-3a was [an]... enthusiastic one which has not diminished after weeks of listening... in normal use, predominantly fundamental bass is evident to about 30 Hz... Tones in the 13 to 14 kHz region can be heard clearly at least 60 degrees off axis... at high levels, the speakers sounded magnificent... On any material we fed to them, our pair of AR-3a's responded neutrally, lending no coloration of their own to the sound."

**HiFi/Stereo Review** (Hirsch-Houck Laboratories)

"... the best speaker frequency response curve we have ever measured using our present test set up... virtually perfect dispersion at all frequencies — perhaps the most non-directional forward-facing speaker we have ever tested... AR speakers set new standards for low-distortion, low-frequency reproduction, and in our view have never been surpassed in this respect."

**Chicago's AMERICAN** (Roger Dettmer)

"I have not encountered truer 'fidelity'... dull records may sound dull, but brilliant recordings sound singularly brilliant — in three decades of home listening."

The AR-3a is priced from $225 to $250, depending on cabinet finish. Literature is available for the asking.

**ACOUSTIC RESEARCH, INC., 24 Thorndike Street, Cambridge, Mass. 02141**
Now...for the first time...a brand-new service that offers you stereo tape cartridges—at great savings!

As your introduction, choose

ANY 3

8-TRACK CARTRIDGES

$5.95 FOR ONLY

if you join now, and agree to purchase as few as four additional cartridges during the coming year, from the hundreds to be offered.

YES, IT'S TRUE! You may have any 3 of the best-selling 8-track cartridges shown here—ALL 3 for only $5.95! That's the fabulous bargain the brand-new Columbia Stereo Tape Cartridge Service is offering new members who join and agree to purchase as few as four additional selections in the coming year. Have you ever heard of a better buy in 8-track cartridges—anywhere?

FREE SUBSCRIPTION TO CARTRIDGE BUYING GUIDE. You'll have no problem selecting four more cartridges because the Service offers you so many cartridges to choose from—all described in the monthly buying guide which you will receive free! You'll find hit 8-track cartridges from every field of music—the best sellers from many different labels! You may accept the regular monthly selection—or any of the other cartridges offered—or take no cartridge at all that month.

YOUR OWN CHARGE ACCOUNT. Upon enrollment, the Service will open a charge account in your name. You pay for your cartridges only after you've received them—and are enjoying them. They will be mailed and billed to you at the regular Service price of $6.95 (Classical, occasional Original Cast and special cartridges somewhat higher), plus a small making and handling charge.

YOU GET FREE CARTRIDGES! Once you've completed your enrollment agreement, you'll get a cartridge of your choice FREE for every two cartridges you buy! That's like getting a 33 1/3% discount on all the 8-track cartridges you want...for as long as you want!

SEND NO MONEY NOW! Just fill in and mail the coupon!

COLUMBIA STEREO TAPE CARTRIDGE SERVICE

Terr Haute, Indiana 47808

SEND NO MONEY—JUST MAIL COUPON

Columbia Stereo Tape Cartridge Service
Terr Haute, Indiana 47808

Please enroll me as a member of the Service. I've indicated below the three cartridges I wish to receive for $5.95, plus postage and handling. I agree to purchase four more selections during the coming year at the regular Service price, and I may cancel my membership any time thereafter. I'll continue. I am to receive an 8-track cartridge of my choice FREE for every two additional selections I accept.

SEND ME THESE 3 CARTRIDGES (fill in numbers below)

Name  
(Please print)  First Name  Initial  Last Name

Address

City  

State  Zip  

© 1968 CBS Direct Marketing Services SC20/F68
How Garrard’s synchronous Synchro-Lab Motor, driven by the rigidly controlled 60 cycle current rather than variable voltage, guarantees unwavering musical pitch and greatly improves record reproduction.

SYNCHRONOUS MOTOR

By locking in to the fixed 60 cycle current (rather than the often inexact or variable voltage), this revolutionary new motor provides constant record speed regardless of voltage, record load, warm up and other factors. The synchronous Synchro-Lab Motor is exceptional because it also provides the traditional advantages of the induction type...instant starting, high driving torque and freedom from rumble.

LIGHT, KINETICALLY MATCHED TURNTABLE

Garrard’s synchronous Synchro-Lab Motor obsoletes heavy turntables developed to override fluctuations in the speed of induction motors by creating flywheel action. This relatively light (3 pounds) but magnificently balanced 11 1/2" Garrard turntable, precision matched to the kinetic energy of the synchronous motor, now relieves weight on the all-important center bearing and reduces wear and rumble in this most critical area.

The Synchro-Lab Motor powers five new Garrard automatic turntables—the Synchro-Lab Series™, four of which are illustrated below. (Not shown, the handsome new Module SLx, complete with base and magnetic cartridge and priced at only $69.50.)

For complimentary Comparator Guide illustrating all Garrard models, write Garrard, Dept. AK5-8, Westbury, N.Y. 11590.

SL 55 Automatic Turntable $59.50
SL 65 Automatic Turntable $79.50
SL 75 Automatic Transcription Turntable $109.50
SL 95 Automatic Transcription Turntable $129.50

All prices less base and cartridge.
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**EDITORIALLY SPEAKING**

**MONO IS WHAT CLOSES OUT OF TOWN**

A **N ANTIQUE**, according to U. S. Government tariff regulations, is something that is one hundred years old. This is perhaps capricious, very likely uninformed, and certainly arbitrary, but the line has to be drawn somewhere. Short though its history may be, the record history has its "antiques," too, defined by a line almost as capricious, uninformed, and arbitrary. It used to embrace only Edison cylinders and 78's, but it has recently and startlingly been redrawn to include—monophonic recordings! No matter; even given our infatuation with youth and modernity, we still retain a lingering respect for age and antiquity, and thus the artistic products of earlier times continue to find their perceptive buyers.

Several antique recordings are reviewed in this issue, and they are of two kinds: the restored and the modernized. Columbia and producer Miles Kreuger are to be congratulated not only for restoring to us a brilliant album of Ethel Waters favorites, but for having the courage to offer them in mono only. Everest's Archive of Piano Music is likewise to be congratulated for giving us an admirable Wanda Landowska piano recital in stereo. Electronic trickery? No. The original recordings were on Duo-Art piano rolls, and Everest's engineers sensibly decided that since they were working with a "live" piano, stereo techniques were entirely in order.

Two other recordings, however, have been "modernized," one of them quite preposterously: the Thomas Alva Edison Foundation is offering "Gems from the Edison Diamond Ambers," old cylinder recordings of a number of long-gone singers—in stereo! And RCA has released the Toscanini-Herva Nelli "Aida" in mono and electronic stereo [electronic stereo in the RCA catalog is indicated by a small (e) following the album number]. These releases seem to indicate that, for at least two record producers, mono is what closes out of town, and pasting a stereo facade on worthy antiques will somehow guarantee that they get to open on Broadway.

Since the business of business is to stay in business, I sympathize with record-company efforts to cut costs and neaten inventories by avoiding mono/stereo duplication in new recordings. And I am further willing to face bravely to the sacrifices involved in discontinuing many artistically valuable but sadly uneconomic mono antiques. But when a company decides to reissue a recording originally made in mono, I go purist all over and insist that they remain faithful to the original artistic intent and avoid stereo falsification. An antique is an antique, and there should be respect for the aesthetic under which it was created. Patch, repair, mend, and add Passion Pink fingernail polish; we would not adjust the faulty perspective thus the artistic products of earlier times continue to find their perceptive buyers. Records are the custodians of countless recorded treasures of the past, and when they choose to put them on public view, they should do so with as much integrity as museum curators. We would scarcely have the effrontery to restore the arms of the Venus de Milo and add Passion Pink fingernail polish; we would not adjust the faulty perspective of an early Renaissance painting; and we would not install Venetian blinds at Monticello. The line has to be drawn somewhere, and I suggest that it be laid down well south of that point at which we classify all recording teams of the mono era as amiable bumbling who knew not what they were doing.
"The PE-2020 worked well in all modes of operation. It is gentle on records, simple to use, and highly flexible. The vertical stylus-angle adjustment does just what it was intended to do, and the purist will find that this novel automatic turntable will meet his most exacting requirements..."

*Excerpt, HiFi/Stereo Review, May, 1968

"This clearly indicates the virtue of the adjustable vertical tracking angle in reducing distortion from the record, and in combination with the variable skating-angle compensation shows that the PE-2020 is well equipped to reduce distortion to a practical minimum. As a consequence, the vertical tracking angle adjustment is not merely a gimmick..."

*Excerpt, Audio May, 1968

The exclusive 15° Vertical Tracking Angle feature places the NEW ELPA PE-2020 ahead of all automatic turntables on the market.
Dynamic Range

1. I wish to thank Craig Stark for his article "The Dynamic Range of Music" in the June issue. Seldom is the subject of dynamic-range compression treated with the seriousness that it deserves.

STANLEY STUMP
Indianapolis, Ind.

2. I must send my thanks for the article "The Dynamic Range of Music" by Craig Stark. Although I am a nonprofessional, this subject is of great interest to me.

As to whether music that was not compressed dynamically would find favor in the average home, I would definitely say yes. The last live concert I attended was a Mantovani concert, and, having several of his albums, I was amazed at the difference in the dynamic range. Recorded music has come a long way since the days of Edison; I feel sure that in the years ahead techniques will be found to make recorded music still more lifelike.

CHARLES STEPAK
Schenectady, N.Y.

Craig Stark should be complimented. He had the guts to speak out against "true concert-hall realism" in the home. I too think that this is all but impossible to achieve with our limited know-how today. Would anyone try to crowd a large symphony orchestra into his living room, and tell him to go to it? Why then should we expect the same effect from a group of electronic devices? Wouldn't it be more to the point to expect a reasonable facsimile? To me, reproduced music is fine up to a certain volume. After that it becomes noise.

HERMAN LOEWENTHAL
Orlando, Fla.

Blanche Pattison should have been neglected. However, I am in disagreement with the statement, "A harpsichordist can play a fugue... with the kind of control over individual voice lines that a pianist has and a harpsichordist or an organist has not." Granted that a harp has the capacity for subtle shadings and dynamics, but as far as control over individual voice lines is concerned, harpsichords and organs use different stops on two or more manuals to achieve individuality of different lines. After all, think of all the contrapuntal music written by J. S. Bach and his contemporaries when there was no piano.

WILLIAM J. CALL
Belmont, Mass.

Miss Pattison replies: "When the composer puts two or more voice lines in the same hand, the organist or harpsichordist has no dynamic control over the individual lines."

The fine article on "The Harp" by Blanche Pattison in the June issue was very timely from my point of view. Just recently I "rediscovered" harp music after enjoying the wonderful playing of Harpo Marx many years ago.

I am embarked on a program of obtaining all the harp music available on records today, and it is surprising that such an extensive harp literature exists and is recorded. To augment the list contained in the article of composers who have written the harp I might add those I have come across in my research. Most of these discs are to be found in the Schwan catalog and are readily available.

The composers are: Albrechtsberger, D'Alvincourt, Beethoven, Bochsa, Boieldieu, Dandrieu, Dittersdorf, Eichner, Haydn, Hotteretere, Jadin, Krumpholz, Mayer, Nadermann, Pachelbel, Petzini, Purcell, Rosetti, Schwan.

(Continued on page 8)
Most of the features of this $89.50 Dual were designed for more expensive Duals.

You’d expect a big difference in performance between the $129.50 Dual, the $109.50 Dual, and the $89.50 Dual. There isn’t a big difference.

The higher-priced models have a few more features, but no more precision. Play all three through comparable hi-fi systems and we defy you to tell which is which, from the sound alone.

To achieve this similarity, Dual simply did what other manufacturers would get sued for doing. We copied the most expensive Dual.

We eliminated some things that weren’t essential to the good performance. But we kept everything that was essential.

So, though we’re about to describe the $89.50 Dual, the Model 1015, everything we say about it is also true of the more expensive Duals.

The 1015 has a low-mass, counterbalanced tonearm that tracks flawlessly with a force as low as half a gram. (Vertical bearing friction is .01 gram; horizontal bearing friction is .04 gram.)

The tonearm settings for balance, tracking force and anti-skating are continuously variable and dead-accurate.

The cue control is gentle and accurate, and works on both automatic and manual start.

(Pace of descent is 0.5 cm/sec.
The cueing is silicon-damped and piston-activated.)

The motor maintains constant speed within 0.1% even if line voltage varies from 80 to 135 volts.

Rumble, wow and flutter are inaudible, even at the highest volume levels.

If all we say about the $89.50 Dual is true, you may wonder why anyone would pay the extra $40 for the Dual 1019.

Perhaps there’s something appealing about owning the very best there is.

United Audio Products, Inc.,
535 Madison Avenue,
New York, N.Y. 10022.
Individual components or complete systems — only. Defects are fully returnable at no charge.

Stokowski

- The article on Stokowski by Herbert Russe-col in the May issue was excellent. There was more Stokowski and less sensational-

uniclub saves you more
on more of what you want!

Here are 10 facts about uniclub. They are 10 reasons to clip the coupon and join now!


2. You save a minimum of 35% on LP’s; 33% on tapes and 25% on books.

3. You can save even more by taking advantage of the regular extra discount “Specials.” Save up to 80% off list price. Right now, for example, the entire RCA Red Seal catalog is $2.75 mono; $3.25 stereo. The Vox $4.38 series is $1.75 mono and stereo.

4. Never a requirement to buy. No monthly or annual fee. No contracts. No “stop-order” forms to return. You receive just what you order.

5. Lifetime Membership

The club membership fee is $5. This is for lifetime privileges which are increasing all the time. You receive a free Harrision tape catalog if you specify.

6. Free club magazine

Members regularly receive “uniGUIDE” advising them of the latest releases, recommended best buys and extra discount “Specials.” When you join you receive a free 300-page Schwann record catalog listing every available record and its price. You receive a free Harrison tape catalog if you specify.

7. Fastest service anywhere

Your orders are not only processed but shipped the same day we receive them. This unique service is possible because your orders are picked from an inventory of over 250,000 LP’s & tapes. You get factory-new sealed albums and tapes. Only defects are fully returnable at no charge.

8. Save up to 90% on stereo gear

Individual components or complete systems — only. Defects are fully returnable at no charge.

As a composition major (now enrolled at the Oberlin Conservatory of Music) who is nonetheless hoping to make his career in rock, I have had the pleasure of following the development of both rock and serious music closely. For this reason, I am writing to commend William Anderson on his fine editorial in the June issue concerning the differences between what one would classify as popular music and as serious music.

It is good to see that there are actually some groups who really know something about serious music (the Mothers of Invention stand out) and are trying to use their knowledge to better their music. But for well-informed critics and composers to say, as Ned Rorem has, that the Beatles are writing songs as good as those of Schubert is terrifying. I find unbelievable some of the comments of respected American composers to the effect that the Beatles and other groups are as good as most serious composers. Could it be that our critics, composers, and performers, in an attempt to show they are “with it,” are grabbing at straws? Luciano Berio may be happy to see that rock musicians are employing great amounts of electronic sound and musique concrete. But why does he overlook the fact that, in general, these sounds have been manipulated in an unsophisticated and gaudy fashion by these musicians? And those people are always talking about the Beatles as though there were no one else. Could this be because they really don’t know anything much about rock today?

Yet, there still is a definite line between popular music and serious music, and there is nobody, in my opinion, who can now successfully straddle the line.

F. C. Lindeman

Brooklyn, N. Y.
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It is good to see that there are actually some groups who really know something about serious music (the Mothers of Invention stand out) and are trying to use their knowledge to better their music. But for well-informed critics and composers to say, as Ned Rorem has, that the Beatles are writing songs as good as those of Schubert is terrifying. I find unbelievable some of the comments of respected American composers to the effect that the Beatles and other groups are as good as most serious composers. Could it be that our critics, composers, and performers, in an attempt to show they are “with it,” are grabbing at straws? Luciano Berio may be happy to see that rock musicians are employing great amounts of electronic sound and musique concrete. But why does he overlook the fact that, in general, these sounds have been manipulated in an unsophisticated and gaudy fashion by these musicians? And those people are always talking about the Beatles as though there were no one else. Could this be because they really don’t know anything much about rock today?
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Brooklyn, N. Y.
Own a complete Scott AM/FM stereo system right now! The new Scottie comes complete with a matched pair of Scott air-suspension speakers, and costs only $199.95 complete. Incorporating the same electronic wizardry found in Scott's most expensive systems, the new Scottie is small enough to fit on a bedside table. And, for extra take-along convenience, the Scottie will even operate off a 12-Volt battery!

THE SCOTTIE
AM/FM STEREO SYSTEM
ONLY $199.95

- All-silicon circuitry with Field Effect Transistors and Scott Integrated Circuits.
- New Full Complementary Output stages provide virtually undistorted sound at even the lowest listening levels.
- Exclusive Automatic Variable Bandwidth AM.
- Connections for record player and tape cartridge player.
- Automatic stereo switching.
- Operates from either 110-Volt house current or 12-Volt battery for car/boat use.

Scott acoustic suspension speakers

Optional automatic turntable, with magnetic cartridge, diamond stylus and dust cover ($59.95)

Handsome cabinet in choice of walnut or teak finish

Connections for tape cartridge player

Tape monitor control

Complete component controls

Decorating panel matches speaker fabrics

Front panel stereo headphone jack

© 1968, H. H. Scott, Inc.

CIRCLE NO. 100 ON READER SERVICE CARD
Hi-Fi and Health

Recently I was re-reading my August 1967 issue on loudspeakers when I realized that the high-fidelity industry is contributing to a serious health problem, that of air pollution in our cities.

The acoustic suspension loudspeaker has come to dominate the loudspeaker field. One has only to check the advertisements in your magazine to discover that, for the most part, these speaker systems are being manufactured in areas of the country where the air is relatively pollution-free. The volume of the average acoustic suspension speaker is around two cubic feet. Now multiply this volume by the thousands upon thousands of such speaker systems being made, and you will realize that the industry is methodically swallowing up a sizable percentage of America's dwindling clean country air!

Therefore, I am going to write my Congressman to introduce a bill that would confine the manufacture of acoustic suspension speakers to our major cities, where the air that is trapped in the sealed cabinet would not be a loss to mankind, as it is unbreathable anyway.

Peter A. Thrift
Takoma Park, Md.

Nancy Sinatra

- Rex Reed is bound to be deluged by letters from members of the Nancy Sinatra International Fan Club for his devastating attack on 'Movin' with Nancy' (April).

Although not a rabid fan of Miss Sinatra's, I can't go along with Reed's judgment that she has 'no conceivable talent.' The worst criticism of Miss Sinatra that I can muster is that she has been oversold and sadly misguided in her career. Her sexy Boots image has obscured the real woman under that voice, no matter what you think. And this Bosts image has obscured the real woman under that bleached, stringy hairdo. Her forte is the low, easy number, in which she can beincompetency.

Listen to her sing 'Jackson,' or Sugartown, or What'll I Do? Mr. Reed, She does have a voice, no matter what you think. And this—not the family name or the publicity—is what has made her popular.

Stephen Pethman
Evanson, III.

- Please tell Rex Reed to keep up the great work—such as his recent review of Nancy Sinatra's latest album. I think I have spent more time turning down the car radio since this last hit the big time than I have listening to it. I hope the review will make some of the people who buy her records and who say what a talent we have there realize that they are only being fooled by the fame of Papa.

Nancy Ann Reilly
Woodland, Calif.

Miklós Rózsa

- Since your "Entertainment" pages do not normally deal with composers of the stature of a Miklós Rózsa, I am not really disturbed by Paul Kreis's estimate of his latest collection (April). I have read the same opinions so many times in the past twenty years that I actually enjoy the inevitable string of aspersions now.

(Continued on page 12)
LOUDSPEAKERS CAN BE BEAUTIFUL!

JBL loudspeaker enclosures are designed, built, and finished to be positive decorative assets, fully compatible with the finest furniture. They come in a wide variety of styles, all as flawlessly executed as the precision JBL loudspeakers they contain. For example: 1 The elegant, powerful, bookshelf-size JBL S99 Athena with hand-carved wood fretwork grille ... 2 The JBL Olympian S7R ... professional studio monitor sound for the home ... 3 The award-winning Nova, shelf-size contemporary concept ... 4 Traditionally styled Sovereign III equipment cabinet, here flanked with a stereo pair of Sovereign II speaker systems ... 5 The delightful JBL Caprice ... tiltable rosewood or walnut cubes with brushed metal grilles, chrome stand ... 6 The Sovereign I SBR, as close to pure perfection as any loudspeaker system ever made ... 7 JBL loudspeaker components are beautiful objects in themselves—designed and precision-crafted with only one objective: total recreation of original performance. Write for a description of the JBL 1968 collection. JBL, 3249 Casitas Avenue, Los Angeles, Calif. 90039.
This is the long-playing cartridge

1,000-play test prove it keeps your records new... indefinitely

The Empire 999VE is the only cartridge that gives you laboratory-test proof that even 1,000 playbacks produce no audible sign or record wear.

With virtually weightless playback, only the 999VE gives you total record protection. High frequencies stay clean and perfect; even a 20k Hz tone is only -3 db after 1,000 plays. Distortion is below audibility: 0.1% at a groove velocity of 14 cm/sec after a full 1,000 plays.

If you value your record collection, ask your dealer for the EMPIRE 999VE $74.95

F. EMPIRE
Empire Scientific Corp., Garden City, N.Y.

But there are other elements in Mr. Kresh's review that must be deplored. Since when are jacket notes an art form worthy of half the space in any review? And that by "the same score"—the quality Mr. Kresh refers to is known as an individual style, often recognizable in serious composers. Although I have only heard three-one of Rosza's eighty-four film scores. I have no trouble identifying any of them. They all sound the same—has always been the excuse of the person who simply refuses to listen carefully. John Fitzpatrick

New York, N.Y.

Mr. Kresh replies: "A further list under 'classical' or 'entertainment,' the music music of Miklos Rosza bears the same relation to serious music that Jools gold does to the red tins... I quoted the jacket notes because they revealed the empty pretentiousness of the whole project so eloquently. I, too, heard much of Rosza's music on the air as well as in movie theaters, during long winters in Hollywood. If anything, I am suffering not from too little exposure to the film scores of Rosza but from too much. Even if Mr. Fitzpatrick has the marvelous gift of being able to identify them, I suspect he is confusing hollow antiquity with the hallmark of style.

Boléro

I call Martin Bookspan's personal preference in recorded Boléro (Basic Repertoire, June) nothing but favoritism. Granted that Leonard Bernstein is a thoroughly dynamic interpreter of Beethoven and Mahler, a heart-warming personality, and a composer of great gifts, but this does not mean that he eclipses all other equal; if not better, conductors in the symphonic literature, where he is truly weak. Bernstein's Columbia recording of the Ravel work is, to my ears, permeated with slick showmanship and completely devoid of lasting value.

On the other hand, Mr. Bookspan dismisses Munch's most luminous rendition of Boléro, the second (1963) Boston Symphony recordings, stereo recording, by calling it "matter-of-fact and casual." Munch has long been considered by many as one of the prime exponents of Ravel's music.

Vaughn Ackerman
Manchester, N.H.

Mr. Bookspan replies: "The credentials of Charles Munch as a worthy exponent of the music of Ravel have been borne on the music at hand, for I was reviewing the performance of Boléro and not Munch's reputation as an interpreter. I stand by my original characterization of the Munch Boléro performance as casual and matter-of-fact. If Mr. Ackerman will re-read the June 'Basic Repertoire' piece, he will find that I stated that this recording is a great disappointment to me, because I will remember several superb performances of the music that Munch could do in the concert hall.

Concerning my preference for the Bernstein Boléro Mr. Ackerman is again off the mark: Mr. Bernstein's excellence in other repertoire does not prevent him from touting in what for me is the most acceptable performance of Boléro to be found in the current catalog."

(Continued on page 14)
Marantz isn't the name that most people think of first when they think of components. It's understandable. The price of Marantz equipment is simply beyond them.

On the other hand, price is the very reason a Marantz component can be as good as it is. (Nobody can give you something for nothing.)

Quite frankly, our philosophy is to let our engineers design a piece of equipment as best as they know how. Not as cheaply. (There are enough other manufacturers doing that already.)

We believe that the four superb stereo components illustrated here are the finest performing stereo components available anywhere in the world. The Marantz SLT-12U Straight-Line Tracking Turntable ($295), the Marantz 7T Solid-State Stereo Preamp ($325), the Marantz 15 Solid-State Stereo Power Amplifier ($395), and the Marantz 10B Stereo FM Tuner ($750).

As soon as you examine these components, we know you will appreciate what goes into making a Marantz a Marantz. That's why your local franchised Marantz dealer will be pleased to furnish you with complete details together with a demonstration. Then let your ears make up your mind.

Designed to be number one in performance... not sales.

(That's what's so good about it!)
HINGEPower, Crazy!


Before you send money to any record club, join the best one for 3 months, free!

THE CITADEL RECORD CLUB
SYMPHONETTE SQUARE • LARCHMONT, N.Y. 10538

Please enroll me for 3 months, without charge or obligation, as a member of the Citadel Record Club. Prove to me that it is the one club with every single advantage and none of the disadvantages of all the others. I understand that I am entitled to all membership privileges, including large discounts on records of all labels, without any obligation to buy anything, ever.

Name ____________________________
Address __________________________
City ______ State ______ Zip ______

CITADEL RECORD CLUB

Fan Mail

I arrived home at eight P.M. tonight and picked up the May copy of your magazine. I skimmed it, enjoyed it, and plan to read it thoroughly within the week. I feel I must write to you now, however, in response to a letter to the editor by Mr. Sidney J. Claunch which you captioned "The Subjectivity of Criticism." I disagree thoroughly with Mr. Claunch that, if we wanted only guidance from your record reviews, we'd prefer a panel of judges rating each record from "Loved it" to "Hated it," and that what we are really after is moral support for our opinions. Of course I have prejudices, and I love it when yours jibe with mine, but I think my greatest delight comes from what I learn from the reviews. My training in musicology is sparse; I have little time to check things in Grove's Dictionary, and even less time to listen to numerous recordings of the same piece. Most of your reviews suggest new critical views of a piece or remind me of things I've forgotten. I look to your reviewers for guidance and for education, tempered always by the knowledge that in the long run my own preferences, made more sophisticated, I hope, will prevail.

JUDITH A. HUNT
Berkeley, Cal.

Just in Time

David Hall's comments in his review of Vaughan Williams' Symphony No. 6 (June) on the deterioration of current recorded sound as compared to earlier reproduction appeared just in time for me. As a classical reviewer for the Fort Wayne News Sentinel, I had begun to think that my equipment was shot (tests proved otherwise), my hearing was shot (tests indicated the contrary), or I was fast approaching senility (at thirty-seven!).

I didn't want to give in to the "they're-not-recording-them-like-they-used-to" syndrome, but when new recordings of major orchestras start to sound like Mantovani, I worry. Sharpness of detail, perspective, and a wide dynamic range seem to be absent from some of these releases. (Of course, every label produces superb-sounding discs, too.)

On the other hand—and this is a most disquieting thought—perhaps it's just Mr. Hall and I who are hearing this difference? Is it?

E. DAVID DEVOR
Fort Wayne, Ind.

Janáček

It's disillusioning to learn that nobody reads liner notes—particularly when you've written them yourself. In the case of William Flanagan's review of the Angel release of an all-Janáček program (April), it seems that the notes were read, forgotten, then remembered inaccurately.

The whole point of the notes was that Janáček did not marry Mrs. Kamila Stiíssel. He remained married to his wife, who, incidentally, outlived both her husband and Mrs. Stiíssel. In my opinion, Janáček's rejuvenation would never have happened if he had in fact married Mrs. Stiíssel (as Mr. Flanagan thinks he did). It is my thesis that, denied the sexual and emotional outlets of marriage, Janáček found his creative gift triggered into extraordinary directions.

ROBERT T. JONES
Los Angeles, Cal.
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If saving money sounds “in” to you, you ought to hear the sounds of University.

High quality, fair price. That’s what makes University the “in” line. If the quality is not good… why even bother about the price right? Right! But if the quality is outstanding, wouldn’t you like to save a little more too? Then you owe it to yourself and your pocket-book to check out University speakers. Here’s how to do it the hard way:

Take any one of University’s many speaker systems. For example, try the luxurious Sorrento or the classic style Mediterranean. Ask your dealer to play either one along side another speaker list at the same price. Next, compare University’s quality with a little higher priced speaker. Then try still a higher priced speaker. Your ears will tell you to stop comparing, and your eyes will tell you the bargain you got.

If you go along with the idea that saving money is “in”, even with hi-fi equipment, you’ll be amazed at how sensational University speakers really do sound, dollar-wise and sound-wise.

While you’re at it, check out University’s one and only Studio Pro-120 Solid-State FM/Stereo Receiver. The specs are so unbelievably good, we had them certified by an independent testing lab. They meet or beat any of the top-of-the line receivers of the Big 5, at a most attractive middle-of-the-line price!

Now you know why University is the “in” line. Check it out. It’s a good way to cash in.

UNIVERSITY® SOUNDA DIVISION OF LTV ELECTRIC, INC.
9500 West Reno - Claremore Cit. - Oklahoma - 73106

UNIVERSITY saving money never sounded better

CIRCLE NO. 61 ON READER SERVICE CARD

AUGUST 1968
NEW PRODUCTS
A ROUNDUP OF THE LATEST HIGH-FIDELITY EQUIPMENT

- **Bose** has introduced a novel stereo speaker system, the Model 901, which radiates 89 per cent of its sound output indirectly to simulate the acoustic characteristics of live music. The speakers (sold only in pairs) come with an a.c.-powered, solid-state "Active Equalizer," which electronically alters the inherent frequency characteristics of the system to achieve the flattest response. The equalizer is connected between the preamplifier and the power amplifier—or to the tape-output and tape-input jacks of a receiver or integrated amplifier. In the latter arrangement, the tape recorder is then connected to the equalizer, which has its own switching for tape-monitoring. The equalizer has multi-position switches for contouring of the mid- and high-frequency response curves. There is also a low-frequency filter switch.

  Each of the pentagonal speaker enclosures contains one driver facing forward, and eight others radiating from the two angled rear panels. All nine drivers are identical, having 3-inch, high-compliance cones and 10-ounce ceramic magnets. All are driven with the same signal; there are no crossover networks. Overall frequency response in an average room is 25 to 20,000 Hz. Power-handling capacity of the system is 200 watts per channel; minimum power required is 20 watts per channel. Overall dimensions of the speakers are 12 3/4 x 20 3/4 x 12 7/8 inches. The equalizer control box measures 2 3/4 x 9 3/4 x 6 3/4 inches. Price for two speaker systems and equalizer control box: $476.

  *Circle 149 on reader service card*

- **Sony**'s Model TC-355 is a solid-state, quarter-track stereo tape deck for use with home stereo systems. The three-head machine has three speeds (7 1/2, 15, and 33 1/3 ips) and can be operated either vertically or horizontally. Frequency response is 20 to 22,000 Hz at 7 1/2 ips, 20 to 17,000 Hz at 3 3/4 ips, and 20 to 9,000 Hz at 1 3/4 ips. The signal-to-noise ratio is 52 dB. Wow and flutter are 0.09 per cent at 7 1/2 ips, 0.12 per cent at 3 3/4 ips, and 0.17 per cent at 1 3/4 ips. The deck has a special flutter filter between the erase and record heads and a pinch roller that retracts into the surface of the deck to simplify tape loading. The transport is controlled by a single large bar lever and a separate pause control. The record-level controls and the microphone-input jacks are concealed beneath a sliding door on the deck's top panel. Two slide switches permit monitoring either the tape or the input on each channel. There is a stereo headphone jack and a four-digit, pushbutton-reset tape counter. A switched high-frequency filter is provided to eliminate tape hiss. The deck comes installed on a walnut-finish base. Price, with dust cover: less than $229.50.

  *Circle 150 on reader service card*

- **RCA** has introduced the "Starmaker" line of dynamic microphones. The Starmaker 96 (shown) has a cardiod pick-up pattern and a frequency response of 50 to 15,000 Hz. It has a three-position bass roll-off switch and a five-pin connector that can be reversed to provide an output impedance of 200 or 15,000 ohms. The microphone comes with a windowscreen, a slip-on swivel mount, 20 feet of shielded cable, and a carrying case. Its overall dimensions are: 9 3/4 inches long and 1 1/2 inches in diameter. Price: $50. The Starmaker 97 has the same specifications as the 96, but comes with an on/off switch and without the bass roll-off switch. It is 7 1/2 inches long and 2 inches in diameter. Price: $40.

  The Starmaker 98 has an omnidirectional pick-up pattern and a frequency response of 40 to 17,000 Hz. It has an on/off switch and a reversible connector for either 200- or 15,000-ohm output impedance. It comes with a windscreen, slip-on fixed mount, 20 feet of cable, and a carrying case. The Starmaker 98 is 8 inches long and 2 inches in diameter. Price: $40.

  The Starmaker 99 is a low-impedance cardioid microphone with a frequency response of 80 to 10,000 Hz. It has an on/off switch that can be used to control tape recorders having remote-control capabilities. It comes with a plastic desk stand and 6 feet of cable and measures 5 inches in length and 1 inch in diameter. Price: $8. The Starmaker 100 is high impedance with an omnidirectional pick-up pattern and a frequency response of 100 to 8,000 Hz. It has the same features and dimensions as the 99, but is constructed of metal instead of plastic. Price: $8.

  *Circle 151 on reader service card*

- **Jensen**'s new TF-3B is a four-driver, three-way speaker system with a frequency response of 25 to 20,000 Hz. The enclosure is a modified acoustic-suspension design of bookshelf size. The drivers are a Jensen Flexair 10-inch woofer, two 3 1/2-inch mid-range units, and a Sono-Dome phenolic-diahfragm tweeter. Crossover frequencies are 2,000 and 10,000 Hz. Input impedance is 8 ohms, and amplifier power required is 10 to 25 watts. A continuously variable tweeter-level control is on the back of the enclosure. The TF-3B is finished in walnut and measures 13 3/4 x 23 3/4 x 11 3/4 inches. Price: $122. The system is also available in unfinished walnut for $109.

  *Circle 152 on reader service card*

(Continued on page 20)
Now...in every price range, every tracking force range

from $67.50 to $25.00...
from ¾ grams to 5 grams

With the introduction of our extremely low cost new M32E elliptical stylus cartridge ($25.00 net, 2½ to 5 gms. tracking, 20 to 17,500 Hz), and M31E elliptical stylus cartridge ($27.50 net, 1 to 2 gms. tracking, 20 to 18,000 Hz), you can now get Shure quality in the broadest possible spectrum of prices and specifications. Given our “druthers”, we would prefer you bought the Shure V-15 Type II Super Trackability cartridge at $67.50. We feel it’s the world’s finest cartridge, and independent critics the world over agree with us. However, if your equipment or your exchequer dictates another cartridge, be assured that Shure makes a really complete line of best-in-their-price-class cartridges. Note for instance, the impressive line-up of elliptical styli cartridges below. Detailed literature on the complete Shure group with the reason for each is available at no cost: Shure Brothers, Inc., 222 Hartrey Ave., Evanston, Illinois, 60204.
Craig's Model 3203 "Four Plus Four" is a complete, a.c.-powered, four-/eight-track stereo tape-cartridge play- 

back system with built-in solid-state amplifiers and a pair of external speaker systems. The transport will play either four- or eight-track cartridges automatically. Track switching is automatic; an indicator lights to show which track is being played. Controls include two pushbuttons for pro- 

gram selection and cartridge eject. Three knobs control volume, balance, and tone. Specifications include a fre- 

quency response of 70 to 10,000 Hz, a signal-to-noise ratio of better than 35 dB, and stereo separation of 35 dB. Am- 

plifier power output is rated at 6 watts per channel. Wow and flutter are less than 0.25 per cent. The tape transport- 

amplifier unit measures 9½ x 4 x 11½ inches. The speakers each measure 9½ x 11½ x 4½ inches. Price: $144.95. 

Circle 153 on reader service card

Uher's 4400 is a quarter-track stereo version of the 4000L port- 

able tape recorder. It can be powered by five "D" cells, nickel-cadm- 

ium batteries, an automobile battery, or the 120-volt a.c. line. The recorder has four speeds (7½, 3⅞, 1⅞, and 3⅞ ips) and capstan drive with an eight-trans- 

istor speed-control circuit. Reel diameters up to 5 inches 

can be accommodated. The frequency response is 40 to 20,000 Hz at 7½ ips, 40 to 17,000 Hz at 3⅞ ips, 40 to 10,000 Hz at 1⅞ ips, and 40 to 5,000 Hz at 3⅞ ips, all within ±2 dB. Signal-to-noise ratio is 50 dB and wow 

and flutter are ±0.1 per cent rms. The recorder has two built-in 1-watt power amplifiers and one speaker with an output jack for the connection of a second speaker. There is a three-digit pushbutton-reset tape counter. The transport uses piano-key controls for rewind, play, pause, re- 

cord, stop, and fast-forward. Each channel has a record- 

level meter, one of which also serves as a battery-condi- 
tion indicator. There are input jacks for microphone, radio, and phono, and output jacks for an earphone and connection to an external power amplifier. Another jack is provided for connection to either foot- or hand-operated remote-control units. Price: $145. Among the many ac- 

cessories available are a rechargeable battery for $20; 
cardioid microphone with windshield and start-stop switch, $60; and foot-operated remote control, $17. 

Circle 154 on reader service card

Allied Radio's Model 365 solid-state AM/stereo FM 

receiver is rated at 65 watts IHF music-power output, 25 watts continuous output per channel at 8 ohms. Power bandwidth is 15 to 30,000 Hz and harmonic distor- 
tion is less than 1 per cent at rated output. IM distortion is 1 per cent; hum and noise are —60 dB at the magnetic-

high-frequency filter on/off. A front-panel headphone jack is provided. The signal-strength tuning meter works on both AM and FM. A built-in safety circuit protects the output transistors against short circuits. Overall dimen-

sions of the receiver are 3 x 16 x 12 inches. Price, with metal case: $229.95. A wood case is $199.95. 

Circle 155 on reader service card

Teac's Model A-4010S solid-state, quarter-track two-

speed stereo tape deck has three motors and automatic reverse. The reversing mechanism uses a foil-sensing sys- 
tem and works only on playback. Frequency response is 45 to 15,000 Hz ±2 dB at 7½ ips, 50 to 7,500 Hz ±3 dB at 3⅞ ips. Wow and flutter are 0.12 per cent at 7½ ips, 0.15 per cent at 3⅞ ips. Other specifications include a signal-to-noise ratio of 55 dB, channel separation of 50 

dB, and a fast-wind time of approximately 100 seconds 

for a 1,200-foot reel of tape. The deck has a four-digit, 
pushbutton-reset tape counter. Each channel has input 

jacks and independent recording-level controls for micro- 

phone and high-level line signals. There are two VU recording-level meters. Pushbuttons are used to control the transport, select the tape speed, and to adjust the tape tension for the thickness of the tape. A slide switch per- 

mits monitoring either the tape or the input signal. There are output jacks for a stereo headphone and connection to an external power amplifier. The transport shuts off automatically at the end of the tape. The deck comes in- 

stalled in a wooden cabinet and measures 17⅞ x 17⅞ x 


Circle 156 on reader service card
6 reasons why
the new Jensen TF-3B should be
your next bookshelf speaker

1. It’s Great Sound in a Compact Size
The TF-3B proves that impressive sound can come in a compact enclosure. The popular shelf
size gives you true high fidelity anywhere—home, studio, lounge or theatre.

2. It’s a 4-Speaker 3-Way System
The TF-3B uses four speakers to provide flaw-
less reproduction of the entire sound spectrum.

A 10” FLEXAIR® Woofer supplies massive well-damped low tones from 2000 cps. to below 25 cps. In the middle register, 2000 to 10,000
cps., clean smooth output is achieved with two special 3½” direct radiator units. Crystal clear uniform highs from 10,000 to beyond 20,000
cps. result from the exclusive Jensen SONO-
DOME® direct radiating dome-type ultra-
tweeter.

3. It has an Air Suspension Bass Superflex
Enclosure
A specially designed airtight acoustic enclosure,
with tube-loaded vent, provides a distortion-free 1-f range. For this size bookshelf system, re-
search has proven the superiority of the TF-3B’s
tube-loaded vented enclosure.

4. It has the famous FLEXAIR Woofer
One of the big secrets in the TF-3B is its out-
standing low frequency per-
f ormance. Amplitudes must be large for the lower fre-
quencies and the FLEXAIR
Woofer permits a total motion in excess of ¾ inches . . . without distortion!

5. It's excellent for Mono or Stereo
With the TF-3B you can obtain fine mono re-
production. Two TF-3B’s make a superb stereo system. Place cabinets six to eight feet apart.
Cabinets can be set on end or horizontally.

6. It's Fine Furniture
A handsome walnut cabinet makes this system
compatible with every room decor. Attractive
grille complements the wood grains... $122.00
Also available unfinished—rattan grille, perim-
eter frame ............................... $109.00

There’s more to tell... get the full TF-3B story
from your Jensen dealer or write, Jensen Manu-
facturing Division, The Muter Company, 5655
West 73rd Street, Chicago, Illinois 60638.

Jensen
Jensen Manufacturing Division, The Muter Company, 5655 West 73rd Street, Chicago, Illinois 60638
CIRCLE NO. 32 ON READER SERVICE CARD
Two Great Music Makers Get Together

KENWOOD TK-140... Solid state, stereo, AM/FM automatic receiver with Field Effect Transistor and 130 watts of power, enjoys the acclaim of music lovers everywhere. The performance and beauty of this exceptional instrument are evidence the engineering genius behind TK-140 knows the importance of creative and technical control, as well as the consistent attention to detail essential to achieve superior results.
MAURICE JARRE... Composer of the musical scores for "Lawrence of Arabia" and "Dr. Zhivago," both Academy Award winners, is perhaps the most in-demand composer in the world. His genius also created the scores for "Grand Prix" and other screen, television and stage successes. This gifted young man knows the importance of control over talent and technique, and the attention to detail essential to achieve superior results.
HIFI QUESTIONS & ANSWERS

Bookshelf-Speaker Installation

Q. I want to install a pair of bookshelf speakers in a pair of Mediterranean-style commodes that are in my living room. The door panels have a grillwork backed up by a tapestry type of material. Is it possible to put a bookshelf system in such a piece of furniture without degrading its sound? If so, how do I go about it?

A. There are several things to watch out for. Unless you intend to use the speakers only when the commodes' doors are open, you must make sure that there is no excessive blockage of the speaker's radiators by the door of the cabinet. In your furniture of the kind you describe, the cloth behind the grille is a heavy fabric that is fairly opaque to high frequencies. In such a case, replace the fabric with a suitable open-weave material. You can check to see whether treble losses occur with the new fabric by playing music that has a strong treble content (cymbals, triangles, etc.) or by using interstation noise from your FM tuner. Listen to the speakers with the doors both open and shut. It may be that by turning up the tweeter control on your speakers you will be able to make up for any losses caused by an excessively heavy door fabric.

Install each speaker as close to the front door of the commode as possible. This will avoid exciting cavity resonances within the compartment in which the speaker is sitting. But it may be necessary to pack fiber glass in the areas along the sides of the speaker to prevent imparting a sort of boomy, hollow coloration to the sound. You can check this by playing a mono program alternately through one speaker inside the commode and the other one outside it. Switch between the two speakers with your amplifier's balance control and note any differences in sound quality. You may also want to have the speaker system sit on a 2- to 3-inch layer of plastic or rubber foam to prevent rattles or buzzes caused by transmission of vibration to the commode.

Don E. Francisco
Chapel Hill, N.C.

Why Preampify?

Q. What is a preamplifier and why is it necessary?

A. A preamplifier, as its name indicates, is intended to amplify (and modify the frequency characteristics) of an audio signal before it reaches the remainder of the amplifier. The preamp may be part of a receiver or an integrated amplifier, or it may be a separate component.

As it is now used, the term is somewhat imprecise because it also covers the tone-control and switching functions. Originally the expression referred only to the circuits that provided the extra amplification and the special frequency equalization required by magnetic phonograph cartridges. Magnetic cartridges have an output of perhaps 6.005 volt (3 millivolts) while an FM tuner may have an output 100 times as great, or 0.3 volt. It is the task of the preamp to make up this difference and at the same time to compensate for (or equalize) the special "tilted" frequency-response characteristic built into the phonograph record.

Records are cut with a non-flat frequency response for two reasons:

1. To minimize the high-frequency surface noise during playback, the highs recorded on discs are boosted (about 14 dB at 10,000 Hz). In playback, the preamp supplies a complementary high-frequency cut (a treble roll-off) that greatly reduces the record-surface noise while restoring a flat response.

2. At the other end of the frequency spectrum, the low-frequencies, or bass notes, are cut back greatly (about 12 dB

(Continued on page 26)
There's nothing unusual about paying $370, $400 or $450 for a Fisher compact stereo system. We've sold thousands at those prices.

But the new Fisher 120 FM stereo radio/phono system costs much less than that. It sells for only $299.95.* It's the first compact Fisher stereo system ever priced under $300.

And it contains the same features that made more expensive Fisher compacts worth their price.

The receiver is solid-state and delivers 40 watts music power (IHF). It's virtually free of distortion.

The 4-speed automatic turntable comes with a magnetic cartridge and diamond stylus.

And the system includes a pair of Fisher's new XP-55B 2-way speaker systems, which reproduce the audio spectrum from 37 Hz to 20,000 Hz. (The speakers alone sell for $49.95 each.)

By now you may be wondering how we are able to manufacture this stereo compact for such a low price.

Manufacturers are also wondering.

(For more information, plus a free copy of the Fisher Handbook 1968, an authoritative 80-page reference guide to hi-fi and stereo, use coupon on page 27.)

Introducing the first Fisher compact under $300.

The Fisher 120

*Also available, the Fisher 125, identical to above but also including AM, $329.95.
You can even hear the violinist breathing.


Guitar music? You'll hear the finger snap across the string. Most speakers aren't sensitive enough to pick-up split second sounds like that.

1812 cannons? We'll give you real boom. Without "boom". Rectilinear tells it like it is.

So does Hi-Fi Stereo Review®.

They said, "In our opinion, we have never heard better sound reproduction from any speaker of any size or price".

When you get straight talk like that from the professionals, you really ought to listen.

A Development of Rectilinear Research Corp., 30 Main Street, Brooklyn, N. Y. 11201

*Julian Hirsch Equipment Reports, Hi-Fi Stereo Review, Dec., 1967

CIRCLE NO. 47 ON READER SERVICE CARD
Introducing the first Fisher AM-FM stereo receiver under $329.95.

$80 under.

Fisher makes a number of AM/FM stereo receivers. They all cost $329.95 or more. With the exception of the new solid-state Fisher 175-T receiver at $249.95.

The 175-T is almost as powerful and virtually as sensitive as the other Fisher AM/FM stereo receivers.

The amplifier has 65 watts IHF music power (at 8 ohms!), which is enough to drive nearly all bookshelf speakers at full volume without distortion.

The FM-tuner section has 2.0 microvolts sensitivity. The AM tuner section has 10 microvolts sensitivity. Both are sensitive enough to bring in weak signals as if they were strong, local stations.

We included two FET’s and two IC’s. And we incorporated the important Fisher exclusives, such as our patented Stereo Beacon**, which signals the presence of stereo stations and automatically switches to the stereo mode, and our exclusive Transist-O-Gard* overload protection circuit. The control panel is exceptionally versatile.

It would take a well-trained ear to tell the new Fisher receiver apart from our other models, when connected to a pair of bookshelf speaker systems. So if there’s any doubt which one you’re listening to, check the price tag.

Fisher Radio Corporation
11-35 45th Road
Long Island City, N.Y. 11101

Name__________________________
Address________________________
City__________________State______
Zip__________________________

*Walnut cabinet, $24.95.
**U.S. Patent Number 3290443.
#Registered trade mark of the Fisher Radio Corporation.

Mail this coupon for your free copy of The Fisher Handbook 1968. This 80-page reference guide to hi-fi and stereo also includes detailed information on all Fisher components.
Switchcraft ends the mix-up over Sound Mixers

Confused as to what a sound mixer should do for your sound system? Or wondered why some mixers cost only a few dollars while others run into the hundreds?

Get all the facts from Report 307TR direct from Switchcraft’s Research Dep’t. Find out why you should have a pre-amp mixer...why equalization for magnetic phono cartridges is a must...the advantages of a stereo/monaural mixer, plus many other searching questions that will help you decide on the equipment that’s best for your sound system.

The report is free. So is a look at Switchcraft’s Studio Mix MASTER 4-channel, stereo/monaural sound mixer at your local dealer.

MIXER SPECIFICATIONS:
- Portable, battery powered, with completely solid state circuitry.
- Four channels, accepts 1 to 4 monaural inputs or up to 2 stereo inputs. Separate volume control per channel plus master volume control.
- Two channels equalized for monaural or stereo magnetic phono cartridges. Auxiliary inputs for high level input signals.
- Distortion 1% max. at 1.5 v. output. Frequency response 20Hz to 20kHz. Signal to noise ratio 60 db referred to 1 mV input. Up to 2 V. R.M.S. output.

GET AN INDEPENDENT PERFORMANCE REPORT ON SWITCHCRAFT’S MIX MASTER PUBLISHED BY AUDIO MAGAZINE. WE’LL GLADLY SEND IT ALONG WITH OUR REPORT 307TR.

LOUDNESS OR CONTOUR CONTROLS

If it can be agreed that the whole point of high fidelity is “natural” sound, then it follows that it is best to hear reproduced music at the same subjective volume as you would in the concert hall. But this doesn’t mean that your speakers must pump out as much energy as a symphony orchestra. After all, your living room is a lot smaller than the concert hall. What matters is that the level of sound at your ears should be about the same as it would be if you were sitting in a good seat at a concert. But those non-music lovers next door may have other things for their ears to do, and understandably ask that you turn down the volume. When you do, something odd happens. The music doesn’t just get softer; its tonal balance changes too. The orchestra suddenly sounds as if the cellos and basses had gone on strike, leaving the sound texture without its due weight and sonority.

Why should a change in volume also bring about a change in the character of sound? The reason lies in a peculiar quirk of human hearing known as the Fletcher-Munson effect—named after the two American scientists who explored it by audiometric techniques. They discovered that, at different volume levels, the frequency sensitivity of the ear changes radically: as the sound is made softer, we tend to hear much less bass and a little less treble.

Fortunately, audio engineers have come up with a special kind of tone control to counteract this tricky volume/frequency nonlinearity in sensory perception. Known as loudness compensation, or contour, this circuit is found in a number of amplifiers. Its principle is simple: it is intended to boost the bass at low volume by approximately the same amount that the human ear suppresses it. The net result, ideally, is that the subjective impression of the music remains realistic, regardless of the volume at which you play it. You switch on the loudness control (usually with a slide switch) and, presumably, you can achieve both frequency-range balance and peace with the neighbors.

The hitch is that not everyone’s hearing conforms perfectly to the Fletcher-Munson average, and the loudness-compensation circuit is designed with the “average” hearing characteristic in mind. This is akin to fitting everyone with an average-size shoe. Furthermore, there is no certainty that the program is being played back at the volume for which the compensation curve was calculated. Obviously, any amplifier that has loudness compensation should also have some provision for switching it out. Otherwise the combination of high playback volume and low volume-control setting (caused by a strong input signal and high-efficiency speakers) may produce boomy, muddy sound. If, for these reasons, the results don’t seem satisfactory, you can roughly adjust loudness compensation to your own taste by boosting the bass (and perhaps the treble also, but only very slightly) with the regular tone controls to the point where the music sounds full and properly balanced to you.

By HANS H. FANTEL

HIFI/STEREO REVIEW
Introducing the Fisher twofers.

A Fisher twofer isn’t some kind of hybrid between a tweeter and a woofer.

It’s the very low-priced XP-44 bookshelf speaker system. So low priced, in fact, that it costs only half the $89 you’d expect to pay for a 2-way Fisher speaker which reproduces the audio spectrum from 39 to 18,000 Hz without peaks.

The twofer has a 6-inch woofer with a 2-pound magnet, and a 2½-inch tweeter with a low-mass cone. It weighs just 15 pounds.

At last a Fisher speaker so inexpensive you can afford two!

(For more information, plus a free copy of The Fisher Handbook 1968, an authoritative 80-page reference guide to hi-fi and stereo, use coupon on page 27.)

The Fisher XP-44’s. Two for $89.
from the world’s finest stereo receiver...

comes the world’s finest stereo tuner...

and the world’s finest stereo amplifier...

for the man who already owns a fine something or other.
Heathkit® AR-15

Every leading electronics magazine editor, every leading consumer testing organization, and thousands of owners agree the Heathkit AR-15 is the world’s finest stereo receiver. All give it top rating for its advanced design concepts and superior performance... all give it rave reviews such as these:

- "an audio Rolls Royce"
- "engineered on an all-out, no compromise basis"
- "cannot recall being so impressed by a receiver"
- "it can form the heart of the finest stereo system"
- "performs considerably better than published specifications"
- "a new high in advanced performance and circuit concepts"
- "not one that could match the superb overall performance of the Heath AR-15"
- "top notch stereo receiver"
- "its FM tuner ranks with the hottest available"
- "it’s hard to imagine any other amplifier, at any price, could produce significantly better sound"
- "a remarkable musical instrument."

The Heathkit AR-15 has these features: exclusive design FET FM tuner for best sensitivity; AM tuner; exclusive Crystal Filter IF for best selectivity; Integrated Circuit IF for best limiting; 150 watts music power; plus many more as shown below.

Kit AR-15, $339.95; Assembled ARW-15, $525; Walnut Cabinet AE-16, $24.95

New Heathkit® AJ-15

For the man who already owns a fine stereo amplifier, and in response to many requests, Heath now offers the superb FM stereo tuner section of the renowned AR-15 receiver as a separate unit... the new AJ-15 FM Stereo Tuner. It features the exclusive design FET FM tuner with two FET r.f. amplifiers and FET mixer for high sensitivity; two Crystal Filters in the IF strip for perfect response curve with no alignment ever needed; two Integrated Circuits in the IF strip for high gain and best limiting; elaborate Noise-Operated Squelch to hush between-station noise before you hear it; Stereo-Threshold switch to select the quality of stereo reception you will accept; Stereo-Only Switch rejects monophonic programs if you wish; Adjustable Multiplex Phase for cleanest FM stereo; Two Tuning Meters for center tuning, max. signal, and adjustment of 19 kHz pilot signal to max.; two variable output Stereo Phone jacks; one pair Variable Outputs plus two Fixed Outputs for amps., tape recorders, etc.; all controls front panel mounted; "Black Magic" Panel Lighting... no dial or scale markings when tuner is "off"; 120, 240 VAC.

Kit AJ-15, $189.95; Walnut Cabinet AE-18, $19.95

New Heathkit® AA-15

For the man who already owns a fine stereo tuner, Heath now offers the famous stereo amplifier section of the AR-15 receiver as a separate unit... the new AA-15 Stereo Amplifier. It has the same deluxe circuitry and extra performance features: 150 Watts Music Power output... enormous reserves; Ultra-Low Harmonic & IM Distortion... less than 0.5% at full output; Ultra-Wide Frequency Response... ±1 dB, 8 to 40,000 Hz at 1 watt; Ultra-Wide Dynamic Range Preamp (98 dB)... no overload regardless of cartridge type; Tone-Flat Switch bypasses tone controls when desired; Front Panel Input Level Controls hidden by hinged door; Transformerless Amplifier for lowest phase shift and distortion; Capacitor Coupled Outputs protect speakers; Massive Power Supply, Electronically Filtered, for low heat, superior regulation... electrostatic and magnetic shielding; All-Silicon Transistor Circuitry; Positive Circuit Protection by current limiters and thermal circuit breakers; "Black Magic" Panel Lighting... no dial markings when unit is "off"; added features: Tuner Input Jack and Remote Speaker Switch for a second stereo speaker system; 120, 240 VAC.

Kit AA-15, $169.95; Walnut Cabinet AE-18, $19.95

FREE HEATHKIT CATALOG

Now with more kits, more color. Fully describes these along with over 300 kits for stereo/hi-fi, color TV, electronic organs, electric guitar & amplifier, amateur radio, marine, educational, CB, home & hobby. Mail coupon or write Heath Company, Benton Harbor, Michigan 49022.

I. Enclosed is $... plus shipping charges.

Please send

[quantity & model] Free Heathkit Catalog.

Name

Address

City... State... Zip

Prices & specifications subject to change without notice.

HEATH COMPANY, Dept. 40-8
Benton Harbor, Michigan 49022
In Canada, Daystrom Ltd.

CIRCLE 40 ON READER SERVICE CARD
ENDURING EXCELLENCE

In the evolution of high fidelity, there have been some “revolutions”—the stereo record, FM multiplex, and transistorization, to give some examples. Each of those changes left its trail of obsolete equipment, frequently replaced with much higher priced models. Through these periods of change, Dynaco has maintained a level of quality so high that our equipment is always current, never obsolete, and always adaptable to the newest useful innovations.

Dynaco’s underlying philosophy is to deliver exceptional performance from designs so carefully and progressively engineered that they defy obsolescence. We add new products only when we feel that they can make a contribution of value to music reproduction. In each Dynaco high fidelity component the total value of the separate parts is greater than what you pay for the finished product, and you can save even more by buying the kit.

Dynaco’s separate components give you the ultimate in flexibility and ease of installation. They can be interchanged with full compatibility, not only with Dynaco units, but with any other similar designs which are generally accepted as being of the finest quality. No industry innovation can make your system obsolete, and future changes, such as an increase in amplifier power, can be easily and economically accomplished.

The quality of performance obtained with the FM-3 tuner, PAT-4 preamplifier, and the Stereo 120 power amplifier cannot be matched in any single package regardless of promotional claims. Other Dynaco units which can interchange with this system will also give similar results at lower power, or with a bit less control flexibility at still lower cost, depending on the units chosen.

Whether you compare Dynaco with others by listening or by laboratory test, you will find that Dynaco gives sound closest to the original—with lucid clarity, without murkiness, noise or distortion. Every unit—whether purchased as a kit or factory assembled—is assured of delivering the same specified quality, for our reputation has grown through directing our design efforts towards perfection rather than to the planned obsolescence of yearly model “face-lifts.”

You may find that your dealer does not have some Dynaco equipment in stock, however, for the demand greatly exceeds our ability to produce for a rapidly growing audience. Quality is our first consideration, so we must ask your patience. We believe you will find it is worth the wait.

Write for descriptive literature and complete specifications.
SPEAKER TESTING: I don’t know how to test speakers. That statement may sound odd coming from one who has tested dozens of speakers, and who has been offering critical comment on speaker performance for over fourteen years. It is not, however, an expression of self-doubt, but rather a way of emphasizing the formidable problems encountered in speaker testing. Let me explain.

I use the word “test” to mean an objective procedure for defining, within known limits of measurement error, the sound quality of a loudspeaker. The same difficulties exist to some degree in the testing of other audio components, but nowhere are they so severe as with the loudspeaker, which is the only component that has to produce sound.

The measurement of speaker parameters such as frequency response, distortion, polar pattern or dispersion, efficiency, and such matters has been treated extensively in the technical press. Perhaps too extensively, since there are almost as many different test techniques as there are workers in the field. The real problem is that none of these tests, or any combination of them of which I am aware, can describe unambiguously, even to a skilled interpreter, precisely what a given loudspeaker will sound like in a typical home listening environment.

Some may dispute this statement—in fact, you don’t have to look any further than Roy Allison’s article elsewhere in this same issue. But speaking for myself, I cannot tell from test data what a speaker is going to sound like, and am very skeptical of anyone’s claiming to be able to do so.

Of course, a speaker system whose curves show broad dips and peaks at certain frequencies is going to have a sound character that reflects these disabilities. But what we are concerned with here are the more subtle differences that separate the very good from the truly excellent.

Before we can measure or define the performance of a speaker, it is first necessary to decide what it is supposed to do. There is, however, no universal agreement even on this seemingly basic point. Is it supposed to recreate exactly in a listening room the total sound of the original performance? I happen to consider this notion preposterous. Any instrumental group larger than a string quartet would be intolerably loud in a home—or at least in mine.

No speaker I have ever heard can achieve this “original-performance” goal, and I’m not sure I would want one if it existed.

What about “transporting” the listener to the concert hall by recreating its acoustic environment? This seems to me to be a more attainable and realistic goal, but the rub here is that the listening room always adds its own coloration to the sound, no matter how faithfully the original may have been recorded and reproduced. Further, the wide diversity of acoustic characteristics found even within the same hall suggests that an unwary listener may confuse various speaker aberrations with the acoustic properties of the recording environment.

A more practical goal might be to have the speaker recreate the sound-pressure pattern that existed at the diaphragm of the recording microphone. If the listening room were anechoic (a depressing thought), this might come close to transporting the listener to the original microphone location. However, all microphones are directional to some degree (yes, even the “omni-directional” types), and speakers are also directional, though not at all in the same way. Unless the speaker and microphone have similar frequency-response curves in all directions (covering the full sphere), one cannot expect the speaker to reproduce what the microphone “hears.” Even if this ideal could be attained, what happens when a different type of microphone is used?

Despite these seemingly unsolvable questions, I do not consider the matter to be hopeless. In my opinion, a speaker should create an illusion of reality in the listener’s mind. The distinction between bringing the music to the listener (by close miking, which allows the listening room to make a proportionately greater contribution) and bringing the listener to the concert hall (by distant miking and lots of “hall” sound) lies properly in the hands of the recording engineer, who can suggest either condition with remarkable success.

In any case, a good speaker should not offend the listener’s sonic sensibilities. It should not screech, hiss, honk, or boom. The sound of the music should be free of harsh or unnatural distortions. It may even persuade the listener to accept it as a substitute for live music if he doesn’t try to be too objective in his listening. (Continued overleaf)
Let there be no mistake—the speaker has yet to be made that can provide, in all aspects, the experience of a live performance. If anyone doubts the truth of this statement, I suggest that he attend a live concert, close his eyes, and try to imagine that same sound emerging from his own prized loudspeakers. This can be an ego-deflating experience, especially for someone with dogmatic views and a large investment in speaker systems.

I do this regularly, and it keeps me sane and sober. When I return home, my own system seems pallid, to say the least. Fortunately, it doesn’t take long for me to become used to it again, and I can once more delude myself into believing that my system is really very close to “the real thing.” It isn’t, by a long shot.

Many of you have attended demonstrations of live vs. recorded sound at audio shows. These can be very convincing, and I have often been unable to detect the transition from recorded to live sound. I have also set up this sort of comparison myself, with considerable success. Does this not prove that the speakers in question are capable of complete, true fidelity? Not quite. Obviously, if they are convincing, they must be of very high quality. Irregularities in frequency response, a narrow polar dispersion, or non-linear distortion will disqualify a speaker for this sort of comparison immediately. Great care must be taken in making the original recording to eliminate the acoustics of the recording room (close miking, or use of an anechoic chamber or the outdoors). Microphone and speaker positions must be carefully coordinated to preserve the spatial illusion. Levels must be matched with extreme precision, and the changeovers must occur at logical places in the music.

These are all matters of technique, and there is really no trickery involved. Nevertheless, a speaker setup that is able to simulate a string quartet flawlessly in such a live vs. recorded test will never convince you that the performers are in your own living room unless you use the original, specially prepared tapes. As soon as you listen to a commercial recording, or to an FM broadcast (no matter how high the fi), you will have no doubts concerning the source of the program. The best that can be hoped for is an illusion of reality, as I mentioned before. However, we still do make objective measurements on speaker systems, and they are by no means worthless. When coupled with careful subjective listening tests, I find they make possible a reasonably accurate appraisal of speaker quality.

---

**EQUIPMENT TEST REPORTS**

By Hirsch-Houck Laboratories

---

**HARMAN-KARDON NOCTURNE FIVE-THIRTY RECEIVER**

- Harman-Kardon's new Nocturne receivers are distinctively styled, with a black panel and knobs set off by accents of gold. The dial scale, tuning meter, and stereo-indicator light are invisible when the set is off, but become clearly illuminated when it is switched on.

- Integrated circuits are used in the i.f. amplifier section and MOSFET's (metal-oxide silicon field-effect transistors) are used in the front-ends of both the FM and AM tuners. The MOSFET offers a genuine, often audible, advantage over the ordinary bipolar transistors used in many tuners of older design. They deliver high gain with low noise, and are highly resistant to overload from strong signals. As a result, cross-modulation from nearby transmitters is unlikely to occur in a properly designed MOSFET tuner.

- There are two models in the Nocturne series: the Five-Thirty (which we tested) and the Five-Twenty, which is identical but lacks an AM tuning section. The Five-Thirty has selector-switch positions for phono, tape/aux, FM, and AM. The function switch can set up the amplifiers for stereo or mono phono playback, and the tuner for either mono or automatic FM stereo/mono operation. When a stereo broadcast is received, the word STEREO is illuminated to the left of the tuning meter, and the multiplex circuits of the receiver go into operation. The tuning meter is of the zero-center type for FM, and is tuned for maximum deflection in AM reception.

- A pair of bass and treble tone controls serve both channels. The bass control, at intermediate settings, boosts or cuts the response below about 200 Hz; at extreme settings it operates below about 500 Hz. There are separate volume and balance controls. A four-position speaker-selector switch turns on either or both of two pairs of stereo speakers, or turns off all speakers for headphone listening via the front-panel jack.

- Four rocker switches control loudness compensation, high-cut filter, tape monitoring, and FM interstation-noise muting. On the rear panel are a switched a.c. outlet and the four output transistors, whose heat is dissipated through the metal structure of the receiver. (They can quite cool, even during our full power tests.) As a result of this effective heat transfer, the Five-Thirty requires a minimum of ventilation and can therefore be mounted in any position.

- We felt, early in our preliminary listening tests, that the Harman-Kardon Five-Thirty was a very fine receiver. It was obviously sensitive, with complete freedom from cross-modulation, and had a distinctively “live” FM sound. The laboratory measurements supplied explanations for most of these observed characteristics.

- The IHF sensitivity of the Five-Thirty was 2.2 microvolts. The limiting curve was quite steep, so that all signals stronger than about 5 microvolts were received with equal quieting and freedom from distortion. The FM distortion at 100 per cent modulation was 0.65 per cent. The muting worked well, with only a slight “thump” when tuning off a station. There is no external variable adjustment of muting threshold, but only the weakest signals required disabling the muting in order to make them audible.

- The FM frequency response was ±2 dB from 30 to 15,000 Hz. The slight high-frequency drop-off shown in (Continued on page 36)
The highly-rated Sherwood S-8800 now features Field Effect Transistors (FET's) in the RF and Mixer stages to prevent multiple responses when used with strong FM signals.

Among the Model S-8800's many useful features are two front-panel switches for independent or simultaneous operation of main and remote stereo speaker systems.

Visit your Sherwood dealer now for a demonstration of those features which make Sherwood's new Model S-8800-FET receiver so outstanding. With Sherwood, you also get the industry's longest warranty—3 years, including transistors.

Compare these Model S-8800 specs: 140 watts music power (4 ohms) • Distortion 0.1% (under 10W.) • FM sensitivity 1.6 µV (10F) • Cross-modulation rejection: 85db • FM hum & noise -70db.

Sherwood Electronic Laboratories, Inc.,
4300 North California Avenue,
Chicago, Illinois 60618. Write Dept. R8

Sherwood

Model S-8800: custom mounting $369.50
Walnut leatherette case $378.50
Hand-rubbed walnut cabinet $397.50

Sherwood Electronic Laboratories, Inc.,
4300 North California Avenue,
Chicago, Illinois 60618. Write Dept. R8
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the graph was apparently due to a very effective ultrasonic filter in the tuner outputs, since we found little trace of 19-KHz or 38-KHz signals in its audio outputs. This prevents the "birds" which are sometimes heard when tape-recording stereo broadcasts. Stereo FM channel separation was better than 30 db in the mid-range and exceeded 20 db from 100 to 10,000 Hz. The AM section of the Five-Thirty, incidentally, is quite good as such tuners go, though by no means of hi-fi quality.

The high-cut filter had a 6-db-per-octave slope above 2,500 Hz, which, though fairly effective in noise reduction, dulled the program sound noticeably. The loudness control had a shelved characteristic, with the response below 150 Hz boosted about 10 db relative to the higher frequencies at normal volume-control settings. The RIAA phono equalization was very accurate, within ±0.8 db from 50 to 15,000 Hz.

The audio performance of the Harman-Kardon Five-Thirty was impressive. It is not, by modern standards, powerful, delivering about 16 watts per channel into 8 ohms with less than 1 per cent distortion between 20 and 15,000 Hz. At power outputs only slightly below the maximum, the distortion was extremely low (less than 0.1 per cent) between 100 to 3,000 Hz. At half-power or less, the distortion was under 0.2 per cent from 20 to 9,000 Hz, reaching a maximum of about 0.8 per cent at 20,000 Hz.

At 1,000 Hz, the harmonic distortion was under 0.25 per cent from 0.1 watt to 18 watts, and under 0.1 per cent from 1 watt to 17 watts. The IM distortion was under 0.25 per cent for all powers below 14 watts.

Within its modest power rating, the audio system of the Five-Thirty ranks with the best in its distortion and frequency-response characteristics. It never seemed to strain when driving speakers of moderate efficiency even at a maximum volume-control setting. It is worth noting that the speaker systems manufactured by Harman-Kardon are 4-ohm types, into which the Five-Thirty's amplifier will deliver about 27 watts per channel continuous power. The manufacturer rates the receiver as a 70-watt unit, or 35 watts per channel (4 ohms), by the IHF Dynamic-Power method, which appears to be quite consistent with our own test findings.

We commented earlier on the Five-Thirty's airy, "live" sound. Repeated exposure to it, and comparison with other receivers, convinced us that this was not an illusion. The slight rise in the FM frequency response at upper-middle frequencies (although it amounts to only about 2 db) might explain some of this quality. However, the Five-Thirty sounds much the same from tape and disc inputs. The sound quality does not appear to result from distortion, and the frequency response is as flat as one could desire. A few years ago, the Five-Thirty might have been put forward as an example of "transistor sound." Today, we would simply call it one of the cleanest, open-sounding receivers we have heard. The Harman-Kardon Five-Thirty sells for $349, and the Five-Twenty (without AM) is $315. An oiled walnut enclosure is $29.95 additional.

For more information, circle 157 on reader service card.

CONCORD 510-D
STEREO TAPE DECK

- The Concord 510-D is a compact, solid-state tape deck meant to be plugged into the tape-output and -input jacks of any stereo amplifier or receiver. The 510-D comes installed on a wooden base, ready to use either vertically or horizontally. The transport has three speeds (7½, 3½, and 1⅞ ips) and, unlike some low-price decks that require changing a capstan bushing, a single lever (located between the reels) selects the operating speed and the correct equalization.

The 510-D is a two-head machine, with separately switchable record/playback preamplifiers. This gives it the capability of making sound-on-sound recordings, copying one channel onto the other while adding new program material from a microphone or from some other external program source. A three-position slide switch selects the electronics for normal operation, copying channel b onto channel a.

(Continued on page 38)
A new Angel Record is the sum of the creative efforts of many individuals. Orchestra, soloists and engineers must be scheduled many months in advance, and are frequently brought together over great distances to make the recording. Engineering at the recording session and during the transfer from tape to disc requires great care and precision. Each stage of the process, and the way in which it is carried out, influences the musical values in the recording finally released.

AR Inc. components are used by executives at Angel Records to hear first pressings of new releases.

As responsible executives of one of the world's largest recording organizations, the men who conduct Angel's operations can afford any equipment except that which distorts or falsifies the quality and content of a recording. The executive conference room at Angel Records is equipped with AR high-fidelity components. Write for a catalog of AR products.

Suggested retail prices of AR components shown: AR amplifier, $225; AR turntable, $78; AR-3a speaker systems, $225-$250, depending on cabinet finish.

ACOUSTIC RESEARCH, INC., 24 Thorndike St., Cambridge, Mass. 02141
channel 2, or vice versa. No external cable jumpers are required.

In the rear of the recorder are high-level input and output jacks, and a pair of microphone jacks are located on the front panel. The microphone signals are mixed with any signals fed into the rear jacks. A pair of illuminated meters monitors both the recording and playback levels. A "0-dB" playback level on the meters corresponds to a 1.2-volt output signal (per channel) to the external stereo amplifier. Since the 510-D has no playback-level controls, the volume must be controlled from the external amplifier. Concealed behind a sliding door on the panel are two red pushbuttons, interlocked with the transport's control lever, which must be pressed in order to record. Recordings can be made on either channel alone or on both simultaneously.

The transport's control lever has positions for FAST FORWARD, REWIND, PLAY, STOP, and CUE. The CUE position stops tape motion, but does not disengage the recording function. This is convenient when one wants to set recording levels when the tape is not in motion. The tape is lifted from the heads when in fast forward or rewind, and the transport shuts off automatically if the tape breaks or runs out. There is also a four-digit pushbutton-reset indexing counter.

We measured the 7 1/2-ips playback frequency response of the Concord 510-D with the Ampex 31521-04 quarter-track test tape as +0.3, -1.5 dB from 50 to 15,000 Hz, with the roll-off occurring at the lower frequencies. The overall record-playback frequency response was very good: +1, -2.5 dB from 50 to 15,000 Hz. At 33 1/3 ips, the record-playback frequency response was +1.5, -3 dB from 45 to 7,000 Hz. The 1 1/4-ips tape speed was suitable only for speech, with a frequency response of ±1.5 dB from 40 to 800 Hz, falling to -11 dB at 3,000 Hz.

The sound quality at 7 1/2 ips was essentially indistinguishable from the incoming program. At 33 1/3 ips, a dulling of the higher frequencies could be heard, although the sound was quite adequate for popular or background music. (These tests were made with Scotch Type 111 tape.)

The use of an extended-range tape would doubtless bring up the high-frequency performance on record-playback. At the slowest speed we found it necessary to use the tone controls on the external amplifier to restore a reasonable tonal balance on speech.

Wow and flutter were negligible. They measured, respectively, 0.06 and 0.07 per cent at 7 1/2 ips, and were both 0.08 per cent at 33 1/3 ips. The signal-to-noise ratio was 48 dB referred to the 0-dB recording level, and the noise consisted essentially of hiss that was inaudible during normal use. The play and record speeds were slightly fast, with a timing error of approximately 15 seconds in 30 minutes playing time. In the fast-forward mode, 1,200 feet of tape was handled in 140 seconds; in rewind, 170 seconds was required.

The 510-D was very easy to use. The controls were well identified, and it was possible to operate it without reference to the instruction manual. The sound-on-sound feature worked well. All in all, we found the Concord 510-D to be a versatile adjunct to a home-music system. Its quality, particularly at 7 1/2 ips, was compatible with the highest-quality audio components. The Concord 510-D sells for under $160.

For more information, circle 158 on reader service card.

HEATH AR-17 FM RECEIVER

- The Heath AR-17 receiver is an excellent example of "value" engineering. The goal of its designers was evidently to produce a good-quality stereo FM receiver at a rock-bottom price. On the basis of our tests, we would say that the Heath engineers have hit their target squarely. Most of the essential features of more expensive receivers have been retained in the Heath AR-17. An obvious economy move was the reduction of audio-power output. In a day when power outputs of 20 to 50 watts per channel are commonly advertised, Heath frankly rates the AR-17 at 5 watts (continuous) or 7 watts (music power) per channel. This makes possible the use of inexpensive epoxy-cased power transistors and an appreciably smaller and less expensive power supply.

A second economy move was the elimination of the usual pair of tone controls. A single tone control, operating on both channels, provides a flat output at its full clockwise setting. Rotating the tone knob counter-clockwise provides a moderate high-frequency roll-off of about 12 dB at 10,000 Hz. The tone control is combined with the on-off switch, which is operated by pulling out the knob.

The volume controls are concentric, with a slip clutch to permit balancing the two channels. The two control sections tracked well, and we found no need to readjust balance as the volume was changed. The input-selector switch has both stereo and mono positions for each of the three inputs: FM, PHONO, and AUX. Although such features as filters, loudness compensation, and speaker switching are lacking, the Heath AR-17 does have a front-panel headphone jack. Because of the relatively low power of this receiver, the phones are connected directly to the speaker-output terminals, which permits headphone listening at ear-shattering levels if one desires. The speakers are automatically disconnected when phones are plugged in.

(Continued on page 40)
The SC-2520 is a compact stereo music system that does everything but fly.

It plays monaural and stereo records.

It plays monaural and stereo FM broadcasts.

And it will record and play back monaural and stereo tapes.

Stated simply, it will produce more music, in more ways, than any compact music system ever made.

For example: The New York Philharmonic Orchestra is presenting a special program on FM stereo radio. You not only want to hear it, but wish to record it for posterity. Simply insert a tape cartridge (cassette) into the SC-2520, tune to the station, activate the tape mechanism and enjoy the program while your music system records it for future listening.

For example: Your friend has an extraordinary recording that is out of print. You want to record it. All you do is start the tape cassette player and play the record on the automatic turntable. In minutes, that rare recording is part of your collection.

It would take a small novel to outline all of the possible functions of the SC-2520. So suffice it to say if it has anything to do with sound, you can capture it and faithfully reproduce it with this amazing music system.

The SC-2520 has solid-state electronics throughout, including newly developed integrated micro-circuits.

It has a defeatable contour switch that restores bass frequencies at low volume levels.

It has a unique speaker selector switch that allows you to connect stereo speaker systems in two rooms and select between them. Or use them all simultaneously.

It also has a headphone receptacle on the front panel for personal listening.

And a center of channel tuning meter so you can locate FM stations quickly and accurately.

In short, here is a total music system that is really total.

And beautiful.

And easy to use.

And sensibly priced.

The SC-2520 is at your Harman-Kardon dealer now. He will be happy to give you a complete demonstration.

Visit him soon.

We want you to hear more music.

For more information write to Harman-Kardon, Inc., 55 Ames Court, Plainview, N.Y., Box # HFSR-8
Although the AR-17 lacks tape-recorder output jacks, an attenuator can be added externally to the speaker outputs or to the headphone jack to enable it to feed a tape recorder. This is much less satisfactory, however, than fixed outputs ahead of the volume controls.

The FM tuner, which is rated by Heath at 5 microvolts IHF usable sensitivity, has automatic mono-stereo switching. Although there is no tuning meter, by tuning for lowest noise or for brightest illumination of the stereo lamp one can easily achieve distortion-free response.

Because of our past experience with Heath high-fidelity components, we were not surprised to find that the AR-17 met or exceeded all its performance specifications by a comfortable margin. Nevertheless, it is so conservatively rated that special comment is in order. For example, the FM tuner sensitivity checked out at 2.3 microvolts, rivaling many far more expensive receivers. This was after instrument alignment, but even without this it was substantially better than its rated 5 microvolts.

The tuner operated well at any received signal level, but became distorted when driven by extremely high-level signals (near 100,000 microvolts) from our signal generator. Such levels would be encountered only rarely and in very strong signal areas. We found no trace of cross-modulation from strong alternate-channel signals (400 kHz removed from the desired signal).

The stereo-FM separation was better than 30 dB from 200 to 2,000 Hz, falling to 17.5 dB at 30 Hz and to 10 dB at 10,000 Hz. The basic amplifier frequency response was flat above 800 Hz, falling slightly to -2.5 dB in the 30- to 100-Hz region. This is well within RIAA specification tolerances.

The audio output was about 10 watts per channel at the clipping point, with both channels driven into 8-ohm loads. At the rated 5 watts or less, harmonic distortion was below 0.7 per cent at any frequency from 20 to 20,000 Hz. IM distortion was about 1.5 per cent below 1 watt, dropping slightly at higher powers and rising to 2 per cent at 9 watts. Into 16-ohm loads, the available power was reduced about 50 per cent and into 4 ohms it went up about 43 per cent.

A signal of 5.2 millivolts was needed at the phono inputs to drive the amplifier to a 5-watt output per channel. Although medium- or high-output cartridges would he preferable with the AR-17, it worked well with a high-quality cartridge having less than 3 millivolts output. Hum and noise were 58 dB below 5 watts at the auxiliary input, and 49 dB below 5 watts at the magnetic-phono input. This could be heard at high volume-control settings as a low-level hum when the cartridge was off the record surface. Under normal playing conditions, no hum or noise was audible.

The Heath AR-17 was an enjoyable receiver to use. Its sound at reasonable listening levels with medium- or high-efficiency speakers would be difficult, if not impossible, to distinguish from that of most receivers selling for several times its price. Of course, it cannot be "pushed." This receiver will not provide a signal to rattle windows or reproduce music in the home at concert-hall levels. But it is certainly more than adequate for a large number of installations, particularly those of students and beginners with limited budgets.

Sold only in kit form, the Heath AR-17 is supplied with all critical circuits pre-assembled and pre-aligned. Most of the receiver is constructed on a single, large, easy-to-wire circuit board. Our kit builder reports that the instructions are up to Heath's usual high standards and that it should take perhaps two to three evenings to construct. The AR-17 costs $72.95. A metal cabinet is available for $3.50, and a walnut-veneer wooden cabinet is $7.50.

For more information, circle 159 on reader service card
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LAFAYETTE Award-Winning LR-1500T

has four features you'd expect to find only in a $500 receiver.... 4 INTEGRATED CIRCUITS! — 2 FIELD EFFECT TRANSISTORS!

175 WATTS POWER OUTPUT!

Exclusive COMPUTER-MATIC T.M.
Overload Protection!

PAT. PENDING

Are IC's, F.E.T.'s and special transistor overload protection circuits really necessary? They are—if you want unexcelled FM stereo reception and freedom from worries about possible output transistor burn-out. Of course, this receiver has a lot more besides. Things like automatic FM mono-stereo switching, automatic interstation muting on FM and AM, built-in AM and FM antenna systems, and an outstanding audio section that rivals some of the finest component stereo amplifiers. We didn't skimp on power either—with 175 watts (IHF), you'll be able to drive any speaker systems around—with power to spare! And, we included every input and output you could possibly need, plus a formidable array of controls and switches for unlimited flexibility of operation.

So, if you want the kind of performance, features and power you usually find only in a much higher-priced receiver, we suggest you seriously consider the LR-1500T at only $299.95. And remember, every Lafayette receiver is backed by a 2-year parts warranty (1 year on semiconductors).


1969 LAFAYETTE CATALOG

FREE! Just Off the Press! Over 500 Pages

Your Complete Buying Guide from one dependable source. Everything in Electronics, Stereo Hi-Fi, CB, Tape Recorders—at money saving prices. Send for your copy today.

NO MONEY DOWN—UP TO 2 YEARS TO PAY
By JAMES GOODFRIEND

GOING ON RECORD
THE VINTNER OF OUR DISCONTENT

As many collectors must know, there are a fair number of pages (thirteen, at last count) in the Schwann Long Playing Record Catalog devoted to recordings of things other than music. We review a few such records each month in HiFi/Stereo Review, but every so often one comes along that requires a background of experience so specific that the record must search for its reviewer, rather than the other way round. Such is the case with a new MGM release: "Alexis Lichine's The Joy of Wine" (MGM E-4519, two discs, $7.79, mono only). As I am the duly chosen consultant on oenophile matters for this publication, the album has fallen to my lot.

It isn't difficult to find a connection between music and wine. The correlation is in the connoisseur, and I find it invidious that the man who relishes Beethoven's Op. 59, No. 2, should also, with proper and sufficient experience, find a world of sensual and intellectual joy in savoring a Château Palmer 1937, or an un-melded-with Cognac of great if undetermined age. It is a little like knowing, without having to be told, that a political candidate who reads and appreciates poetry is not, if elected, going to do something stupid about our national parks. Taste, which is the major achievement of connoisseurship of any sort, is transferable in its object.

So much for music and wine. A connection between recordings and wine is, perhaps, a more difficult bridge to build. Specifically, the question is: what is there (if, indeed, there is anything) about a record that makes it a more suitable medium than—or even as suitable as—a book in which to convey thoughts about wine? Granted that some people who are physically able to read books prefer to have them read to them—that is a childishness of our time. A record can be, and often is, nothing more than the recitation of bookish matter. This one is not, but owing to some severe lapses in taste and technique, it might have been better had it been so.

Alexis Lichine is among the most eminent professionals of wine today. He is the proprietor of Château Lascombes and Château Prieuré-Lichine in Bordeaux (two of the sixty or so officially rated "great" châteaux in the area), and has holdings in several of the great vineyards of Burgundy. He has a company that exports wines from France, and he has written extensively on the subject of wine, most notably in Wines of France, and most recently in an Encyclopaedia of Wines and Spirits. He is a member (the only American one) of the Académie des vins de Bordeaux, and a Chevalier of the Légion d'Honneur.

Perhaps the best way I can describe this recording to you is to say that it sounds exactly like the soundtrack for a low-budget documentary film on wine (which, presumably, does not actually exist). There is a very definite sense of something missing throughout the listening experience, something that would make the simple recitation of names ("Château Latour, Château Pichon-Longueville, Château Mouton-Rothschild ... "). The confusion of media is just too plainly obvious when M. Lichine says, "This is a case of fine wine from the Medoc ... " and the ear listens in vain to the hubbub recorded in the wine chais for the identifying sound of that particular case.

The album contains a good deal of rather bibulous singing of what I gather are traditional French and German drinking songs, and there is an obsessively repeated fragment of Jean-Joseph Mouret's Premiere Suite de Symphonies. Such music is all to the good for bridging purposes, but it does go on. More important, the album contains spoken contributions by a number of people who should have something telling to say about wine: Baron Philippe de Rothschild (of Château Latite), Prince Paul von Metternich (of Schloss Johannisberg), Bernard Girestet (of Château Margaux), cooking expert James Beard, (Continued on page 44)
just can't compromise good design. It can't be rushed. You've been ent. We've been patient. Now we're both going to be rewarded.

new Sony 6060 receiver is a superb performer on FM stereo, and AM broadcasts; records and tapes.

FM, even the weakest, fuzziest stations sound like the strong ones. They don't get clobbered by the strong ones. Stations you knew existed suddenly appear.

stereo? Superb. All the separation necessary for full, rich stereo sound. And the 6060 automatically switches to stereo operation.

eering innovations made this possible: the front end combines newly developed Sony field-effect transistors with a 5-gang variable selector to provide an unprecedented combination of low internal noise, high sensitivity (1.8 mV) and low cross-modulation. The IF section uses six solid-state filters instead of conventional tuned circuits. Even AM broadcasts are better, because of the special care devoted to this portion of our receiver.

The powerful amplifier section delivers 110 watts IHF into 8 ohms without the slightest trace of distortion (0.2% at rated output). Plenty of power to drive any speaker system with plenty in reserve for difficult passages. A unique heat-sensing circuit protects the 6060 from overload.

Not only is the 6060 a pleasure to hear, but it is also a pleasure to use. It has a full complement of controls and conveniences: zero-center tuning meter; front-panel headphone jack; switches for tape monitoring muting, speaker selection, tape head or Aux. input, loudness—the works.

At $399.50 (suggested list), it outperforms receivers selling for as much as $500. But don't take our word, hear for yourself at your hi-fi dealer.

Sony Corporation of America, 47-47 Van Dam St., L.I.C., N.Y. 11101.

Now, aren't you glad you waited?
just what you've always wanted...

a Tandberg tape deck for only $79.50

SPECIAL OFFER

Here's a remarkable opportunity for you to own the superb Tandberg Model 64X stereo tape recorder (at the regular price) and along with it — a Tandberg Stereo Playback Deck for just $79.50 additional!

Do it today! Ask your dealer to demonstrate why the 64X with its famous Norwegian precision is rated as the "highest caliber". Then, when you purchase the 64X, you will receive a gift certificate from your dealer. Send this certificate, plus your guarantee card, and $79.50 to Tandberg direct. The Tandberg 65, with teak cabinet — a $235.45 value, will be yours for just $79.50!

(offer good through Sept. 30, 1968 at franchised Tandberg dealers in U.S.A. only.)

Model 64X — True high fidelity... even at 3%! Features 3-speeds, 4-heads, FM stereo multiplex, sound-on-sound, echo effects, add-a-track, direct monitor, remote control.

Model 65 — Dupicate 15 tapes for your own use — and the "64" pays for itself! Complete with cabinet, 4-track playback head, 3-speeds, 4-digital counter. Limited offer... (with purchase of 64X). $79.50

ask your dealer for the latest independent Test Report on Tandberg!

and others. But the information for which M. Lichine asks them, and with which they respond, is that general sort of statement that one finds in tourist brochures or liquor-store giveaways. Thus, Baron Rothschild, instead of giving us something specific out of his manifold experience as a wine-maker and connoisseur, talks of "ze earth, ze air, ze bottle" in a slow, bemused speech. James Beard, after some good points about cooking with wine, is reduced to joining M. Lichine's inexplicable crusade to get people to drink anything with anything, making their selection on the basis of their own, as yet untrained, tastes.

Included with the album are wine maps of Germany and France, a vintage chart, an explanation of how to read a Bordeaux label, a pronouncing glossary, and Alexis Lichine's suggested reclassification of the red wines of Bordeaux as brought up to date (quite a few changes from his earlier version). Oenophiles will notice the unexpected absence of certain wine names from both the printed and the spoken parts of the album and the obsessive ubiquity of others. For example, sherry is briefly discussed, but neither port nor Madeira is so much as mentioned. In speaking of the wines of the Rhone valley, the best of them, Cote Rotie and Hermitage, are not given a word; Chateau, Fixin, and Volney are absent from both the glossary and the discussion of Burgundy, and in the updating of the Bordeaux classification, two exceedingly eminent chateaux, Chateau Cantemerle and Chateau Castelnaudary, seem to have gotten lost altogether (were this intentional it would be comparable to dropping Schubert and Chopin from the musical repertoire). On the other hand, there is the seemingly naive persistence of M. Lichine in pushing his own product. Everywhere one looks or listens there is Chateau Lascombles, Chateau Prieure-Lichine, or "Shipped by Alexis Lichine & Co." And when he says, "I want you to know the names of the great vineyards of the Medoc... Chateau Margaux, Chateau Lascombles, Chateau Prieure-Lichine," and then takes a long pause, the whole business begins to look a little shoddy. Surely he ought to be above this.

In short, then, the record is an attempt, but not a success. Perhaps a really fascinating record on wine could be made, perhaps not; we won't know more until the next person tries it. For those interested in the subject of wine, I suggest buying M. Lichine's book If wine of France. Those who insist upon listening rather than reading should be additionally warned that the recording here, even that part ostensibly done not on location but in a studio in New York City, strikes me as vintage 1939. Which, as I remember, was not even a particularly good year. Santé!
Its the Greatest!

The New Pioneer SX-1500T AM-FM Stereo Receiver with FET Front End and 4 IC's

Here's Why:
- Power: 170 watts (IHF)
- Harmonic distortion: less than 0.1% (at 1,000 Hz 30 watts 8 ohm load)
- Power bandwidth: 15 to 70,000 Hz
- Sensitivity: 1.7 uv (IHF)
- Signal-to-noise ratio: 65 dB (IHF)
- Capture ratio: 1 dB (at 98 mHz)
- Channel separation: 37 dB (at 1,000 Hz)

This is a magnificent receiver, certainly one of the finest in the world. At its price it is the greatest value you can buy. Now, ONLY $360.

Get complete specifications at your Hi-Fi dealer, or write directly to Pioneer.
PIONEER ELECTRONICS U.S.A. CORP., 140 Smith Street, Farmingdale, L.I., N.Y. 11735 • (516) 694-7720
Pocket the world’s smallest 35mm camera!

ROLLEI 35
FROM HONEYWELL

You’ll carry it everywhere! Not much bigger than a pack of cigarettes, the little Rollei 35 fits pocket or purse, yet it takes full-sized, full frame 35mm pictures. The results are magnificent—razor-sharp color slides or sparkling prints—because this is a Rollei, built in the famous Rollei quality tradition.

Big-camera features include a superb f/3.5 Zeiss Tessar lens, a highly accurate exposure meter by Gossen, and a Compur shutter with 9 speeds up to an action-stopping 1/500 second. It’s easy to use, too, even for beginners.

Beautifully made and meticulously finished, the jewel-like Rollei 35 costs about $190, depending upon accessories. See it at your Honeywell dealer’s soon, or mail the coupon for free literature.

Honeywell takes the guesswork out of fine photography

Honeywell Photographic
Mail Station 209, Denver, Colo. 80217
Please send Rollei 35 literature to:

Name
Address
City/State/Zip

Honeywell
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LONDON LETTER

AMERICAN MUSIC: THE NEW COLONIALISM?
By Henry Pleasants

Every American student here, and elsewhere in Great Britain, has his own story to tell about anti-Americanism among his fellow students, most of it centered, of course, on Vietnam.

It’s there, all right; and for those who do not live among students there is the evidence of the ritual Sunday haranguing from Nelson’s monument in Trafalgar Square and the recurrent picketing and occasional rioting in front of the American Embassy.

But none of this hostility, curiously, carries over into the feelings of the British young about the music of youthful America. Some 40,000 of them turned out for Jazz Expo ‘67 last fall. And the past few months have produced a similar demonstration of enthusiasm for a varied concourse of American minstrels ranging from Johnnny Cash and Bill Haley through Aretha Franklin and Lou Rawls to Simon and Garfunkel and a sumptuous package combining Andy Williams and Henry Mancini.

It is impossible to appreciate the dimensions of this enthusiasm without noting some vital statistics. The Royal Albert Hall seats 6,000. Johnny Cash, Bill Haley, Lou Rawls, and Simon and Garfunkel all sold it out; and the Williams-Mancini show sold it out three evenings in succession, with tickets obtainable only by mail order. Aretha Franklin sold out the Odeon Theater in Hammersmith, capacity 3,800, twice in one night.

In other words, about 50,000 in all. And this in London alone. Several of the groups toured the provinces, probably doubling the total. Some allowance must be made for duplication, but not much. I was present at most of the London events, and can testify that each artist and each category seem to have their own followings, drawn from a special age group or from a specific level of both musical and intellectual sophistication.

What has impressed me most forcefully is the affectionate relationship between audience and artist. Without exception, these people come to hear in person an artist they have learned to love on records—or, as in Andy Williams’ case, on both records and TV. An opening chord, or an introductory rhythmic pattern, is usually enough to set off a round of delighted applause. And the artists have responded in kind, singing their hearts out, and not disdaining repertoire favorites of which they must be heartily tired.

Almost needless to say, this is having a profound effect on Great Britain’s own music. Just about every type of American music has its British counterpart. For Lou Rawls and the late Otis Redding there are John Mayall, Eric Clapton, and Peter Green. For Ray Charles there is Tom Jones. For Ella Fitzgerald and Lena Horne there are Cleo Laine and Shirley Bassey. For Frank Sinatra and Andy Williams there are Val Doonican and Engelbert Humperdinck. For the white American songstress there are Petula Clark, Dusty Springfield, and Gilla Black. For Bob Dylan there is Donovan. And for the new school of American film-score composer-arrangers there are Johnny Dankworth, John Barry, and Johnny Keating.

(Continued on page 48)
EXPOSED!

How come EMI "bookshelf" speakers don't sound like bookshelf speakers?

Look behind the grille. See the elliptical woofer? It has a lot to do with it.

With an elliptical shape, you can squeeze more sound-generating cone area into a small enclosure than with a round one. And it follows that the bigger that cone area, the bigger the sound.

It's almost too simple, but that's how EMI gets "big" sound out of small enclosures.

Take the EMI-62. Cone area is almost 11% larger than the conventional 8-inch round speaker. Yet it is only $79.95.

The EMI-92 has a bigger elliptical woofer. Cone area is 32% larger than an 8-inch speaker; 10% larger than a 10-incher. Price is only $109.95.

The EMI-629, shown above, goes even further than the 92. A considerably larger woofer magnet and a voice-coil system, and two tweeters instead of one. Hence the higher price. $164.50. You can hear the difference, too.

Ingenious? But understandable when you consider that EMI is short for Electric & Musical Industries Ltd., one of the world's largest producers of recording and playback equipment, and is the parent company of A & E and Capitol records.

Compare the "big" natural sound of EMI with the "bookshelf" units of any other maker.

At your Hi-Fi dealer, or write: Benjamin Electronic Sound Corp., Farmingdale, New York 11735. (also available in Canada! Go elliptical with EMI)
POWER PLAY.

50 watts of it. That’s the power handling capacity of Altec’s latest bookshelf speaker. And that’s just the beginning of the power play you get. For example, the LF speaker is powered by a massive 10-lb. magnetic structure. (No other speaker this size can boast such strength. Except the Bolero. And that’s made by Altec, too.) The high frequency end includes a compression-driven horn of cast aluminum. The sound is clear and brilliant over the entire range: from 45-18,000 Hz. It’s all yours in an attractively-styled cabinet of hand-rubbed walnut with snap-on grille.

Ask for the Madera (style 892A) at your Altec dealer’s. Just $149.50. Or ask us for your free Hi-Fi catalog.

A Division of Ling Altec, Inc., 1515 S. Manchester Ave., Anaheim, Calif. 92803

VISIT ALTEC LANSING AT BOOTHS 203A-209A AT THE NEW YORK HI FI SHOW BEING HELD AT THE STATLER HILTON, SEPTEMBER 19-22.
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The significance of these parallels is, I believe, that the flow of musical influence outward from America, dating from the European tours of Sidney Bechet, Louis Armstrong, and Duke Ellington in the 1920’s, though interrupted for a time by the reverse influence of the Beatles, now continues as pervasively as ever.

The most important element, apparently, is rhythm-and-blues—or urban blues, or soul music, or whatever you want to call it. A British audience’s reaction to Otis Redding, Lou Rawls, or Aretha Franklin has to be experienced to be believed. Delirium. Camp meetin’ on the Thames. No teenybopper screams enveloping the Beatles, but real participation-clapping, stamping, swaying, shouted encouragement, shared ecstasy!

And, inevitably, imitation, some of it very good. Time and again, on artist-interview programs on radio and TV, I have been astonished to hear young English boys withing cockney, or north country, or Welsh, and then breaking into song with an almost flawless approximation of the vocal production, vowel colorings, diphthongs, phrasings, inflections, accentuations, and cadences of American urban Negroes. It’s uncanny. And more remarkable, I think, than the often excellent British imitation of jazz, if only because it is vocal rather than purely instrumental. Only the rhythmic tension escapes them, as is generally true of British jazz, too.

The pop groups are flabbergasted. They themselves originated, to be sure, from a haphazard mixture of country, blues, folk, and music hall, but beginning with the Beatles’ “Revolver” album, the best of them have tended to become increasingly highbrow, earning critical applause but also alienating some of their following. Now the sudden wide popularity of a kind of music closer to the real thing than pop ever was is forcing the pop groups to choose between courting the critics with esoteric lyrics or with adventurous instrumental backings on the one hand and the cultivation of the big beat on the other. It is not an easy decision, and it may well be that a decision either way may prove unsatisfactory.

My own feeling is that we may be witnessing a phenomenon roughly parallel to the transatlantic recognition and acceptance of Bechet, Armstrong, and Ellington nearly half a century ago, with British and Europeans again quicker than Americans to distinguish between the vigorous artistry of a Negro original and the relative artistic anemia of a white dilution. If this speculation should prove to be valid, then halos may be in order for B.B. King, Otis Redding, Aretha Franklin, Little Walter, Willie Dixon, Muddy Waters, and Howlin’ Wolf.
Cassette stereo finally goes first class.

If the muddy, muffled sound you've heard from cassettes has turned you off, turn on this TEAC. A stereo cassette deck, A-20.

TEAC has made special heads—cassette heads. The result is sound that equals the best from quality reel decks. Really.

With an all silicon transistor amp and pre-amp, dual VU meter, Pause Control, Digital Counter, and double action Stop-Cassette Off button.

And these specifications: 4 track, 2 channel stereo,

- **Tape**: C-50, C-90, C-120 cassette tape, **Tape Speed**: 1 1/2 ips, **Wow and Flutter**: less than 0.2%, **Recording**: AC bias, **Frequency Response**: 60 - 10,000 Hz, **SN Ratio**: 45 dB, **Input**: MIC 600 ohm -70 dBs, LINE 120K ohm -20 dBs **Output**: LINE 50K ohm 0 dBs, HEAD PHONE 8 ohm 0.1 mV **DIN Connection**, **Microphone**: Directional MIC included.

TEAC styling. TEAC sound. Cassette stereo has finally arrived.
get it through your head...

**Ampex Stereo Tape is better sound!**

Ampex pre-recorded stereo tapes are engineered to give you the *ultimate sound*...to make your tape equipment realize its full potential! Only Ampex brings you a catalog of thousands of selections including Pop, Rock, Folk, Jazz, Classical and Soundtracks...on Open Reel, 4-Track Cartridge, 8-Track Cartridge and Cassette.

*Ask your dealer for the new Ampex Catalog or write: AMPLEX CORPORATION
2201 Lunt Avenue, Elk Grove Village, Illinois 60007*
Four years hence we shall be celebrating the centennial of the birth of Ralph Vaughan Williams. But there are heartening signs now that this most underrated symphonic composer of the twentieth century is already having something of a revival. As with the recent rediscoveries of Ives, Mahler, and Nielsen, the record industry is playing a key role: all nine of the Vaughan Williams symphonies are currently being re-recorded—by three different conductors. Edward Jablonski’s fresh look at Vaughan Williams on page 62 of this issue contains details of these recording plans.

Although the symphonies reveal Vaughan Williams to be one of the most heroic and profound of musical thinkers, his most-heard works are two smaller pieces: the tender and moving Fantasia on “Greensleeves”, a concert adaptation of his setting of the famous old English popular song that he first included in his opera Sir John in Love, and the Fantasia on a Theme by Thomas Tallis, written for the Gloucester Festival in England in 1910 and first performed at the Three Choirs Festival in Gloucester Cathedral on September 6 of that year.

Thomas Tallis was a sixteenth-century English composer who wrote mainly for the church. In 1567 he composed eight tunes, each in a different ecclesiastical mode, for the Metrical Psalter of Matthew Parker, Archbishop of Canterbury. Each of the eight modes was associated with certain specific characteristics; the theme that served Vaughan Williams as the basis for his Fantasia is supposed to display qualities of rage and braying. One has difficulty thinking of Vaughan Williams’ seraphic score in those terms—serene and majestic are much more fitting descriptions.

Vaughan Williams explained that the Fantasia on a Theme by Tallis “is scored for string orchestra divided into three sections: (1) full body of strings; (2) small orchestra of nine players; (3) solo quartet. These three bodies of players are used in various ways, sometimes playing as one body, sometimes antiphonally, and sometimes accompanying each other.” The score carries the following further instruction concerning the number and disposition of the second orchestra of nine players: “Two first-violin players, two second-violin players, two viola players, two cello players, and one contra-bass player—these should be taken from the third desk of each group (or in the case of the contra-bass by the first player of the second desk) and should if possible be placed apart from the orchestra. If this is not practicable, they should play sitting in their normal places. The solo parts are to be played by the leader in each group.”

The tempo marking of the piece is Largo sostenuto.

(Continued overleaf)
The music begins quietly with chords for the full orchestra, while the lower strings follow with a foreshadowing of the Tallis theme. The violins then arrive at tremolo chords, and the theme itself is proclaimed majestically by the low strings. There is a restatement with an ornamental figure in the second violins followed by a cadence. Then there is an antiphonal section in which phrases are played alternately by the first (full) orchestra and by the second with mutes. As the two orchestras alternate, a portion of the principal theme is developed by the solo viola and then by the solo violin. The solo string quartet then adds to the various textures, and a rich tapestry of tone color is produced by the alternation and combination of large and small groups and solos. The ending is pure magic: the final chord is arpeggiated and held for a long and tension-packed diminuendo.

Five of the six currently listed recordings of the Fantasia on a Theme by Tallis also include performances of the Fantasia on "Greensleeves"; they are the versions conducted by Maurice Abravanel (Vanguard Cardinal VCS 10025, stereo only), Sir John Barbirolli (Angel S 36101), Sir Adrian Boult (two of them—the earlier one is on Vanguard 1093, the more recent on Westminster WST 14111, XWN 18928), and Morton Gould (RCA Victor LSC/LM 2719). Sir Malcolm Sargent’s performance of the Philharmonia Orchestra (Capitol SP 8676) has coupled it with the Capriol Suite by Peter Warlock and the St. Paul’s Suite by Gustav Holst.

The Boult-Vanguard disc is an English Pye-originated recording that was first released in this country by Westminster and subsequently superseded in the Westminster catalog by the stereo-mono version listed above. Boult has recorded the music at least three different times, an earlier performance with the BBC Symphony Orchestra having done yeoman service in the 78-rpm era. In general, Boult’s approach to the score has changed very little over the years: a "cool" conductor by and large, he is content to present the music objectively but nonetheless compassionately. The strings of the Vienna State Opera Orchestra in the later recording have more bloom to their sound than do those of the Philharmonic Promenade Orchestra, but the Vanguard disc offers an impressive bonus in the form of the only available recording of Vaughan Williams’ evocative Norfolk Rhapsody.

Sir Malcolm Sargent’s performance resembles Boult’s way with the music—it is clean and straightforward, superbly played by the strings of the Philharmonia Orchestra and well recorded by the British engineers of EMI. The Abravanel performance, too, has about it an air of detached objectivity, but the Salt Lake City conductor is more successful than either Boult or Sargent in building to the tension-packed climaxes in the music. It is extremely well reproduced by the Vanguard engineers.

The two remaining recordings—Barbirolli’s and Gould’s—are for me more successful than Sargent’s or any of the Boult performances, and they nose out Abravanel’s as my preferred versions of the score. Both Barbirolli and Gould bring a quite personal dynamic attitude to their performances, and both create an atmosphere that alternates between relaxation and tension, riveting the listener’s attention and forcibly bringing him into intimate involvement with the music. Both orchestras are superbly disciplined, and the recorded sound in both cases is fine, with RCA’s having a slight advantage in richness of texture. I would not wish to put either performance above its rival: both are examples of creative music-making at its best. Similarly, both performances of the Fantasia on "Greensleeves" are excellent. Perhaps the other couplings will dictate a choice: Barbirolli’s disc offers, in addition to the two Vaughan Williams scores, Elgar’s Introduction and Allegro for Strings and his Serenade in E Minor for Strings; Gould includes another Vaughan Williams work, the Suite of English Folk Songs, and Eric Coates’ London Suite.

Tape collectors have available to them the Barbirolli performance (Angel Y2S 3668, 3 3/4 ips), the second of the two available Boult disc performances (Westminster C 148), and Gould’s (RCA FTC 2164). Again, a choice between Barbirolli and Gould is nearly impossible: it may be that the sound of the Angel tape is marginally less cleanly focused than that of the RCA reel, but either offers a splendid performance of a work that is one of the glories of twentieth-century musical creation.

REPRINTS of the latest review of the complete "Basic Repertoire" are available without charge. Circle number 160 on reader service card.
This is the new Sansui fidelity 2000. 100 watts (IHF) of music power... 36 watts/channel RMS...harmonic distortion of less than 0.8% at all rated outputs ...FET Front End...1.8µV (IHF) FM Sensitivity...frequency response from 15-40,000 Hz. If you are an expert in audio equipment you will know what these specifications mean; if you are not, ask any sound engineer; he will tell you. He will also tell you that specifications alone do not make a great receiver. There is the perfection of every component, the most exacting quality control, the integrity and pride of the manufacturer, and that extra care and extra imagination that make a truly great product.

Your Franchised Sansui Sound Specialist invites you to see and listen to the Sansui fidelity 2000. Watch the exclusive Sansui blackout dial light up when you listen to AM or FM broadcasting and change when you switch the selector to phono or tape or auxiliary; notice the ease with which the controls let you choose exactly the blend of music you want to suit you and your personal taste. All this and much more at the unbelievable price of $299.95.
Does WHARFEDALE still use sand in its speaker systems?

YOU BET WE DO! For example, you'll find over 7 pounds of fine, white sand densely packed between layers of hardwood in our W70D speaker system...even more in the W90D...a little less in the W60D. Why sand? Because to create the famous Wharfedale Achromatic sound, we know a speaker cabinet must remain absolutely inert. It must be more than just hardwood, for even the thickest wood baffles can resonate. The Wharfedale sand-filled construction damps all vibrations and eliminates spurious resonances, no matter how deep or intense the bass energy. The result is distortion-free, superior sound. Rap the back cover of a sand-filled Wharfedale and hear the low, dull "thud" in contrast to the resonant sound of equally large plywood panels normally used in other systems.

MORE COSTLY TO BUILD...AND WORTH IT!

1. Cabinet back cover being assembled. Heavy plywood walls are further strengthened by thick wood braces, forming a strong, rigid panel with cavities.

2. Panels are stacked on specially designed vibrating machine. Note small, round openings on top edges, for fine-grain, cleansed white sand.

3. Sand is poured on, filtering slowly through small openings into panel cavities. Vibration machine eliminates air pockets, insures maximum compression.

4. Feed holes are sealed with wood plugs. Panel becomes totally inert to the back waves of sound which will be projected against it in the speaker enclosure.

HEARING...AND SEEING...IS BELIEVING. Once you hear the sound of Wharfedale Achromatic Speaker Systems, you will understand why Wharfedale has earned the loyalty of the most knowledgeable listeners in music and audiophile circles. Achromatic sound is rich, full, realistic sound reproduction, uncolored by extraneous modulations. The speakers and cabinet perform together as a single unit in correct acoustical balance to provide a truly faithful duplication of the original performance. It's the result of unique and exclusive construction features and techniques developed by Wharfedale.

What's more, you'll be delighted by Wharfedale cabinets: decor-conscious proportions; fine furniture finish; tasteful grille fabrics, removable at will; design that is a refreshing departure from conventional "boxy" shapes.

ACHROMATIC SPEAKER SYSTEMS

POWER RATING OF LOUDSPEAKER SYSTEMS
FACTS, FIGURES, AND FUSING (IF NECESSARY)
TO ALLAY YOUR FEARS OF BLOW-OUT

By B. N. LO CANTHI and G. L. AUGSPURGER

THOUGH it sometimes appears that modern household-appliance technology has made us into a nation of expert switch-flickers, button-pushers, and dial-twiddlers, there are moments when confidence and courage fail us and our electronic servants seem to be either slightly confusing or downright dangerous. And that is why manufacturers of stereo components quite often receive letters from new customers who are intimidated by their latest audio acquisition—they aren’t sure just how to install a unit or to operate its controls without damaging something.

Loudspeaker manufacturers probably get the bulk of this anxiety-motivated correspondence, perhaps because many people are mystified by loudspeaker power ratings and their relationship to amplifier power ratings. To clear the air at the start, the timid should be assured that unless a stereo rig is plagued by loose jacks and plugs, or is being used by unsupervised teen-agers (whose notions of reasonable loudness approach the threshold of pain), the chances of blowing out loudspeakers are really very slight. Since high-quality loudspeakers are generally far more rugged than the cheaper types, you really have to go out of your way to damage the usual hi-fi speaker. Most mishaps simply never would have happened if audiophiles had been careful to observe the following don’ts.

1. Don’t use ordinary household a.c.-line plugs for speaker connections. If you do, sooner or later someone will plug one of your loudspeakers into a wall outlet. The resulting sound output is highly dramatic, but short-lived and expensive.

2. Don’t turn up the bass control and switch on the loudness compensation and crank up the volume all at once. Because of the ear’s relative insensitivity to very low frequencies, greatly amplified turntable rumble doesn’t sound very loud. But it can overdrive and possibly damage your speakers. For the same reason, be careful when you use test records with low-frequency test tones. Cone excursion doubles for every octave reduction in frequency, and it is therefore very easy to overdrive a speaker in an attempt to achieve an adequately loud signal at the very lowest frequencies.
3. Don't plug or unplug tubes or audio-cable connectors while the system is turned on. The sudden loud ZAP may be the last sound your speakers ever produce.

It seems logical to assume that accidental damage can be avoided by matching your amplifier to your speakers, so that a loudspeaker rated at 30 watts is used with a 30-watt amplifier, and so on. But things aren't that simple. To understand why, let's look at a few facts about loudspeaker vs. amplifier ratings.

Loudspeaker power ratings actually refer to two separate factors: (1) the minimum amount of amplifier power that is required to bring out the best in a speaker under average playing conditions, and (2) the maximum amount of power that can be applied to a speaker without the risk of electrical or mechanical damage. We will discuss the latter point first.

Technically minded readers are probably aware that a loudspeaker presents a complex reactive load to the amplifier. Because the magnitude and phase angle of a speaker's impedance varies so widely over its frequency range, the actual power drawn while reproducing program material is very difficult to measure. However, for our purposes, it really doesn't matter how much actual power is involved. We can calculate power on the basis that a loudspeaker's impedance is equivalent to a simple resistor of the same value. This is valid because the frequency range in which the peak program energy occurs is the same frequency range in which a loudspeaker's actual impedance is nearly equal to its rated impedance.

By common agreement, loudspeaker power ratings are calculated using the rated impedance of the speaker at 1,000 Hz. "But," you say, "I don't listen to 1,000-Hz tones, I listen to music. My speakers are rated at '35 watts program.' Exactly what does that mean?" Chances are it doesn't mean exactly anything. There is no standard method for rating a loudspeaker's power capacity, and each manufacturer has his own notions of how to arrive at meaningful (or suitably impressive) figures. Here are a few typical examples of loudspeaker power ratings taken from ads and specification sheets: "8 watts program" (measuring method not specified); "30 watts integrated program material" (measuring method not specified); "recommended amplifier power—10-50 watts"; and "150 watts instantaneous peak power" (how long is "instantaneous"?).

It is obvious that such ratings serve only as general guides (see the box "Loudspeaker Power-Rating Terminology" on page 58). But at best, power capacity is only half the story. After all, we really are not as interested in what can be put into a loudspeaker as in what comes out. And so we get into the question of efficiency—which is a measure of what percentage of the electrical power input to the speaker is converted to acoustical power output from the speaker. High-quality loudspeaker systems designed for home use run from about 0.25 per cent efficient to perhaps 20 per cent. Most bookshelf systems average around 0.5 to 1 per cent efficiency, while the larger systems are usually 3 to 5 per cent. Considered only in terms of the amount of sound it will put out, and all other factors being equal, a 3 per cent efficient loud-
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 for equivalent undistorted loudness as brand B, and that, on the other hand, brand C is more efficient than A or B, but distorts badly before it reaches even a moderate loudness level.

While a loudspeaker's maximum power rating is usu-
 ally based on the strongest short-term signal that can be handled without permanent damage, an amplifier's pow-
 rating is based (or should be) on its long-term power output at a specified distortion. A good 50-watt amplifier can produce 50 watts at low distortion through the full audible-frequency range. In the 1,000-Hz region it probably can produce 60 watts before clipping. If a strong signal drives the amplifier into the clipping region, it may conceivably feed 85 watts of power—mostly distortion, but power nonetheless—into the loudspeaker! This is why the power rating of an amplifier cannot be relied upon to protect the associated loudspeaker system. Under certain conditions, a loudspeaker system can be damaged when driven by a signal below its rated power capacity. This can occur when there is sufficient single-frequency energy fed to one of the drivers in a two- or three-way system, such as when an amplifier oscillates ultrasonically and burns out a tweeter, or when high-level sine-wave test tones are fed to a system.

So much for "matching" the power ratings of loud-
 speakers and amplifiers. As a matter of fact, many au-
 diophiles use very powerful amplifiers with speakers rated at only 25 or 30 watts so that there is sufficient amplifier power reserve to handle fleeting transient peaks without distortion. As long as normal precautions are observed, such combinations are perfectly safe.

What happens to a loudspeaker when things go wrong? Since only a small part of the electrical power fed to a speaker is converted to sound, it follows that most of the power is dissipated as heat. Excessive heat may expand or physically distort the voice coil until it touches the pole pieces (see Figure 1), it may weaken the bond between the voice coil and the cone assembly, and in extreme cases actually melt solder connections or a portion of the voice coil itself.

Heavy-duty woofers, with their large copper voice coils and massive magnetic assemblies (which act as heat sinks) can dissipate considerably more heat than smaller, more delicate tweeters. Fortunately, ordinary musical material has relatively little energy above 2,000 Hz or so, and a tweeter doesn't need to handle as much power as a woofer. But if something other than normal program material is amplified—say, test tones, spurious oscillations, or the signal produced when a tape is rewound at high speed without being lifted from the playback head—a high-frequency loudspeaker may burn out without warning.

The woofer has its own problems at very low frequen-
 cies, where a comparatively small signal results in long cone travel. If the cone is repeatedly forced beyond its normal limit, mechanical damage results (Figure 1B). The cone may develop cracks or tears, the voice coil may be driven out of the magnetic gap and "freeze," or the cone can be deformed so that the voice coil is forced out of concentricity and scrapes against the pole pieces.

In regard to protecting your loudspeakers, make sure to observe the three "don'ts" at the beginning of this article. If possible, it is a good idea to check the low-
 frequency-loudspeaker cone visually when the system is operating at high volume levels. Remove the grille-cloth frame or shine a strong light through it so that you can observe the motion of the cone. You may be surprised to find that even with a quiet turntable, it doesn't take much bass boost to produce substantial cone excursions. A good low-frequency loudspeaker can stand occasional cone excursions that you might think would be impossible if

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Speaker power rating</th>
<th>Fuse rating in amperes</th>
<th>4-ohm speaker</th>
<th>8-ohm speaker</th>
<th>16-ohm speaker</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7-10 watts</td>
<td>Safest</td>
<td>1/2</td>
<td>1/2</td>
<td>1/2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Good</td>
<td>1/2</td>
<td>1/2</td>
<td>1/2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Maximum</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1/2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10-15 watts</td>
<td>Safest</td>
<td>3/4</td>
<td>1/2</td>
<td>1/2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Good</td>
<td>1/2</td>
<td>1/2</td>
<td>1/2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Maximum</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1/2</td>
<td>1/2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15-25 watts</td>
<td>Safest</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1/2</td>
<td>1/2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Good</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1/2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Maximum</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25-35 watts</td>
<td>Safest</td>
<td>1 1/2</td>
<td>1 1/2</td>
<td>1 1/2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Good</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1 1/2</td>
<td>1 1/2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Maximum</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1 1/2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35-50 watts</td>
<td>Safest</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1/2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Good</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Maximum</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50-75 watts</td>
<td>Safest</td>
<td>2 1/2</td>
<td>1 1/2</td>
<td>1 1/2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Good</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1 1/2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Maximum</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Use standard SAG fuses, not slow-blow types. Start with the "safest" recommended value. If this blows on loud passages, substitute the corresponding "good" value. If you try to use a type of higher ampereage than "maximum," chances are that it will offer no protection at all.
Loudspeaker Power-Rating Terminology

Loudspeaker power ratings are even more confused than amplifier ratings. If a loudspeaker is rated at 30 watts with such qualifications as "program power," "integrated program material," or "continuous program," this is not the same thing as 30 watts of continuous sine-wave signal. Music and speech are made up of irregular bursts of high-level energy separated by longer stretches of relatively low-level material which gives the speaker a chance to "cool off." Therefore, the program-power rating of a loudspeaker is two to ten times its maximum safe sine-wave input. However, if a manufacturer rates a loudspeaker at "30 watts" with no qualifying phrases, you can be pretty sure that it is a program-power rating.

If "peak power" or "instantaneous peak power" is given, this may be exactly twice the program-power figure (using the most common definition of peak power), or it may be several times the program-power rating. In the latter instance, the manufacturer may state that his program-power rating is based on measurements of program-power taken with a standard VU meter. Since program peaks too brief to be indicated by the meter are 6 to 10 dB greater than what is shown, the seeming discrepancy can be defended.

There is also the question of power vs. frequency. The greatest energy in speech or music is concentrated within a few octaves of 1,000 Hz. A loudspeaker that can easily handle 30 watts of normal program material may nonetheless be damaged if this much power is fed to it at very low or very high frequencies.

It can be seen that a given loudspeaker might legitimately be rated at 10 watts (steady-state sine-wave), 40 watts (continuous program), 80 watts (peak program), or as much as 150 watts (momentary peak or instantaneous peak), but it would be helpful to users if manufacturers were to spell out the basis of their ratings. It would also make things much easier if all loudspeakers were rated for power input vs. distortion, but there are just too many problems in setting up uniform loudspeaker measuring techniques to make such a rating method feasible at present.

You hadn't actually seen them. But if you discover that, for one reason or another, the woofer cone continually strains at its moorings, you may be sure that it is only a question of time before it finally tears loose. If the cone constantly pumps back and forth a quarter of an inch or so when in normal use, there may be excessive turntable rumble, poor turntable shock mounting, acoustic feedback from loudspeakers to phono pickup, amplifier instability, or a combination of these ailments.

What about fuses? Fusing offers some protection, although massive overloads can blow out a speaker and its associated fuse simultaneously. Moreover, to fully protect against overload, the fuse may also blow on loud musical passages that the speaker could have safely reproduced. However, if you want to take every possible precaution, follow the recommendations in Figure 2.

From time to time, special speaker-protection circuits are published in audio journals. These may use relays, Zener diodes, controlled rectifiers, and other voltage- or current-limiting devices. The trouble with all these circuits is that nothing short of a full-size computer could keep track of exactly how much signal is safe at each and every frequency. Consequently, to be reasonably positive in action, any practical protective device must also put a top limit on the dynamic range of the speaker system.

As stated earlier, loudspeaker power ratings usually cover both maximum power (which we have just discussed) and minimum power. There's a great deal of misunderstanding about the relationship of the two ratings. Simply stated, it is the difference between how much power the speaker will take without damage, and how much power the speaker needs in order to perform at its best. The second factor has to do with efficiency, the first does not. There is no reason why a 5-watt amplifier can't be used to drive a loudspeaker system with a 50-watt-maximum rating. If a loudspeaker manufacturer recommends that some particular model be used with amplifiers having an output of at least 20 watts, it means that a less powerful amplifier may produce excessive distortion or loss of low bass and high treble when the combination is played very loudly. It does not mean that 20 watts are needed to get any sound at all from the speaker system.

Ten years ago, a 15-watt amplifier was thought to be a very powerful amplifier indeed, and only a few eccentrics insisted on having brutes capable of producing 25 or 30 watts at less than 5 per cent distortion. Today's loudspeaker systems have in general sacrificed efficiency for smoother and more extended response, and at the same time the dynamic range of records and tapes has steadily increased. This means that amplifiers and loudspeakers must reproduce momentary peaks of considerably greater intensity than were likely to be encountered a decade ago. If you like to play your stereo system at concert-hall intensity now and then, your amplifier should be able to put out at least 25 watts per channel with less than 1 per cent distortion. If you expect to run additional extension loudspeakers throughout the house, proportionally more available power is desirable.

In conclusion, it should be emphasized that loudspeakers are rarely overdriven in home-music installations. Playing your system every day at loud levels (within reason) won't "tire" the loudspeaker systems. A fine loudspeaker is, in many ways, like a fine piano or other musical instrument. It thrives on continued usage, and at the same time the dynamic range of records and tapes has steadily increased. This means that amplifiers and loudspeakers must reproduce momentary peaks of considerably greater intensity than were likely to be encountered a decade ago. If you like to play your stereo system at concert-hall intensity now and then, your amplifier should be able to put out at least 25 watts per channel with less than 1 per cent distortion. If you expect to run additional extension loudspeakers throughout the house, proportionally more available power is desirable.

B. N. Locanthi and G. L. Augspurger are both associated with J. B. Lansing, Inc. Mr. Locanthi is Vice President, Engineering, and Mr. Augspurger is the Professional Products Manager.
LOUDSPEAKERS CAN BE TESTED

AN EVALUATION OF THE OBJECTIVE AND SUBJECTIVE APPROACHES TO LOUDSPEAKER TESTING

By ROY ALLISON

As any close observer of the audio scene is by now aware, mysticism and illogic are not restricted solely to the followers of the eastern philosophies. An impartial observer would have to conclude that there is an unusually large proportion of people among manufacturers, equipment reviewers, and audiophiles who, while rational in other respects, tend to become quite irrational when they discuss loudspeaker systems.

Explanations for this failure of good sense are not hard to come by. Acoustics is still a relatively young science, one that, until very recently, was thought to be of little practical utility in comparison with other scientific disciplines. Universities are not set up to turn out acoustical engineers in the same way that they are organized to produce mechanical, civil, and electronics engineers, and only a few have the facilities for graduate research programs in acoustics. As a result, there are only a small number of engineering and research personnel available with any academic background in acoustics. Those who are available are most often occupied in fields not connected with high fidelity at all—noise control, underwater sound, architectural acoustics, and the like.

A "general-purpose" electronics engineer doesn't have much difficulty adapting himself to designing component amplifiers, tuners, and receivers, and though there may be some disagreement concerning what the design goals for such components should be, arguments generally center on matters of degree rather than substance. Once the amplifier designer is given a set of design goals, however, he has no doubts about his ability to make meaningful, objective tests that will tell him whether he has in fact reached these goals. The people who review and comment on the results of his work have confidence in their ability to make similar objective tests, and they have confidence also that the results of these tests are valid indicators of how well the amplifier will do in reproducing music accurately. Usually their confidence is well founded. In short, there is no basic disagreement on how to judge the performance of an amplifier.

It is quite a different matter for an engineer trained in another area to undertake the design (or evaluation) of loudspeaker systems. A considerable amount of self-education is required. All the necessary information is available in print, but it isn't always easy to choose between information and misinformation; further, once this choice has been made, it is often tedious to absorb the data and to understand their implications. Add to these problems the facts that: (1) loudspeaker tests are more complicated to make and interpret than tests on other high-fidelity components; (2) the test equipment and facilities required are more expensive and take up more space; and (3) loudspeaker systems in general are further away from perfection than other components. Given all the above facts, the strong tendency to treat loudspeaker design and evaluation as an art rather than a science becomes understandable. And it is also possible to understand why there are so many "authorities" who insist that there can be no standard for judgment of loudspeaker performance other than individual taste.

But if most loudspeakers fail to meet a high standard of performance, that is no reason to deny the existence of any standard, nor is the difficulty of evaluating a system's quality by objective test procedures a legitimate reason to deny the validity of objective testing. Let's return for a moment to first principles: what is a speaker system supposed to do? Is its purpose to be a "flat" reproducer, part of a chain of components that is intended to recreate faithfully sounds that were sensed by microphones at the beginning of the chain? Or should loudspeakers be designed to sound "pleasant," or "dramatic," or "brilliant"—that is, to superimpose various tone colorations of their own on all the music that is fed to them?

If you say "yes" to the last question, then logically the design of loudspeakers must be mostly art. The speaker designer would put himself in competition with musical-instrument makers, and the selection of a "good" loudspeaker would become entirely a matter of taste. "High fidelity" then becomes a phrase without relevance to this kind of system since the aim is not fidelity to the original, but an appeal to individual taste.

Well, what's wrong with catering to variations in taste in sound timbre? In the short run, nothing at all. But remember that the design of musical instruments has
been refined through centuries to make them sound as they do. It is for good aesthetic reasons that the relatively minor acoustical differences between a violin costing $50 and one costing $50,000 are considered so important. Composers write music for the predictable sound of live instruments. If loudspeakers are not made to reproduce these sounds as accurately as possible, their users are sacrificing the benefits of hundreds of years of dedicated musical craftsmanship. As listeners' tastes are seasoned by musical experience they find that a consistently mellow sound becomes boring, artificially bright sound becomes irritating, and that only a close facsimile of the original musical sound gives long-term pleasure.

It has been pointed out that the sound of live music is not the same from one concert hall to another, or even from seat to seat in the same hall. Isn't this clear justification for making different-sounding speakers for the man who customarily sits in the front row and the man who prefers the second balcony? There are two major flaws in this approach. First, it is based on an incorrect premise—namely, that the difference between front-row and second-balcony sound at a live concert is mostly a matter of the relative amplitudes of the various frequency ranges. Such differences do exist, but they are much less significant in terms of aural impression than other differences: the ratio of direct to reverberant sound energy, the time delay between direct sound and first echo, and so on. No amount of juggling with frequency response can change these acoustic relationships on a recording. They are determined by the recording microphone locations.

A second flaw in the question is the assumption that a loudspeaker's frequency-response peaks or valleys are likely to provide suitable "correction" for the live-sound frequency-balance differences at various places in the concert hall. But such differences occur gradually, not abruptly. To whatever extent a listener feels the need for making such corrections, he can do it far more naturally with his amplifier's tone controls. Tone-control corrections have the advantages of being predictable, infinitely variable, of providing gradual rather than abrupt response changes, and—perhaps most important—they permit instant restoration of flat response.

It is a fact that the acoustical properties of a listening room have a major influence on the sounds produced within it. It is also true that the location of the sound source in the room has a substantial effect on just how the room will modify the sound source's output. (For a full discussion of these matters, see "Controlling Listening Room Acoustics," HiFi/Stereo Review, February 1964—a free reprint of the article is available from Acoustic Research, Inc., 24 Thorndike St., Cambridge, Massachusetts 02141.) These room influences affect all sound sources—all kinds of speaker systems, and even live sounds generated in the room. Is it logical to assume, therefore, that one ought to try to find speakers that will compensate for listening-room deficiencies, and thereby "match the speaker to the room"?

The answer depends on the kind of room problem we're talking about. If the difficulty lies in the presence of one or more sharp room resonances—the kind that occur at bass and lower-middle frequencies—the answer is an unqualified "no." It would be hopelessly optimistic to expect to find speaker systems with dips in response at frequencies that coincide with your room peaks, and peaks that coincide with your room dips. You have a far better chance of minimizing this kind of room problem if you start with speaker systems having a neutral personality (no sharp response aberrations), and tame the room peaks by judicious speaker placement and/or modification of the room's acoustical character.

If the room is simply too bright or too dead, if it tends to emphasize or depress a broad range of frequencies, your best choice is still a speaker system with smooth and uniform output. Very good compensation for the room's deficiencies can then be gained by suitable adjustment of the speaker system's mid-range and tweeter-level controls, by the amplifier's tone controls, or a combination of both.

How does one go about finding a speaker with a smooth and uniform output, a "neutral personality"? Are there objective instrument tests which, properly interpreted, can be used to predict the performance of a speaker system when reproducing speech or music? Yes, there are—if one makes the right kinds of tests. If there are inconsistencies between the test results and listening results, one cannot logically conclude that speaker measurements are therefore of no value. The wrong factors must have been tested—or the right factors tested wrongly.

Once we have agreed that a speaker system's job is to reproduce faithfully what is put into it, most of the apparent mystery in selecting appropriate test procedures disappears. If the goal is to produce an acoustic output that is precisely proportional in all respects to an electrical input, we have only to consider all the ways in which the output could differ from the input, and then devise valid ways to measure such differences. Through careful live-vs.-recorded listening tests we can discover empirically which differences are audible and which are not, and under what circumstances a certain amount of difference is audible. Then we have valid and reliable tests that are sensitive enough to measure every kind of significant difference, and we can use these tests to evaluate the performance of loudspeaker systems objectively.

Note that the key to the entire process is the validation of instrument tests by listening tests. I cannot emphasize too strongly, however, that these must be on-the-spot, instantaneous, direct comparisons of live sound vs. the reproduced sound. Trying to relate a fading memory of live music in one acoustic environment to reproduced
"... Good Lord, man, have you no conscience?"

music in another is futile. Of course, gross departures from accurate reproduction can be detected without a direct comparison. But nobody—no matter how golden eared—can, simply by comparing the sound of two speakers, determine which is only "very good" and which is close enough to the original to fool the ear completely. To make a valid judgment, the original reference sound must be available for A-B comparison.

In order to make such a distinction with any assurance of being right, one must abandon the quick-and-easy "golden-ear" or "trained-listener" concept and resort to scientific method. There are two ways to go about this, both legitimate if carried out properly. The first is the live-vs.-recorded comparison technique. This method cuts directly to the heart of the matter—how accurately the speaker system can reproduce the original sound—because the original is there at hand for instant aural comparison. Acoustic Research has produced dozens of public concerts in recent years at which live music was played in alternation with a special recording of the same music made previously. But this technique, when used as a tool for speaker testing, doesn't require live musicians. All it requires is a readily available, repeatable "reference" source of sound with wide dynamic and frequency range, and a good recording of the reference sound for playing through the speaker to be tested. Since the reference sound need only be repeatable on demand—not conform to any quality standard—it can even be tape-recorded music played through another speaker!

The recording of the reference source must be carefully made, of course. It must be an accurate representation of the total sound power output vs. frequency; and, in order to avoid doubled room reverberation in the speaker under test, the recording must be made anechoically. Rigorous descriptions of live-vs.-recorded test techniques have been published in technical journals. As far as I know, however, only one manufacturer (AR, Inc.) and one test organization (Consumers Union) are using this very powerful and simple evaluative system.

The second method of distinguishing between the "very good" and the "near perfect" speaker is to devote the requisite time and effort to making valid objective measurements. This approach yields quantitative data; the live-vs.-recorded test does not. If one expects to extract trustworthy information from objective test data, however, the test techniques must be good to start with. For example; frequency-response curves can provide very useful information. But response curves made on a speaker system in a living room are not useful, because, at most frequencies, room reflections and resonances completely swamp the speaker's response to sine-wave test-signal inputs. Moving the microphone even a short distance significantly changes the combined speaker/room response curve. Even when many microphones are used, it is impossible to know with certainty what is a room peak and what is a speaker characteristic.

To get useful response data, the speaker must be measured under anechoic conditions—in a large room with completely sound-absorbent walls, or out of doors in a large open area. To get an accurate picture of the dispersion at high frequencies and the total sound power output vs. frequency, the speaker's response must be measured at all angles, not just directly in front. The same procedure must also be used to check that the speaker does not have a suddenly uneven frequency response at a particular angle.

Distortion vs. frequency at various power-input levels, transient response vs. frequency, and electro-acoustic efficiency can all be measured reliably. All have a bearing on audible performance. A skilled engineer can put these test results together and come up with an accurate assessment of how well the speaker will do as a reproducer of music—as well as what its weaknesses will be. These objective tests accomplish precisely what the corresponding tests on an amplifier are designed to do: compare the input with the output, and assess the differences between them. In the case of the live-vs.-recorded technique, this comparison is made instantaneously, by the ear, on a qualitative basis; in the case of objective measurements, the comparison is made by test instruments on a quantitative basis. The two methods can be used separately or combined, one method checking the conclusions of the other. When they do not agree, it is most often because a true measurement of the speaker's "output" has not been made.

THERE WAS A TIME in Britain, during the mid-Fifties, when it was modish to look upon Ralph Vaughan Williams, then in his eighties, as the "Foxy Grandpa" of contemporary music, the man who was getting away with everything because of his patriarchal status. Vaughan Williams' was an imposing figure: massive, untidy, white-thatched, and lovable. But his music was not at all fashionable; it did not "compute," and it sounded just too English to all the country's Bright Young Things (the composer called them the "exquisites"). It is curious that an earlier generation of critics had found just such nationalism very much to their taste, while at the same time fearing that Vaughan Williams' "Englishry" would mitigate the exportability of the music. Both ideas have subsequently proved equally empty.

Vaughan Williams' music, youthful and enterprising, inventive and fresh, poured from him until his death at eighty-six. In fact, on the morning he died (August 26, 1958) he was to have attended the recording sessions of his Symphony No. 9, in E minor (Everest S 3006, 6006). Despite the sad news with which the musicians were greeted at the studios, the recording, conducted by the composer's old friend Sir Adrian Boult, proceeded as planned. No one was so fatuously obvious as to have remarked that "he would have wanted it this way"—but he would have.

The Ninth Symphony, the last in a series composed over a period of fifty years, is one of the most impressive achievements of modern music. Taking it and the previous eight into account, history may well acclaim Vaughan Williams as the greatest symphonist of this century. His last full-scale orchestral statement (which he off-handedly referred to as "a tune") was warmly greeted by most critics, although the exquisites had their reservations: all that red English beef—tuneful melodies, modal harmonies, rustic, language-rooted rhythms—was too much for them. Those in a position to do so felt impelled to "expose" the Grand Old Man (alas, he was afflicted with that patronizing epithet too) as a musical humbug who preyed on their emotions instead of appealing to their intellects. This amused Vaughan Williams, for he had been through all that before. When his Pastoral Symphony (No. 3) was introduced in 1922, the critic Philip Heseltine (who was also the pseudonymous composer Peter Warlock) observed that the symphony evoked the image of "a cow looking over a gate." If so, what a lovely cow, and what a magnificent gate!

If the Pastoral Symphony incited a storm, the next, the contentious Symphony No. 4, in F Minor, was an even more tempestuous cup of tea. Unlike the preceding works—Sea, London, Pastoral—it had no allusive title. But it was a furiously "angry" utterance, and critics (somewhat after the fact) suggested that it was a tonal prediction of the Second World War. The composer evidently did not concur, as he wrote later:

I feel angry with certain critics who will have it that my Fourth Symphony means "war" and my Fifth means "peace" and so on. If people get help in appreciating music from this descent from the general to the particular, good luck to them. But the opposite can be equally true. It is said that Beethoven's Miss es sein movement in his last quartet arose out of a quarrel with his landlord!

The Fourth Symphony erupted amid controversy in April, 1935, under Boult's direction, its grinding harmonies and jagged themes promptly unleashing a storm of reaction and query. Had the bucolic dreamer of the Pastoral gone contemporary with a vengeance? (After conducting a rehearsal of the work one day, Vaughan Williams put down his baton and announced, "Well, gentlemen, if that is modern music, you can have it." And on another occasion he remarked, "I don't know whether I like it, but that's what I meant"). There were those who wondered, too, whether the master folklorist had gone recondite; much of his reputation at the time, especially internationally, rested upon the charmingly innocent Fantasia on "Greensleeves", the hauntingly beautiful masterpiece Fantasia on a Theme of Thomas Tallis, a handful of early songs such as Linden Lea and Silent Noon, and the song cycle On Wenlock Edge. Most of the speculation, however, centered on the "meaning" of the symphony.

"Music means itself," is a typical Vaughan Williams statement—as typical as the Symphony is. Conceding that the "tune" may have reflected "unbeautiful times," the composer tendered no other explanation. Whatever its meaning, it is one of the major musical creations of this century; once heard, even if not loved, it is never
forgotten. The strength of its musical ideas—relentless, even harsh, but always under masterly control—reveals a tough-minded humanist at work. Vaughan Williams had not quit musical poetry (the symphony is filled with it), but he had revealed another aspect of it and of his protean mind.

The Symphony's very notoriety contributed to its popularity, second only to the gentler London, and for a long while these were the only two of his symphonies to be recorded. Vaughan Williams' own version of the Fourth was done in 1937. During the recording session he was approached by a member of the orchestra who felt that his part contained a wrong note. The composer peered suspiciously at the passage, looked up and said, "It looks wrong, it sounds wrong—but it's right."

Vaughan Williams inherited his sense of what was right and wrong naturally, for he came from what might vulgarly be called "good stock," with members of both sides of his family noted for their strong-mindedness, individualism, and originality. His father's family had produced distinguished clergymen, lawyers, and judges. His mother's family united two celebrated English names: Wedgwood and Darwin.

The son of a village vicar, Ralph Vaughan Williams was born October 12, 1872, in Down Ampney, Gloucestershire, in a typical rural English setting. When her husband died (Ralph was then a little over two), Margaret Vaughan Williams took her small family (two boys and a girl) to live in her father's house, Leith Hill Place, in Surrey. The scenery remained graciously pastoral, but London was not far away. A lively family life, with comings and goings, Christmas parties, and streams of relatives contributed to the moulding of a self-sufficient, serene, and independent character. The tenor of this background is well illustrated by an anecdote Vaughan Williams used to tell. When he was about six, he visited his grand-uncle Charles (Origin of the Species) Darwin. Darwin's three-year-old grandson Bernard entered the library announcing that he had just struck his nurse.

"Why did you do that?" Darwin asked the child, as young Ralph stood by waiting for the ax to fall.

"Because I wanted to," replied Bernard.

"A very good reason, too," was Darwin's response.

Vaughan Williams' first composition, a four-bar piano piece titled "(heaven knows why) The Robin's Nest, dates from this time, shortly after he had begun studying music with his aunt Sophy Wedgwood. Although acceptable as an accomplishment, music was not regarded as a proper vocation for a proper middle-class Englishman during Vaughan Williams' youth. The church, perhaps, or the services (the Royal Navy being the more socially acceptable), but music, no. It is a mark of the family's open-minded liberalism, then, that Vaughan Williams' early musical inclinations were not discouraged.

At eighteen he was enrolled in the Royal College of Music in London for courses in organ, harmony, and composition; two years later he was at Cambridge continuing in organ and composition. That his interests were wider than music is indicated by the fact that after taking his Mus. B. degree in 1894 he spent the next year pursuing a B. A. in history, after which he returned to the Royal College of Music. He was awarded his doctorate in music by Cambridge in 1901.

He was fortunate in his major teachers: Sir Hubert Parry and Sir Charles Stanford, both of whom contributed greatly to the flowering of English music in our time. Though little of their own music is heard today, their musical point of view reached its finest expression in the works of Elgar, and their influence on many of England's leading musicians has been profound. Parry was kindly and Stanford was irascible, but both were outstanding musicians (if not first-rate creative artists) and superb teachers. Parry, ever seeking goodness, always tried to find something of value, something "characteristic" as he called it, in his students' efforts. Stanford was not so beneficent ("Damnably ugly, my boy. Why do you write such things?"). They were
in agreement on one thing, however (the phrase is Parry’s): “Style is ultimately national.” Nonetheless, Vaughan Williams later went abroad to study: with Max Bruch in Germany and with Ravel (orchestration) in France. Bruch, to his surprise, encouraged him—“I had never had such encouragement before.” It was a never-forgotten comfort to the young composer, and when, in later years, he became a teacher at the Royal College of Music, he was careful to practice it himself. “Sometimes a callow youth appears who may be a fool or may be a genius,” he once said, “and I would rather be guilty of encouraging a fool than discouraging a genius.”

He was not soft, however. He had little patience with any number of human foibles or with what he regarded as imperfections or puerility—the “wrong note” school of composers, for example. He admitted that “Schoenberg meant nothing to me—but as he apparently meant a lot to a lot of other people, I daresay it is all my own fault.” And he did not dismiss the new music out of hand. Once, in fact, he asked his friend Alan Frank of Oxford University Press to gather up a number of scores by “wrong note” composers so that he could study them. To the list he drew up he appended Mahler’s “Resurrection” Symphony—“not for its wrong notes—his notes all sound painfully right to me.” But during Vaughan Williams’ last visit to the United States he encountered a “callow youth” who belonged to the “wrong note” school. The young composer presented himself one day and played his work. When the piece, bristling with ear-wracking sounds and wisps of non-themes, was finished, Vaughan Williams said, “Interesting. If a tune should ever occur to you, my boy, don’t hesitate to write it down.”

Tunes were Vaughan Williams’ forte. Despite the polishing of his rustic edges by Bruch and Ravel, the influences that shaped his art were home-grown and “ultimately national”: English folk song; early English music, particularly by the Tudor composers Byrd, Dowland, Tallis, et al.; and The English Hymnal, which he re-edited in 1904-1906 and which brought him into “close association with some of the best (as well as some of the worst) tunes in the world . . . a better musical education than any amount of sonatas and fugues.” He learned the practical side of music-making by doing. He played a church organ (though he did not like keyboard instruments in general and detested the sound of the harpsichord), and conducting afforded him many valuable insights. His association with the Bach Choir and the Leith Hill Musical Festival also gave him the opportunity to become intimately acquainted with new works by contemporary composers (not only English) and to explore the classical choral repertoire (with emphasis on his favorite Bach) as well.

Vaughan Williams’ musical friendships also contributed immeasurably to his musical personality. Performing musicians, professional virtuosos as well as his beloved amateurs, were his friends, and so were such folk-lorists as Cecil Sharp and Maud Karpeles. But his closest friends were composers, and of these Gustav Holst was pre-eminent. In a remarkable give-and-take, which they called “field days,” they discussed each other’s works in progress, taking them apart, arguing, and offering blunt and honest opinions. Their personal idiosyncrasies were dissimilar, but their aesthetic views were not. Another good friend was George Butterworth (best known for his song cycle A Shropshire Lad), whose remark, “You know, you ought to write a symphony,” led to the London Symphony, which is dedicated to him. Butterworth’s own immense musical promise was cut short when he was killed in action in World War I.

Vaughan Williams was forty-two when the war broke out, and he characteristically enlisted in the Royal Army Medical Corps instead of a combat unit. He did not embrace war as any “great adventure,” nor was he an ideal soldier (“. . . his cap was never straight . . . his puttees were his nightmare . . . ”). But he bore the stupidity, waste, and privation without...
The symphonies of Vaughan Williams are currently being reinterpreted for records. Sharing the task for Angel are Sir John Barbirolli (left) and Sir Adrian Boult (center); tackling the entire set for RCA is the American conductor André Previn.

The BBC had commissioned a work from Vaughan Williams. He returned the commission and withdrew the composition. It was a “characteristic” gesture, and it would have delighted his old teacher Parry.

It was Parry who had given Vaughan Williams the sturdy advice: “Write choral music as befits an Englishman and a democrat.” Vaughan Williams never failed him. That he might be called the Shakespeare of English music is forcibly demonstrated in the wide-ranging world of his choral compositions. Vaughan Williams was an unashamed Gebrauchsmusiker, and fashioned literally dozens of choral works, ranging from simple ones for amateur groups (he believed with Holst that “if a thing is worth doing at all, it is worth doing badly”) to oratorios of grand proportions.

Happily, through the new resurgence of Vaughan Williams’s music in the recording studios, the one-time gap in his choral discography is being filled. This began in 1965 with the release of Hodie (“This Day,” Angel S 36297), the magnificent Christmas oratorio completed in 1954. The earlier, more modest Fantasia on Christmas Carols of 1912 is hidden away in an album entitled “On Christmas Night” (Argo ZRG 5333) and was also recorded more recently on Capitol SP 8672. The Mass (dedicated to Holst), one of his major works, is happily available on both London (CS 25271) and Angel (S 36014). Especially welcome are the recent Vanguard releases, conducted by Vaughan Williams enthusiast Maurice Abravanel, which include the sensual Flos Campi for viola, orchestra, and chorus, and the moving Dona Nobis Pacem (“Grant Us Peace”), both on VSD 71159.

No longer available is the roistering Five Tudor Portraits (once on the Capitol label in a not very good performance), which bustles with an Elizabethan lust for life and love. The rather raunchy words by John Skelton (1460-1529) led to an “incident” at the first performance in 1936. About midway through the tumultuously racy first movement, The Teeming of Elion...
Running, the austere Countess of Albermarle stood up in the first row, exclaimed, "Disgusting!" and stalked, with dignity, from the hall. Vaughan Williams, busy conducting, hadn’t noticed, but when he heard about it he commented that it rather pleased him that the choir’s diction had been so good.

The newly aroused recording activity bodes well also for the symphonies. Although the old London recordings, done (through No. 8) under the composer’s supervision, are still available and perfectly fine, they were recorded before stereo. Now under way is RCA’s major project to record all the symphonies under the direction of the young conductor André Previn. The first disc, *Sinfonia Antartica* (No. 7), has been released in England, and its reception by English critics leaves no doubt that Previn is a Vaughan Williams interpreter of considerable stature. In the spring of this year he returned to London to record the Sixth and Eighth Symphonies, plus, as a possible filler, the *Three Portraits from 'The England of Elizabeth'*. (a film). Previn will continue this project through 1972—Vaughan Williams’ centenary—when the last of the series will be recorded.

**England’s EMI—Angel Records here—seems also to have embarked on a project to record a complete set of the symphonies, with the conducting chores being shared by two devoted interpreters—Sir Adrian Boult and Sir John Barbirolli. Boult’s magnificent Sixth (coupled with the lovely *The Lark Ascending*) was recently issued here (Angel S 36460, reviewed in the June issue), and he has also recorded for future release both the Symphony in F Minor and the *Pastoral*. (In passing: Columbia has in its icebox Leonard Bernstein’s exciting version of the F Minor also, though no release date has been set.) Barbirolli’s new recording of the *London* has recently been released (Angel S 36478, reviewed in this issue).

Angel has also just recorded *Sancta Civitas*, the composer’s own favorite of his choral works, in a performance by John Shirley-Quirk, Ian Partridge, and the Bach Choir conducted by David Willcocks. It will be coupled with the beautiful *Benedicite*, sung by Heather Harper; the release date is tentatively January 1969.

The major discographic deficiency now lies in the operatic branch of the Vaughan Williams catalog. There is the ballad opera *Hugh the Drover* (1924) in which for the first time— to my knowledge—a boxing match was set to music. There is the Falstaffian romp *Sir John in Love*, from which only the oft-recorded *Fantasia on Greensleeves* (in an arrangement by Ralph Greaves) is generally known. *Riders to the Sea* (1931), an almost word-for-word setting of the play by John Millington Synge, is a masterpiece in which the orchestra, rather than any of the vocalists, is the protagonist, setting the mood of the scenes, delineating character and emotion, and commenting on the action. *The Pilgrim’s Progress*, completed in 1951 after nearly three decades of work, is a major if not a popular work. Perhaps one day, after the record companies have done the complete Wagner operas twice over, they will come around to Vaughan Williams’.

The composer’s impatience with virtuosity restricted his concerto output, but now and then a friend coaxed him into such a labor—always with attractive results. The violin and oboe concertos (of which only the first remains in the catalog) are not grand statements in the romantic manner, but they are musically and instrumentally solid. The violin work is rather rustic in a neo-classical framework (but with a typically poetic middle movement), and the oboe piece is gently pastoral. Unfortunately, the Piano Concerto (also transcribed for two pianos and orchestra) is no longer available on records. It is one of the composer’s important creations, though difficult in places for both listener and soloist. Not difficult but altogether winning are the Romance for Harmonica (written for and recently recorded by Larry Adler for RCA) and the Tuba Concerto. Both are worthy of an Englishman and a democrat even if they are not for voices.

Vaughan Williams’ music is a monument to the human spirit because he was not only a great composer but also a great man. He believed, and he practiced his belief, that "the composer should not shut himself up and think about art. He must live with his fellows and make his art an expression of the whole life of the community." He asked, "... may we take it that the object of all art is to obtain a partial revelation of that which is beyond human senses and human faculties—of that in fact which is spiritual?" That is what the music of Vaughan Williams "means." It is not "English," but universality. It is art without any "isn’t" except humanism. It is music of such beauty and authority that if we could put it into words it would make us all wonderfully wise.

Edward Jablonski, who is the author of biographies of popular American composers George Gershwin and Harold Arlen, is now at work on a new book, *Masters of Twentieth Century Music*. 

NOTE: I would like to thank Ursula Vaughan Williams, John Owen Ward of Oxford University Press, and J. Alexander Murray, founder of the English Music Society and a champion of Vaughan Williams, for their unselfish help with this article. For a fuller understanding of Vaughan Williams the man and his music, I urge the reader to see National Music and Other Essays, by Ralph Vaughan Williams (a paperback containing all his major writings on music), *R. V. W.*, by Ursula Vaughan Williams; and *The Works of Ralph Vaughan Williams*, by Michael Kennedy; all published by Oxford University Press. E. J.
If you are above the age of puberty, someone at some time has placed a hand firmly on your shoulder and said, in a voice gentle with wisdom, "Son, never argue about religion or politics." My own experiences of the past fifteen years have taught me that it might be wise to add "or loudspeakers" to this injunction. In general, I find that all I have to do to disqualify myself immediately and totally as an "expert" in every area of audio is to pooh-pooh some long-cherished speaker-system shibboleth. And to tell an avid audiophile that his speakers do not sound quite as good as they might—especially if he has built them himself—is to commit an enormity that is the emotional equivalent of informing him that he has an ugly wife, a stupid child, and no sense of humor.

Although I've learned something about loudspeakers over the years, I've obviously remained oblivious to the fine art of diplomacy in inter-personal relationships, for I am about to embark on yet another small crusade for better sound by tackling three of the currently cherished, but fallacious, ideas about loudspeakers. These have to do with the matters of "big" sound, electronic crossovers, and do-it-yourself speaker enclosures.

For some time now I have been trying to puzzle out just what it is that the advocates of "big" sound are referring to. Although the term is usually used as an indicator of approbation, my ears lead me to suspect that the "bigness" of the sound coming from a speaker makes no contribution to its fidelity, that it may, as a matter of fact, be fighting against it.

First of all, we can assume that big sound is not simply a product of the volume at which a speaker is being played. Although some systems are obviously more efficient than others, and some systems are capable of a greater acoustic output than others, I think we can discount both of these factors in home use. Speaker efficiency is not an important matter these days, since amplifiers are available with sufficient power reserve to drive even the lowest-efficiency speakers to very loud levels. And in respect to speaker output power, your eardrums will probably give out before the cones of most speakers.

What else, then, can "big" sound be? A matter of dispersion? The natural laws of acoustics provide excellent dispersion below about 200 hertz for any speaker system that can put out energy in that frequency range. As we get higher in frequency, the angle of dispersion tends to become narrower and narrower, and this tendency must be counteracted either by some kind of diffusion device in front of the speaker or through the use of a very small radiator. In any case, some of speakers which measure exceptionally well in terms of wide-range, high-
frequency dispersion are not classed by advocates of big sound as being in their group of preferred systems.

What do we have left? It isn’t acoustic-power output, it isn’t efficiency, and it isn’t dispersion. As far as I have been able to discover, those who like “big” sound are responding to a spurious resonance in the upper bass and, quite probably, to a peak in the upper mid-range. This is what the big-sound speakers, by and large, sound like to me. The smoother the response and the less coloration a system has, the less chance it has of having “big” sound. In short, to my ears, big sound is bad sound.

Ever since Julian Hirsch discussed electronic cross-overs for speakers in his March 1968 Technical Talk column, he and I have been receiving queries about how to build such units, what speakers to use, what crossover points are optimum, and the like. Since most of these questions are unanswerable in the form in which they come to us, and since they usually exhibit some degree of misapprehension on the part of their senders, let’s take a look at the problem of loudspeaker crossover systems, electronic and otherwise.

I agree with Julian Hirsch that a properly set up electronic-crossover system will frequently sound somewhat better than a stereo system using normal inductance-capacitance crossovers for the speakers. However, two questions come to mind: does such a system sound good because of the use of an electronic crossover, and is the average audiophile technically equipped to set up such a crossover—particularly when using speaker systems not specifically designed for it?

One of the major technical problems facing the designer of a two- or three-way speaker system is the establishment of the crossover points. The difficulties are these: a speaker intended primarily to reproduce the bass frequencies usually has a very irregular frequency response, poor dispersion, and a tendency toward cone breakup at the upper end of its bass range. It is therefore desirable to cross over to a smaller (and differently constructed) mid-range speaker below those frequencies at which the woofer runs into trouble. However, if operated at too low a frequency, a mid-range unit suffers from many of the same problems as the woofer at its high-frequency end. In addition, because of its physical structure, the mid-range’s low-frequency power-handling capacity is somewhat limited, and its high-frequency dispersion is usually not as good as might be desired. In general, the same factors that make it possible for a mid-range driver to handle the lower frequencies in its range tend to make it a poor reproducer of the very high frequencies. There-
Therefore, we have to go to a tweeter for the job. It is not all that difficult to design a tweeter to work at the very high frequencies, but if it is to take over at a fairly low crossover point (before the mid-range unit runs into trouble), the same problems of dispersion and power-handling capacity have to be dealt with.

The inductance-capacitance crossover network (in addition to its major task of channeling the appropriate frequency bands to the woofer, mid-range, and tweeter) is also frequently used to adjust the slope of the frequency response of the individual drivers. This is a different and separate matter from adjusting the frequency of the crossover, the steepness of the roll-off at the crossover frequency, or even the relative efficiency of each driver within its operating range—all of which the network, in one way or another, also has to handle.

The above discourse is not intended simply to illustrate the problems of designing a conventional three-way speaker system, but to indicate also that one cannot install a woofer, mid-range, and tweeter in a cabinet, drive them with separate amplifiers fed by an electronic crossover, and expect to come up with a speaker system that will be better than (or even equal to) one with a non-electronic crossover. Almost all of the problems encountered in designing conventional crossovers must still be handled—and they are just as difficult to resolve—with electronic crossovers. However, if you have the time, energy, and cash required, go to it. You just might—although the odds are against it—come up with something worthwhile.

Assuming that you are still with me and your blood pressure remains at a manageable level, let's take a look at another area where the mythology has the sanction of antiquity. I am referring to that hobbyist's delight, the home-built speaker system. About seven or eight years ago I designed over a dozen build-it-yourself speaker systems that appeared in several magazines under a variety of pen names. The last such enclosures I designed for any publication (I have since done a few more for manufacturers) appeared in HiFi/Stereo Review in the August 1963 and 1964 issues. All of them, with few exceptions, were of bass-reflex design, tuned and damped by the techniques I described in the August 1965 issue.

In those early days, when the floor of my workshop was usually littered with sawdust and impedance-curve tracings, I would maintain, perhaps somewhat immodestly, that I could take almost any commercially produced hi-fi speaker system and, with a few tricks (mostly adjusting the damping and the tuning), make it sound better than the original manufactured product. At the time I made that claim it was probably true: it is no longer. By and large, commercially produced speaker systems have improved to the point that a do-it-yourself system can rarely compete on a cost/quality basis. One very good reason for this is that a manufacturer can buy raw loudspeakers at a price perhaps one-fifth of what the audiophile would pay for an equivalent over-the-counter unit.

But if a manufacturer could buy (or produce) a driver at a cost far below that which an audiophile would have to pay, why did my equivalent-cost build-it-yourself systems ever sound better than the commercial products? The answer is a simple one: most manufacturers were designing speaker systems—insofar as they knew how—to cater to a taste that apparently had been conditioned by juke boxes in corner bars. Specifically, this meant lots of big-sound mid-bass boom, a mid-range peak, and no treble above about 9,000 Hz. In the last several years, however, the sales figures among competing brands of speakers have shown a significant trend toward those systems that have a relatively smooth, uncolored sound and wide-range frequency response. The mounting sales of the smoother-sounding speakers apparently convinced a number of manufacturers that there was a buck to be made by designing for natural sound. (To my surprise, I still encounter engineers who don't really believe that smooth, uncolored sound is good sound, but who are willing to produce smooth-sounding speakers only because that, at the moment, is what the public is buying.)

To return to my point, I find it astonishing that so many audiophiles are still willing to expend the time, effort, and money necessary to put together a speaker system that most probably will not be the sonic equal of some commercial systems selling for half its cost. Don't misunderstand me: any given home-built speaker system might very well sound better than 50 per cent of the equivalent-price units on the dealer's shelves. But the odds are tremendously against its sounding anywhere as good as the best equivalent-price speakers we have reviewed in these pages. There's no reason why, if the spirit of adventure is strong within you, you can't fool around and come up with some pretty good sound—if you keep the total cost of your plywood and drivers below about $35. At about this point, however, the economics of the enterprise become infeasible, because it is right here that the better commercial systems become very difficult to compete with sonically. I should make one exception, however: it is possible to come up with a rather good-sounding unit if one follows the manufacturer's enclosure plans for a particular driver or set of drivers. But anyone who picks up $25 to $50 worth of miscellaneous drivers from John's Bargain Counter expecting to work up something worthwhile is kidding himself.

As a consolation to those who may have been wounded by my treading heavily on some cherished belief, I might point out that there are those still in the grip of other fallacies just as serious. I will be getting around to some of them as they rear their ugly heads in my monthly Questions and Answers column. If in the above discussions I've hurt some feelings, I'm sorry, but The Truth Shall Make You Free—of bad sound, that is.
CABALLÉ'S ROSSINI: TRANSCENDENT RADIANCE

RCA's "Rossini Rarities" establishes the Spanish soprano as the first lady of bel canto

In the three years since her meteor-like appearance in April 1965 in the American Opera Society's concert presentation of Donizetti's Lucrezia Borgia, Montserrat Caballé, Spain's most recent gift to a splendid tradition of vocal art, has made substantial contributions to the American recording scene. We have had her impressive portrayals in the complete Lucrezia Borgia and La Traviata, a sumptuous zarzuela collection, a welcome selection of Verdi rarities, and a sampling of choice Bellini and Donizetti arias—an enviable list of achievements. With her new "Rossini Rarities" album for RCA, however, the soprano has surpassed them all, for in this recording—it is itself a rarity—she establishes her claim to the title of foremost exponent of the art of bel canto for our day.

The choice of the program is not only timely, in view of this year's Rossini centenary, but also stimulating: three of the selections appear to be entirely new to records, and the other three, though relatively unfamiliar to the larger audience, have long been celebrated by connoisseurs as representative of Rossini's best vocal writing. "Di tanti palpiti," from Tancredi, is particularly outstanding in this respect, for the popularity of this aria following the opera's 1813 premiere was nothing less than spectacular: it took all Italy by storm, and was sung literally everywhere. And a delightful discovery here also is that the arias from La donna del lago (1819, based on Sir Walter Scott's poem The Lady of the Lake) and L'assedio di Corinto (1820) are distinguished by the same kind of exquisite melodic invention. I am, however, less enthusiastic about the Armida excerpt, in which the florid elaborations seem to me rather overpowering.

The singing of Montserrat Caballé has never been heard to better advantage. The voice is rich, warm-hued, even, and effortless. Her phrases are beautifully molded, her pronunciation retains its clarity through even the most florid and intricate passages. And though her trills may not be perfect, the natural ease of her technique, and the ravishing results she can obtain with it, must fill all other sopranos with envy. It all seems unforced and natural: chromatic runs, gruppetti, staccati follow one another not like showy ornamentation, but as inseparable parts of the musical design. The famous Caballé pianissimo is, of course, also evident: a really breathtaking example of it appears at the conclusion of the Otello Willow Song. I must also add that the artist's intonation—not completely dependable previously—is entirely beyond reproach in this recording.

A strong plus in the artistic preparation of the disc was ensured by engaging harpsichordist Randolph Mickelson to edit and, in some instances, compose the appropriate bel canto cadenzas for Madame Caballé. All the versions presented here appear to be in accord with the performance practices of Rossini's time, and they sound eminently right.

Carlo Felice Cillario conducts discreetly and with well-chosen tempos. The chorus fulfills its subordinate role competently, and
Montserrat Caballé
Nothing too good for this kind of singing

the engineers have surrounded the diva with warm and velvety sonics. Nothing, of course, can be too good for this kind of singing!

George Jellinek


Montserrat Caballé (soprano); RCA Italiana Opera Orchestra and Chorus, Carlo Felice Cillario cond. RCA ® LSC 3015, © LM 3015* $5.79.

THE PIANO MUSIC OF CHARLES IVES

An industrious scholar-pianist discloses an important body of twentieth-century piano music

WOULD YOU believe that, outside of the relatively well-known sonatas, most of the music on Desto’s stylish new four-disc release devoted to the piano works of Charles Ives was totally unknown—unpublished, unperformed, unstudied—before scholar-pianist Alan Mandel dug it out? Ives was born in 1874, and virtually all of the music on the recording was written before 1920, but these are not, for the most part, second-rate or trivial works that deserved their obscurity. With one or two exceptions, they are among Ives’ most imaginative, stirring, and successful pieces.

The irony is that this music was not “lost” at all, but has been readily available for inspection in the Yale music library ever since the Ives collection was catalogued (1960) by John Kirkpatrick. Yet no musicologist, student, critic, or performer, in a country where musicology is a widely pursued and respectively endowed profession, ever took the trouble to pass on this precious part of our American musical heritage. For a comparable case, one would have to imagine easily accessible manuscripts of major poems by Walt Whitman remaining unpublished.

Well, hats off to Mr. Mandel! Not only did he have the good sense to go up to Yale and transcribe the material (under the inspiration of Wayne Shirley of the Library of Congress, one of the few pioneers in this field), but also the ability to play it and put it across with fine Ivesian spirit and style. A good part of the unpublished material comes from a bundle of piano studies that Ives evidently planned as a set, probably of twenty-four—his own Well-Tempered Clavier! A few of these were published separately, but most of them had to await Mr. Mandel’s discovery. They have remarkable character and extraordinary range; they are not sketches or “experimental” studies, but fully realized works of great impact.

The larger portion of the album is, of course, taken up with the three sonatas—the Concord, the scarcely less imposing First Sonata, and the shorter Three Page Sonata—and these provide the clearest test (because of their familiarity, as well as size, scope, and difficulty) of the young pianist’s ability to shape this music and get it across. His level of achievement is high. (Incidentally, Mr. Mandel plays the newly designed Baldwin concert grand, and it stands up to the punishment that he and Ives deal out very well indeed. Its clangorous tone seems particularly adapted to the big ringing sonorities that Ives so often builds up.) The recorded sound is variable in quality: there are places where Ives, Mandel, and the engineer (singly or together) engender odd and sudden switches in treble and bass ambiance that produce an effect of two pianos or of overdubbing. Otherwise, the sound is adequate to good.

A few other cavils: the awkward length of the Concord leads Mr. Mandel to begin the work in the middle...
of one side and end it in the middle of another—an unsatisfactory solution. Also, the pianist's enthusiastic program notes tell us little or nothing about his rescue operations. We are not told clearly which pieces are newly discovered and which are being played in variant manuscript readings. Obviously Mr. Mandel had a good deal to do with putting these pieces in performable shape, but he is coy about it—why? At the very least we have a right to know why he plays only Studies Nos. 2, 5—9, 15, 18, and 20—22 of a cycle billed as "complete." There is undoubtedly a good explanation (probably the unfinished state of the other works), but it would seem to me that it is the function of the record notes to supply it.

But we still have much to crow about. The soloist's playing offers the maximum in tonal variety, and he has succeeded in revealing Ives as a composer of one of the major bodies of twentieth-century piano music—comparable perhaps only to that of Debussy and Bartók—no mean achievement, that.

Eric Salzman

IVES: Piano Music. Piano Sonata No. 1; Piano Sonata No. 2, "Concord"; Three Page Sonata; Song without (Good) Words; Studies Nos. 2, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 ("The Anti-Abolitionist Riots"), 15, 20, 21 ("Some Southpaw Pitching"), 22 (called "22"); Rough and Ready; Scene Episode; Waltz-Rondo; Marches in G and D ("Here's to Good Old Yale"); The Celestial Railroad; Seen and Unseen ("Street and Tough"); Analysis-Provocative; Bad Revolutions and Good; Storm and Distress; Allegretto (Inspiration); Baseball Take-off; Varied Air and Variations (Six Protests). Alan Mandel (piano and celesta); unidentified flute, viola, and drum. DESTO 5 DST 6158/59, 60, 61 (four discs, 2.2).

ENTERTAINMENT

ETHEL WATERS: UNIQUE AND INDESPENSABLE

A new Columbia album is an enduring memento of a great and influential singer at her best

Ethel Waters is, flatly, one of the greatest performers the American theater has ever produced. As a singer she is without equal. Just how much she has influenced popular singing in this country cannot be accurately measured, but time and again new albums by famous and currently popular singers appear in which can be heard a bent phrase, an inflection, a vocal leap, or a lyric turn that originated with Waters. She was able to make her voice do almost anything she wanted it to, and Columbia's newly issued "Ethel Waters on Stage and Screen," bringing together a number of recordings she made during her glorious vocal prime (1925—1940), is a fascinating documentation of that ability as well as enduring entertainment.

With the single exception of the memorable Supper-time (a song about the widow of a lynching victim preparing supper for her children, from the 1933 musical As Thousands Cheer), the album contains what to me is the essential Waters. Here are her classic performances of Dixieland, Stormy Weather, Am I Blue, Heat Wave, and Harlem on My Mind. The happiest surprises, however, are the four bands from the John Latouche-Vernon Duke Broadway musical of 1940, Cabin in the Sky. In these recordings (originally made for Liberty Music Shops in New York), Waters is in full and luxuriant flower, whether strutting humorously to Honey in the Honeycomb, insinuating slyly in Love Turned the Light Out, swinging free, easy, and wondrously in Taking a Chance on Love, or just singing, poignantly and superbly, Cabin in the Sky. These last two songs are perhaps her most captivating performances, rich in the particular glow she could so effortlessly lavish on a song. Taking a Chance on Love, in particular, is sung with such freedom, such relaxation, and such positive joy that it is hard to understand how so many other singers have permitted it to collapse in high, but empty, spirits. Cabin in the Sky may well be her unique masterpiece. In it she uses almost every variation her voice is capable of, from deep-bottomed growls to squeals of pleasure, yet at no point does she lose the thread of a truly touching lyric. It
is the kind of total musical communication one hears only rarely.

And a word should be added about Ethel Waters' abilities as a comedienne. Birmingham Bertha, the saga of a lady who is "like the police—I never release my man," may sound a little Aunt Jemima in 1968, but it certainly is funny. Her skill as a parodist is hilariously evident in You're Lucky to Me, which caricatures Rudy Vallee, and also in Memories of You, a dead-on send-up of Mlle. Josephine Baker complete with bird-like trills, an "I have almost forgotten how you speak the English" kind of diction, and kissing-one's-own-shoulder grandeur.

The old discs have been admirably transferred (refreshingly in mono only) to LP and edited by George Engfer: the sound is more than acceptable by today's standards. But the level of artistry consistently achieved by Miss Waters is unique by the standards of any era. This is an indispensable addition to every record collection.

Peter Reilly

ETHEL WATERS: ON STAGE AND SCREEN 1925-1940. Ethel Waters (vocals), various orchestras. Dinah; Am I Blue?; Birmingham Bertha; You're Lucky to Me; Memories of You; You Can't Stop Me from Loving You; Stormy Weather; Heat Wave; Harlem on My Mind; Hottentot Potentate; Thief in the Night; Taking a Chance on Love; Honey in the Honeycomb; Cabin in the Sky; Love Turned the Light Out. COLUMBIA CL 2792 $4.79.

ALI AKBAR KHAN, MASTER SARODIST

Connoisseur Society successfully surmounts the difficulties of recording the long-playing raga

ONE OF THE problems of recording Indian classical music is the simple mechanical restriction on playing time imposed by the phonograph disc. When performing in concert, it is not unknown for Indian artists to improvise for hours at a time. In the past, performances of this magnitude have not been available on recordings, making it difficult to deny the allegations of those who have suggested that Indian music on discs is only a pale approximation of the "real thing." Connoisseur Society has attempted to remedy the situation by recording master sarodist Ali Akbar Khan in a performance that reaches to the time limits of the long-playing record. It was an extraordinarily good decision.

The separation between the alap (the rhythmically free opening section of a raga) and the gat (the rhythmically delineated section in which the tabla joins the solo instrument) provides a natural break in the music which is used as the turnover point for the record. Khan responds to the extended playing opportunity by creating what he describes as the fullest expression of his art ever recorded. I hasten to agree. Only rarely in his live performances and never before in his recordings have I heard him play with the brilliance and spirituality that enliven the alap. And in the gat, Mahapurush Misra, apparently stimulated by the occasion, urges Khan into stunningly passionate flights of rhythmic and melodic beauty.

I should note, by the way, that Khan plays Marwa, one of the most demanding ragas, and one that requires of the sarodist the maintenance of a difficult two-string finger stop throughout the entire improvisation. But mechanical difficulties and the precise pitch placement demanded by the raga fail to bother Khan. He has often been described by his followers as the finest Indian classical musician in the world, a description that has been difficult for American fans—more familiar with the assertive and, I'm afraid, sometimes superficially glossy playing of Ravi Shankar—to appreciate fully. This record should remedy all that. I am convinced that it is one of the classic performances of Indian music.

Don Heckman

USTAD ALI AKBAR KHAN: THE FORTY MINUTE RAGA. Ali Akbar Khan (sarod); Mahapurush Misra (tabla); accompanied by tambura. Raga Marwa (Part One, Alap); Raga Marwa (Part Two, Gat). CONNOISSEUR SOCIETY CS 2008 $5.79.
Stop scratching Beethoven.

If you have a phonograph, you have scratched records. It can't be helped. Every time a phonograph needle travels the length of a record, it scrapes away a bit of the surface.

Tape recording is different. There's no way to scratch a tape, so the sound is always pure and clear. In fact, a tape actually gets better after the first several playings.

But to get the full advantage of tape, you need a top-quality recorder/player. And that's where the Ampex 2161 comes in.

The 2161 is loaded with engineering features only Ampex offers. Like Deep-Gap heads. They deliver peak music performance five to ten times longer than other kinds. So we back them with the longest guarantee in the business.

Another Ampex exclusive is Dual Capstan drive. Most recorder manufacturers use a single capstan to drive the tape. We use two. This virtually eliminates wow and flutter, and does away with pressure pads that cause extra wear on tapes and heads.

Then there's Rigid-Block suspension. The recording and playback heads are securely anchored to a precision-machined metal casting. Consequently, tapes and heads align to one thousandth of an inch. You won't find better alignment anywhere.

So much for the things that make the tape sound better. The 2161 also has a few features that make it a lot easier to play. Automatic threading, for example. You just slip the tape into a slot and press the "play" button. Takes about two seconds. And automatic reverse. Lets you listen to a complete four-track stereo tape without switching reels. You can play the same tape indefinitely—and never touch the machine.

But perhaps the most important feature of the 2161 is one you can't see. It's Ampex's experience in making the tape recorders most professionals use. All the big broadcasting networks, most local radio and TV stations, and almost all commercial sound studios use Ampex recorders as standard equipment.

That means the 2161 isn’t really a home recorder. It's a home version of a professional recorder.

There's a big difference.

Ampex. The people who started it all.

STEREO TAPE BONUS. Select $100 worth of Ampex stereo tapes for just $39.95 with the purchase of any Ampex stereo tape recorder/player. Tape offer good only in U.S.A.
Continuous Performances
Red Seal and Victrola albums that carry forward the traditions of musical greatness.

Carl Weinrich and Arthur Fiedler continue their brilliant collaboration on the organ concerti of Handel with this two-record set of high Baroque splendor. Recorded sound sparkles.

Toscanini/NBC Symphony Orchestra
Coupled on one album: Mendelssohn's 4th Symphony ("Italian") and the Weber Overtures to DER FREISCHUTZ, EURYANTHE and OBERON. The other Toscanini album offers Elgar's ENIGMA VARIATIONS and Respighi's FESTE ROMANE. Both albums, available for the first time in electronically reprocessed stereo, are on the low-priced Victrola label.

Morton Gould/Chicago Symphony Orchestra
Symphonies by Rimsky-Korsakov and Miaskovsky
This unique album couples the only available recording of Rimsky-Korsakov's Symphony No. 2 ("Antar") and the first recorded performance of Miaskovsky's Symphony No. 21.

The Guarneri Quartet
"The ranking quartet in this country," writes B. H. Haggin of the glinting Guarneri Quartet. This new album begins an exciting project—the recording of the complete Beethoven Quartets! Extra! This is a special low-priced album.
BARTÔK: The Miraculous Mandarin—Suite. HINDEMITH: Nobilissima Visoniae. Chicago Symphony Orchestra, Jean Martinon cond.; RCA Victor ™ LSC 3001, @ LM 3001® $5.79.

Performance: Both good
Recording: Splendid
Stereo Quality: Good

Having supervised the 1954 Chicago Symphony Mercury recording of the Bartók score with Antal Dorati, I can speak with some authority about the problems of recording this luridly exciting and fascinating score. And this is the first stereo recording of The Miraculous Mandarin concert suite that recaptures for me the wild ferocity of that Mercury disc. Like Dorati, Martinon gives the score a tautly brilliant treatment, stressing at the same time utmost clarity of the complex fugal textures at the opening and close, and nicety of nuance in the three episodes in which the feminine decoy lures her male clients to their unpleasant fates. However, I would urge those readers who do not already own the Dorati London Symphony complete version of the Miraculous Mandarin score to acquire that as a supplement to the present recording, for there is more to both the music and the drama than the climactic chase-fugato that concludes the concert suite.

Nobilissima Visoniae, which Paul Hindemith extracted from his 1938 St. Francis ballet, is for me one of the finest of his post-Mathis der Maler scores, crowned as it is by the superb passacaglia evocative of the Saint’s Canticle of the Sun. That there has been no stereo recording of the work until now I find rather shocking, though we have been no stereo recording of the work until now I find rather shocking, though we have had a Seraphim reissue of Klemperer’s noble performance (some would say monstrous) of the Beethoven piano sonatas has received relatively few stereo recorded performances beyond the complete sonata sets by Wilhelm Kempff (DG) and Alfred Brendel ( Vox). Indeed, for some time there has been no stereo recording of major distinction generally available as a separate disc other than the already deleted Charles Rosen reading released by Epic in 1965. Rosen’s represented the most successful realization of a powerfully disciplined purist’s approach to this vast and complex work and Kempff’s an honorable middle-of-the-road version. Vladimir Ashkenazy’s new recording, on the other hand, is an all-out attempt at a valid romantic interpretation of the music. Indeed, one can almost imagine Franz Liszt playing the Hammerklavier in this fashion, with pointed ritardatos in a broadly conceived opening movement, with careful attention to tonal coloration in the mercurial scherzo and profoundly poignant slow movement, and with an extra demonic emphasis on the violent trills that punctuate the entries in the fugue-textured finale.


Performance: Ashkenazy romantic, Petri classic
Recording: London—splendid stereo; Westminster—middle 50’s mono
Stereo Quality: London excellent

The most monumental (some would say monstrous!) of the Beethoven piano sonatas has received a long series of recordings, from the legendary Schnabel attempt along the same lines, Kempf’s for me the most generally satisfactory of currently available readings (and can be obtained separate from the DG set). But if you’re a daring individualist in taste and enjoy highly colored virtuosity and a search for lyrical expression at all costs, all beautifully recorded into the bargain, then Ashkenazy is for you. The Petri, with his other Westminster discs, is a souvenir of a musical mind of singular power and integrity.

Review by WILLIAM FLANAGAN • DAVID HALL • GEORGE JELLINEK • IGOR KIPNIS • ERIC SALZMAN


Performance: Solid
Recording: Two-thirds good
Stereo Quality: Ditto

These are sturdy performances with which I have one or two quarrels (why should the opening of the Appassionata be noticeably slower than the main tempo of the movement?), and for which I have a good deal of respect (listen to the way Moravec gets from the end of the development back into the recap of the first movement of Op. 90). The sonatas, recorded in this country, have a sturdy, darkish, resonant acoustic that corresponds well to the character of the performances. The Variations, recorded by Supraphon in Czechoslovakia, are, on the contrary, all high-brilliant but with little bass response. In spite of this, the performance of the Variations is a high point of the record; it has overwhelming drive and a sub-

EXPLANATION OF SYMBOLS:

- ™ = stereophonic recording
- ® = monophonic recording
- ® = mono or stereo version
- $ = not reviewed for review
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Whereas Ashkenazy underlines expressive context, the late Egon Petri, a Busoni pupil, strove in his c. 1956 recording to realize what might be called the “architecture” of the music. As opposed to Ashkenazy’s rather freewheeling tempo changes and stress on coloration, Petri opts for a taut, tight realization in relatively fast tempos throughout. He succeeded most convincingly in the slow movement, and did give one a full sense of what he was driving at in the other movements, even though his at that time septuagenarian fingers failed to follow through at times where unraveling of knotty passages or steady steadyness of rhythm was required.

London’s piano sound is richly sonorous, while Westminster’s mono sonics are a bit thinner.

Which up-to-date version of the Hammerklavier is it to be then? Beethoven buffs should try to get Rosen’s Epic disc (BC 1300, BN 3900) to compare it with the legendary Schnabel attempt along the same lines. Kempf’s is for me the most generally satisfactory of currently available readings (and can be obtained separate from the DG set). But if you’re a daring individualist in taste and enjoy highly colored virtuosities and a search for lyrical expression at all costs, all beautifully recorded into the bargain, then Ashkenazy is for you. The Petri, with his other Westminster discs, is a souvenir of a musical mind of singular power and integrity.

D. H.
Have you been having a little difficulty obtaining some of the records and tapes reviewed in this issue? HiFi/Stereo Review Record and Tape Service to the rescue! Not a record club—no discounts, no special deals. We're here simply as a service to those of our faithful music-loving readers who are about to give up the search for "hard-to-get" records and tapes. If you want help in your musical dilemma, all you need do is complete the coupon below and mail it in with your remittance. We'll see to it that your records and tapes are mailed to you promptly, well packed and fully guaranteed against damage or defects.

And if you've been having a hard time finding some favorite recording not reviewed in this issue, we'll do our level best to find it for you also. Simply fill in as much information as you have available (title, manufacturer, record number) on the coupon below and we'll do the rest. If you're not sure of the price, we will be happy to mail it in with your remittance. We'll see to it that your records and tapes are mailed to you promptly, well packed and fully guaranteed against damage or defects.

And if you've been having a hard time finding some favorite recording not reviewed in this issue, we'll do our level best to find it for you also. Simply fill in as much information as you have available (title, manufacturer, record number) on the coupon below and we'll do the rest. If you're not sure of the price, we will be happy to mail it in with your remittance. We'll see to it that your records and tapes are mailed to you promptly, well packed and fully guaranteed against damage or defects.

And if you've been having a hard time finding some favorite recording not reviewed in this issue, we'll do our level best to find it for you also. Simply fill in as much information as you have available (title, manufacturer, record number) on the coupon below and we'll do the rest. If you're not sure of the price, we will be happy to mail it in with your remittance. We'll see to it that your records and tapes are mailed to you promptly, well packed and fully guaranteed against damage or defects.

And if you've been having a hard time finding some favorite recording not reviewed in this issue, we'll do our level best to find it for you also. Simply fill in as much information as you have available (title, manufacturer, record number) on the coupon below and we'll do the rest. If you're not sure of the price, we will be happy to mail it in with your remittance. We'll see to it that your records and tapes are mailed to you promptly, well packed and fully guaranteed against damage or defects.

And if you've been having a hard time finding some favorite recording not reviewed in this issue, we'll do our level best to find it for you also. Simply fill in as much information as you have available (title, manufacturer, record number) on the coupon below and we'll do the rest. If you're not sure of the price, we will be happy to mail it in with your remittance. We'll see to it that your records and tapes are mailed to you promptly, well packed and fully guaranteed against damage or defects.

And if you've been having a hard time finding some favorite recording not reviewed in this issue, we'll do our level best to find it for you also. Simply fill in as much information as you have available (title, manufacturer, record number) on the coupon below and we'll do the rest. If you're not sure of the price, we will be happy to mail it in with your remittance. We'll see to it that your records and tapes are mailed to you promptly, well packed and fully guaranteed against damage or defects.

And if you've been having a hard time finding some favorite recording not reviewed in this issue, we'll do our level best to find it for you also. Simply fill in as much information as you have available (title, manufacturer, record number) on the coupon below and we'll do the rest. If you're not sure of the price, we will be happy to mail it in with your remittance. We'll see to it that your records and tapes are mailed to you promptly, well packed and fully guaranteed against damage or defects.

And if you've been having a hard time finding some favorite recording not reviewed in this issue, we'll do our level best to find it for you also. Simply fill in as much information as you have available (title, manufacturer, record number) on the coupon below and we'll do the rest. If you're not sure of the price, we will be happy to mail it in with your remittance. We'll see to it that your records and tapes are mailed to you promptly, well packed and fully guaranteed against damage or defects.

And if you've been having a hard time finding some favorite recording not reviewed in this issue, we'll do our level best to find it for you also. Simply fill in as much information as you have available (title, manufacturer, record number) on the coupon below and we'll do the rest. If you're not sure of the price, we will be happy to mail it in with your remittance. We'll see to it that your records and tapes are mailed to you promptly, well packed and fully guaranteed against damage or defects.

And if you've been having a hard time finding some favorite recording not reviewed in this issue, we'll do our level best to find it for you also. Simply fill in as much information as you have available (title, manufacturer, record number) on the coupon below and we'll do the rest. If you're not sure of the price, we will be happy to mail it in with your remittance. We'll see to it that your records and tapes are mailed to you promptly, well packed and fully guaranteed against damage or defects.

And if you've been having a hard time finding some favorite recording not reviewed in this issue, we'll do our level best to find it for you also. Simply fill in as much information as you have available (title, manufacturer, record number) on the coupon below and we'll do the rest. If you're not sure of the price, we will be happy to mail it in with your remittance. We'll see to it that your records and tapes are mailed to you promptly, well packed and fully guaranteed against damage or defects.

And if you've been having a hard time finding some favorite recording not reviewed in this issue, we'll do our level best to find it for you also. Simply fill in as much information as you have available (title, manufacturer, record number) on the coupon below and we'll do the rest. If you're not sure of the price, we will be happy to mail it in with your remittance. We'll see to it that your records and tapes are mailed to you promptly, well packed and fully guaranteed against damage or defects.

And if you've been having a hard time finding some favorite recording not reviewed in this issue, we'll do our level best to find it for you also. Simply fill in as much information as you have available (title, manufacturer, record number) on the coupon below and we'll do the rest. If you're not sure of the price, we will be happy to mail it in with your remittance. We'll see to it that your records and tapes are mailed to you promptly, well packed and fully guaranteed against damage or defects.

And if you've been having a hard time finding some favorite recording not reviewed in this issue, we'll do our level best to find it for you also. Simply fill in as much information as you have available (title, manufacturer, record number) on the coupon below and we'll do the rest. If you're not sure of the price, we will be happy to mail it in with your remittance. We'll see to it that your records and tapes are mailed to you promptly, well packed and fully guaranteed against damage or defects.

And if you've been having a hard time finding some favorite recording not reviewed in this issue, we'll do our level best to find it for you also. Simply fill in as much information as you have available (title, manufacturer, record number) on the coupon below and we'll do the rest. If you're not sure of the price, we will be happy to mail it in with your remittance. We'll see to it that your records and tapes are mailed to you promptly, well packed and fully guaranteed against damage or defects.

And if you've been having a hard time finding some favorite recording not reviewed in this issue, we'll do our level best to find it for you also. Simply fill in as much information as you have available (title, manufacturer, record number) on the coupon below and we'll do the rest. If you're not sure of the price, we will be happy to mail it in with your remittance. We'll see to it that your records and tapes are mailed to you promptly, well packed and fully guaranteed against damage or defects.
It would be enough of an achievement for most pianists just to "revive the music of Mozart with all the freshness, grace, vivacity or lyricism that is due it." But Entremont has done more. He conducts it as well!

Very well indeed.

There's also a lot to be said for these new releases.

Waltz of the Flowers—The Philadelphia Orchestra, Eugene Ormandy, Conductor MS 7133**

Brahms: Serenade in A—The New York Philharmonic, Leonard Bernstein, Conductor MS 7132

Othmar Schoeck: Notturno/Samuel Barber: Dover Beach—Dietrich Fischer-Dieskau and The Juilliard Quartet KS 7131

The Music of Arnold Schoenberg, Volume 8—Robert Craft, Conductor M2S 780 (A 2-Record Set)

Stravinsky Conducts Histoire du Soldat Suite and Pulcinella Suite—Columbia Symphony and Columbia Chamber Ensemble MS 7093

The Sound of Genius on Columbia Records**

CIRCLE NO. 14 ON READER SERVICE CARD
Dvorak: Romance in F, Op. 11 (see Tchaikovsky)


Performance: Lively
Recording: Good
Stereo Quality: Good

This, the first mature symphony among Dvorak's nine, is a zestful charmer of a work; and the zest in particular gives full measure in this recording.otechnique, Witold Keretti's disc for London represents the only stereo competition, and at more than double the price, Keretti does bring more lyrical intensity to his reading, but there is much to be said for the rhythmic momentum and transparent texture that Rowicki's reading offers. Despite the somewhat perfunctory 'Carnival' Overture reading that serves as filler, the WS disc represents a splendid buy at $2.50. The recorded sound is crisp yet fully-bodied—much the best I've heard from any WS compatible disc thus far—and there are no tracking problems, either. D. H.

Next Month in HiFi/Stereo Review

American Composers Series:
LOUIS MOREAU GOTTSCHALK
by Robert Offergeld

Wanda Landowska:
An Appreciation
by Igor Kipnis

What Does Your Component Dollar Pay For?

American Composers Series

LOUIS MOREAU GOTTSCHALK
by Robert Offergeld

Wanda Landowska:
An Appreciation
by Igor Kipnis

What Does Your Component Dollar Pay For?

Peter Racine Fricker (b. 1920) is an English composer—respected in his native land but little known here—who is now a member of the faculty of U.C.L.A. His Symphony No. 1, Op. 9, was composed during the late 1930's while the composer was approaching thirty. Considered in terms of Fricker's age, it is an impressive accomplishment. Taken simply at face value, there is still much to be said in its behalf. But there are some (admittedly few) points to be made against it.

In general, it is a representative example of the kind of Big Symphony that was internationally à la moderne during the Forties. Its harmonic texture is freely (tonally) diatonic; its technique of continuity relies heavily on long melodic lines and neo-Bartokian polyphony; its formal molds are "classical"; its expressive gesture is elevated and serious. Typical of the style, the orchestration is expert but rather severe and conventional. Certain aspects of the symphonic works of the same decade by our own Walter Piston are comparable. Hindemith occasionally comes to mind and—here the English touch—so do moments of Nordic rumination out of Sibelius. In general, the official British gesture of Vaughan Williams, Elgar, and occasionally Britten is elaborately avoided.

Fricker's Symphony, in particular, is most impressive throughout its first two movements. The opening Alleluia has handsomely, long, flowing lines of genuine character. The ensuing Adagio con molto passione starts straight off with a lyrical sensitivity that is warm and spontaneous in effect, even if, like the first movement, its apparently spontaneous flow of melodic invention soon gets bogged down and neutralized (expressively) by stolid part-writing and an overinsistent bass movement.

The going from there on in is less winning. A third movement Tableau and Dance strikes me as heavily-handed, even laborious in effect. I would take the time to attempt to provide the work with a contrasting light touch. That the similarly disappointing Moderato allegro (it closes the work) seems oddly diffuse makes me wonder—mind you, just...
HEINRICH SCHÜTZ
Symphoniae sacrae
8 Concertos from Book II (1647)
Soloists & Instrumentalists
under the direction of Helmuth Rilling
H-71196 Stereo

JOSEPH HAYDN
Overture to an English Opera,
Symphony No. 63 in C ("La Roxolane");
Symphony No. 78 in C minor
The Little Orchestra of London
Leslie Jones, cond.
H-71197 Stereo

ANDREW RUDIN
Tragoedia's composition in 6 movements
for electronic music synthesizer
(a Nonesuch Records commission)
H-71198 Stereo

KENNETH GABURO
Music for Voices, Instruments & Electronic Sounds
(Anaphony III; The Wasting of Lucretia;
Antiphony IV; Fat Millie's Lament)
The New Music Choral Ensemble;
Members of The University of Illinois
Contemporary Chamber Players; Gaburo cond.
H-71199 Stereo

YANKEE ORGAN MUSIC
Works by James Hewitt, Charles Ives,
John Knowles Paine, George Whitefield Chadwick
Richard Ellsasser at the organ of
The Hammond Museum, Gloucester, Massachusetts
H-71200 Stereo

Suggested Retail Price $2.50
For complete catalogue, write to
NONESUCH RECORDS
1855 Broadway, New York, N. Y. 10023

CIRCLE NO. 21 ON READER SERVICE CARD
HAYDN: Cello Concertos: C Major (Hob. VIIb, No. 1); D Major (Hob. VIIb, No. 2). Pierre Fournier (cello); Lucerne Festival Strings, Rudolf Baumgartner cond. Deutsche Grammophon ® SLM 139 £5.79.

Performance: Smooth as silk
Recording: Intimate
Stereo Quality: Good enough

I find the rediscovered C Major Cello Concerto of the 1760’s a far more lively (if less refined) listening experience than the well-known D Major of 1783. Indeed, I find the latter so dull that I’m almost inclined to accept C. G. Burke’s theory that Anton Kraft, Haydn’s principal cellist at Esterháza, did in fact write the music and that Haydn signed his name to the score out of misplaced kindness.

There are seven other currently available disc versions of the D Major Concerto and five of the C Major, but only one (Telefunken), besides this new DGG version, pairs the works.

Fournier and Baumgartner’s Lucerne Festival Strings (augmented by paired woodwinds here) take a polished chamber-music approach to both works, and the recorded sound is appropriately intimate. This is an impeccably clean and refined pair of performances, but with neither the beautifully pointed phrasing and rhythmic pulse given the C Major by Rostropovich and Britten on their London disc, nor the lyrical expansiveness found in the Gendron version of the D Major on Philips with Casals conducting. In short, my reservations concerning this new recording are a matter of personal taste.

If you want these works smoothed out and refined to an almost uniform dynamic, this is the disc for you. I’ll stick with Rostropovich and Gendron.

D. H.

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT

HAYDN: Horn Concerto No. 1, in D Major. HOFFMANN (attrib. Haydn): Flute Concerto, in D Major. Erich Perzel (horn); Hans-Martin Linde (flute); Collegium Aureum. RCA Victrola ® VICS 1324. £5 VICS 1324P £2.50.

Performance: First-class
Recording: Excellent
Stereo Quality: Fine

Neither of these concertos can be considered top-flight Haydn, and the flute concerto, which has been credited to Haydn on an again, off-again basis, is now considered to be a work by his contemporary Joseph Hoffmann (the Victrola program notes comment on this, but the jacket lists both as Haydn pieces). The horn concerto, incorrectly described as the only surviving Haydn horn concerto, is actually the first of two that have come down to us (the third is lost). Both concertos for flute and horn are pleasant to hear, and one cannot imagine better performances than they receive here (although Barry Tuckwell, playing both horn concertos on Argo ZRG 5498, is equally virtuosic). It is nowhere mentioned in the notes, but Linde plays his work on a Baroque flute, and if one believes that this one-keyed instrument was incapable of being played in tune, he should hear Linde’s marvelous playing for himself. The Collegium Aureum, an elegant, small chamber orchestra made up of some of the best free-lancers in Europe, provides excellent accompaniments.

I. K.

HAYDN: Overture, in D Major; Diverti-
mente, "Der Geburtstag" (see CIMA-
ROSA)

HINDEMITH: Nobilissima Visione (see BARTOK)

HOFFMANN: Flute Concerto in D Ma-
ajor (see HAYDN)

PIERRE FOURNIER
Impeccably clean and refined Haydn

HOLMOBE: Quartet No. 8, Op. 87 (see NIELSEN)

HOLST: St. Paul’s Suite (see VAUGHAN
WILLIAMS)

IVES: Piano Music—complete (see Best of the Month, page 72)


Performance: Full-blown
Recording: Full-bodied
Stereo Quality: Good

If we take into account the newly issued Harold Farberman album of all four Ives symphonies for Vanguard’s Cardinal series, this Ormandy disc becomes the third available version of the American master’s Yale graduation thesis written to satisfy the requirements of his German-oriented mentor, Horatio Parker.

Bearing in mind that young Ives had already received a thorough musical training from his bandmaster father, as well as having inherited a magnificently incorrigible experimental bent, then the First Symphony becomes for us today a delightful essay in one-upmanship—an attempt on Ives’ part to show Parker that whatever Paine, MacDowell, Chadwick, and the rest did, he could do as well or better. All the German nineteenth-century “right things” are in this piece, but kicked along from time to time (in the finale especially) with a sense of urgency that gets them out of the academic straight-jacket. From the builder pages of the symphony’s last movement to the hymn-and-patriotic-tunes evocation of the Second seems but a short step—were the English horns in the slow movement and the straitjacket in the last pages done with tongue in cheek? As for the recorded performance, Morton Gould’s 1966 version with the Chicago Symphony is both more literate and more lively than Ormandy’s; but the Philadelphia maestro’s climaxes pack a bit more wallop, and the recorded sound is decidedly richer.

As if, Gould offered a rather unstylistic reading of The Unanswered Question and the somewhat smart-alecky William Schuman orchestration of the delightful America organ variations written by Ives as a teenager. Ormandy for his part offers as filler the third recording (a bit much!) of his 1966 recording of Three Places in New England. This is, however, the only Columbia issue of the Three Places in which the notes include in full Ives’ own poetic epigrams for each of the pieces.

While Ormandy has a tendency to lean rather hard on the ‘big tunes’ at the expense of the overall texture of simultaneous events, his remains, for the moment, the most generally satisfactory of the complete recorded versions of the Three Places. However, for an idea of how much more can be brought out of the immensely complex goings on in Pennant’s Camp, I recommend a hearing of the Morton Gould/Chicago Symphony disc (RCA Victor LSC/LM 2959) which offers also the virtually unknown and altogether remarkable Orchestral Set No. 2.

D. H.

MENDELSSOHN: Trio No. 1, in D Mi-
nor, Op. 49 (see BEETHOVEN)


Performance: Excellent
Recording: High-quality
Stereo Quality: Effective

Recently a younger European colleague, not a Frenchman and not a pupil of Messiaen, was trying to explain to me the importance of this French master. Every country has its Mahler, its Ives. For us Latinos, Messiaen is our Poulenc, our Ives. Messiaen, much younger than the composers just mentioned, has served as a remarkable link between the older new music and the post-war avant-garde, and his importance in the history of recent music is unquestionable. His self-consciously mystical involves such matters as Hindu rhythms, bird calls, lush and static clusters of sound, repetition, great length, references to medieval-modal style, the utmost in vulgarity and the utmost in introspection and meditative mysticism. All or nearly all of these elements are present in this fifty-minute Quartet for the End of Time written, if memory serves (no score could be found and the text pressing came with—Continued on page 85)

CIRCLE NO. 3 ON READER SERVICE CARD
out notes), in a concentration camp during World War II. The movement titles suggest something about aesthetic intention: "Liturgy of crystal," Vocalise for the Angel who Announces the End of Time; Abyss of the Birds, Praise to the Eternity of Jesus, Dance of the Fates for the Seven Trumpets, Disorder of the Rainbows for the Angel who Announces the End of Time, Praise to the Immortality of Jesus." Within this are the extremes of meditative beauty, somnious fantasy, awkward repetitiousness, creative furor, bonamber, violent excitement, and just plain ugliness. I guess you're either creative furor, boredom, violent excitement, or you aren't. I am moved by the idea of Messiaen writing this work in Auschwitz and I am moved by those titles, but I am not moved at all by the musical interpretation of it all. Good performance, a little lacking in the divine affinity perhaps, but well recorded.

E.S.

MOUSSELSKY: Boris Godunov. Ivan Petrov (bass), Boris Godunov, Valentina Klimatkaya (mezze-soprano), Petrander, George Shukhov (tenor), Shukhov, Mark Redzhitin (bass), Pinem: Anatoly Misharin (tenor), Bolot, Chore and Orchestra of the Bolshoi Theater, Alexander Melik-Pashayev cond. MELODIYA. ANGEL, ® SR 4009 to $5.75.

Performance: Authentic-sounding Recording: Very good Stereo Quality: Very good

We get the usual big Boris scenes here: the finale of the Coronation Scene, the conclusion of Act IV (from the monologue "I have attained supreme power") to the end of the Clock Scene), and the entire second scene of Act IV, ending with the Tsar's death. The production is not entirely unfamiliar, for it uses the same Shukhov, Pinem, and Bolot who appeared with George London in Columbia's 1963 Moscow recording. The two versions share the same conductor, Melik-Pashayev; since he died about three years ago, there are reasons to believe that the present performance followed shortly after Columbia.

Ivan Petrov is the Bolshoi's leading basso today. He is an internationally known artist, and it is only fitting that his name be added to the distinguished line of recorded Boris. The disc is entirely his show—his colleagues are all competent, but there are no scene stealers. Only the Bolshoi chorus and orchestra operate on Petrov's level of excellence here.

The characterization Petrov offers is out of the traditional mold: intense, grippingly theatrical, but at the same time artistically controlled. He makes all the dramatic points without belaboring the musical ones—put another way, he sings rather than shouts. His voice is a dark, powerful instrument, colorfully used and flavored with a few Slavic mannerisms; there is some strain in the upper extreme of his range, but never a sign of distress. The total effect is strong, deeply felt, and memorable.

As is the case with Russian recordings, the voices are favored in the balances—particularly in the Clock Scene, where the orchestra sounds remote. But the overall sound is impressive, with some fine dangerous effects in the Coronation Scene and the moments preceding the death of Boris. G.J.

(Continued on next page)
Ivan Moravec
Mozart playing of major scope

In 1786, while working on a more serious project (Figaro), Mozart accepted a commission from Emperor Josef II, and promptly delivered a little Singspiel called Der Schatzgräber (The Treasure Hunter), in 1786. It was— for Mozart—a more than adequate enough affair: an overture, two showy arias for soprano, and an elaborate finale ensemble. Tying the pieces together was a libretto of sorts—witty, not particularly witty, and full of allusions to theatrical matters of the time. Mozart collected a modest sum for his efforts, and the overture soon became quite popular, but the rest of the opera never really caught on, its later and more successful fourth quartet. This Eighth Quartet represents, in its five movements, a thoroughly refined example of the post-Bartókian manner (with Nielsenish overtures) developed by Holmboe in his quartet writing. Besides his use of self-generating and metamorphic techniques in his handling of motivic material, Holmboe has an unerring sense of texture and color (the use of glissandos adds a piquant touch). Yet an unerring sense of texture and color (the use of glissandos adds a piquant touch). Yet a truly grandiose and highly agreeable Quartet No. 4 is no exception.

With this disc, Turnabout completes its recording of the post-Nielsen generation. Together with the Sweed Hilding Rosenberg, who has written a dozen fine string quartets, Holmboe has added significantly to the literature of major works in this form since the death of Bartók, whose six form the backbone of the post-1910 repertoire. (All of the Holmboe Quartets to No. 8 have been recorded, save for Nos. 5, and Nos. 2 and 3 were once available here on the London label. Presumably Turnabout will be releasing the Copenhagen String Quartet performances of Nos. 1, 4, and 7.) The Eighth Quartet represents, in its five movements, a thoroughly refined example of the post-Bartókian manner (with Nielsenish overtures) developed by Holmboe in his quartet writing. Besides his use of self-generating and metamorphic techniques in his handling of motivic material, Holmboe has an unerring sense of texture and color (the use of glissandos adds a piquant touch). Yet he stays well away from the "unstringlike" devices and gimmicks favored by today's "more advanced" composers. On initial hearing, this Eighth Quartet seems a little over-elaborate for its substance, at least when compared to Holmboe's earlier works in the form. The hope-for-release of the First and Fourth Quartets will, I believe, afford a better idea of Holmboe's creative stature. The previously recorded performances are splendid in every way.

D. H.
La Fille du Tambour Major (1879) was the last entry in Offenbach's incredible corpus of ninety operettas, and some of the melodic felicities of Les Contes d'Hoffmann (1881) are anticipated in this sprightly score. The plot of La Fille takes us to Italy about 1800 during the Napoleonic wars, a period memorably captured in Puccini's Tosca. But don't look for Scarpia or Spoletta here—there are the usual operetta complications, but incontrovertible. The tested ingredients, quartets, an enchanting waltz, and a rollicking tarantella. In a more unusual vein, there are the usual operetta complications, but merriment reigns. The tested ingredients, quartets, an enchanting waltz, and a rollicking tarantella. In a more unusual vein, there are the usual operetta complications, but merriment reigns. The tested ingredients, quartets, an enchanting waltz, and a rollicking tarantella. In a more unusual vein, there are the usual operetta complications, but merriment reigns. The tested ingredients, quartets, an enchanting waltz, and a rollicking tarantella. In a more unusual vein, there are the usual operetta complications, but merriment reigns. The tested ingredients, quartets, an enchanting waltz, and a rollicking tarantella. In a more unusual vein, there are the usual operetta complications, but merriment reigns.
Altogether, the record is a treasure. And, I am happy to report, Volume 1 of the series, available some years ago in mono only, has been rerecorded in stereo and released concurrently with this album.

W. F.


Performance: Good Schoenberg-Webern/ bad Stravinsky

Recording: Subdued but good
Stereo Quality: Good

Of all the "great" twentieth-century modernists, Arnold Schoenberg and Anton Webern

somblying continuity is confined here to short, expressionistic mood-music statements. Furthermore, the composer's inclination to force twelve-tone variations techniques into classical forms—a practice that, at its worst, would come to be maddening—has been defined in this work. Color, instrumental fantasy, Freudian ambiance—all of these qualities make the work an easy one to take.

Schoenberg's greatest creative successes were the theatrical ones; Schoenberg the revolutionary classicist is, for me, a perennial bore. It is surely Anton Webern's freedom from twelve-tone academism and his more extreme break with tradition that makes his music more attractive to me. Tell me from now 'til the day he is as popular as Beethoven that he was obsessively mathematical in his approach to music, and I'll still insist that the music is more sensitive and beautiful than Schoenberg's. He composed beautifully for the voice, and the Cantata No. 1 is a succinctly lovely work, filling out one disc side that, altogether, makes as good a case for atonally composed music as you could ask for.

Such a good case, as a matter of fact, that the unfortunate performance of Stravinsky's neoclassic, unmitigatedly atonal Dumbarton Oaks Concerto seems like some sort of twelve-tone conspiracy. For this neo-Baroque delight, which should be played with tutt avalanche and the theatrical bravura of good champagne, is heavy-handed, slow-motion-like, and without character here. The recorded sound is good enough.

W. F.


Performance: Impressive
Recording: Very good
Stereo Quality: Ditto

This is a strong, thoughtful, and genuinely poetic performance of The Major Sonata. Hungerford's poetic is of the architectural kind: he sets the piece out on a scale that matches the dimensions of the Sonata, for once, does not seem oversized by a note. Hungerford is never mannered, yet his playing has immense resources of suppleness and nuance; out of this he builds big forms of great insight and (for all the technical difficulty) dramatic power. There are few of the lyric-pastoral qualities generally associated with Schubert, but instead a kind of Beethovenian scope and intensity. As for the filler material, though it is pleasant to have some of Schubert's dance music taken seriously, the Waltzing and Ländler is pretty heavy-footed. But I must say it again: the Sonata is magnificent.

This is, on the whole, an even better example of Dolby-Syste piano recording than the concurrently issued Vanguard-Hungerford Beethoven sonatas. Surfaces here seemed quiet, and there was much less echo. However, toward the inner grooves of the review copy, a small but definite increase in noise began to show up in the otherwise beautiful Dolby quiet. The recorded piano sound itself is pretty convincing in every detail, and the sonics are excellent.

Christopher Eschenbach
A pianist with a rare gift for Schumann

(in different ways, for different reasons) are the ones to whom the Big Public appears to be most perennially resistant. To neither has the so-called fifty-year time lag (the time it takes for the public to see the light) apply, nor does it ever seem to be beginning to end. But the Big Public has long since made a repertoire staple of Stravinsky's Le Sacre du Printemps and, in accordance with the time lag, even some of Stravinsky's cool, austere neo-classical works are making their way.

Public resistance to Schoenberg, for example, is an unassailable fact—Schoenberg, Father of Atonality and, like it or not, the most revolutionary composer of composed music of our century. The atonal and especially the twelve-tone pieces send your regular, everyday subscriptionconcertgoer up the aisle prepared to belt the management in the chops. There is but one exception among Schoenberg's atonal works: audiences will sit still for the First Pieces for Orchestra—and I suspect I know why. For one thing, although the piece is not nearly so atonal as many pretend, its admitted departure from normal tonality is confined to five relatively brief pieces. The suggestion—made by many—that atonality is rejected by the human ear just as the human body rejects organic transplants is less applicable because its self-re

Performance: Superb
Recording: A-1
Stereo Quality: Good

If this disc is a fair sample, then young Christoph Eschenbach is truly deserving of the Clara Haskil Prize which he won in Lausanne in 1965. Good Schumann playing by any means is as scarce commodity in our day; Eschenbach’s performances here are in the finest tradition of Romantic pianists, reminding one of Cortot in his prime. The familiar Kinderscenen, for example, are played with exactly the right blend of delicacy and musicality: the famous Prophet scene episode from Waldszenen becomes here an altogether magical poetic evocation. An added merit of this disc is Eschenbach’s inclusion of unfamiliar early Schumann repertory, the only currently available versions of the lovely ABEGG Variations and the Six Intermezzi of Op. 1. The recorded sound is absolutely first-rate.

SPONTINI: La Vestale. Renato Carignani (tenor), Licinio: Maria Vitale (soprano), Giulia: Alfredo Fineschi (baritone), Cinia: Giacomo Ferreri (bass), Pontefex Maximus: Elena Nicolai (mezzo-soprano), High Priestess: Albinio Gaggi (bass); Consul, Orchestra and Chorus of Radio Italiana, Fernando Presvitali (cond.). EVEREST $3.51/2/3 three discs $9.91.

Performance: Adequate
Production: Fair
Stereo Quality: Synthetic

Gasparo Spontini’s La Vestale (1807) stems from the period of transition from the classicism of Gluck to the Romanticism of Meyerbeer and his contemporaries. Spontini was an Italian, but like his contemporary Luigi Cherubini, he is more properly associated with France. He was an extremely influential and highly respected figure of his age.

Napier and Wagner lead the list of his admirers—but the character of his operas gradually lost their appeal. Occasional revivals, particularly of La Vestale, still take place—though not in France, but in Italy. La Vestale’s libretto is reminiscent of Nozze’s, with a not wholly convincing happy ending. The music consists of a series of effective arias, solemn and not very imaginative recitatives, and some rather stereotyped choruses. Spontini’s harmonies sound old-fashioned even for his time, but his use of the orchestral orchestra was distinctive, with a sweep that is sometimes Beethovenian.

Maria Callas and Rosa Ponselle both performed the title role of La Vestale during their careers, and both have left recordings of the principal arias (Callas can be heard on Angel 35304; the Ponselle recordings are currently unavailable). Their brand of singing is what the opera needs to hold the stage today. The cast of the present recording, which dates from around 1950, when it first appeared on the Cetra label, is made up of well-schooled but not really first-rank performances.

The picture hasn’t changed there’s still nothing like a LEICA

No one ever made a finer 35mm camera. You may prefer the new rangefinder Leica M4—or a Leicaflex, the reflex camera with Leica quality. Let your Franchised Leica Dealer show you both.

Are you aware that the finest STEREO SOUND is available in a superb and varied catalogue on LONDON STEREO Treasury Series at low price!

Here are some of the artists and composers already released.

Ernest Ansermet
Arturo Benedetti
Sir Adrian Boult
Julius Katchen
Wilhelm Kempff
Hans Knappertsbusch
Josef Krips
Rafael Kubelik
Peter Maag
Jean Martinon
Karl Münchinger
Fritz Reiner
Georg Solti

The Israel Philharmonic Orchestra
The London Philharmonic Orchestra
The London Symphony Orchestra
L'Orchestre de la Suisse Romande
The Paris Conservatoire Orchestra
The Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra

Beethoven
Berlioz
Brahms
Chopin
Debussy
Dvořák
Faure
Grieg
Massenet
Mendelssohn
Mozart
Respighi
Roussel
Schubert
Schumann
Shostakovich
Strauss
Stravinsky
Tchaikovsky

STRAVINSKY: Concerto for Piano and Winds; Capriccio for Piano and Orchestra. Philippe Entremont (piano); Columbia Symphony Orchestra, Igor Stravinsky cond. (in Concerto) and Robert Craft cond. (in Capriccio). COLUMBIA 3 MS 6947; 60 ML 6347 $5.79.

Performance: Exuberant
Recording: Good
Stereo Quality: Fine


Performance: Authentic
Recording: Dated
Stereo Quality: "Enhanced" mono

There are a few highly regarded contemporary composers about whom I invariably find it difficult to write, such as Wallingford Riegger, Frank Martin, and in this instance Ernest Toch. Consider Toch anew with reference to this recording of two estimable extended works I find the mastery of technique and the control of material to be unsurpassable. I don’t feel that I am either uncomprehending or unsympathetic where his musical intentions are concerned, and I concede a highly respectable eclectic “originality.” But the music—always perfectly listenable as it is—leaves me utterly cold. And the only reason I can give involves the use of a phrase that has been all but banished from the sophisticated critical lexicon: the music lacks urgent “personal expressivity.”

Both these concertos date from the mid-Twenties, and the Piano Concerto, in particular, must have seemed like pretty wild stuff
in its day. The technique and sensibility of both works is rooted in a sort of Central-European neoclassicism; the harmonic and melodic technique is chromatic in a typically diagramatic way (in no way dodecaphonic, however), and although the formal molds are classical, the music is not academic.

Of the two pieces, I find the piano work much the more entertaining. Although the Cello Concerto predates it by only a year, it is far milder, and it tries for a lyricism that—my own problem though it may be—I don’t believe. The Piano Concerto, it seems at least, was written with the idea, conscious or otherwise, of shaking its audience up a little. There’s a good bit of brash, yowling dissonance that may or may not be at odds with the basic conventionality of the musical structure it adorns. But it’s always fun to hear an essentially stuffy composer kicking up his heels a little.

The present performance is by the Vienna Symphony, with the composer at the piano, and it was transferred from a taped air-check made in 1950 which was discovered after the composer’s death in 1964. The Cello Concerto, in a reading supervised by the composer, was similarly recorded during a Zürich performance in 1958. Just as we must assume both performances to be authentic, we must assume as well (and the ears back this up) that we’re getting far from the latest thing in recorded sound.

RECORDINGS OF SPECIAL MERIT


VAUGHAN WILLIAMS: Fantasia on a Theme by Thomas Tallis; Five Variants of “Divus and Lazarus”; Fantasia on “Greensleeves”; Flo’s Campi, for Viola, Small Orchestra, and Wardless Choir. Silh. Peck Lentz (viola); University of Utah Chamber Choir; Utah Symphony Orchestra, Maurice Abravanel cond. VANGUARD CARDINAL 5-5395 $5.50.


There is an embarrassment of riches here—not the least of which is the noble and shatteringly beautiful Tallis Fantasia, which gets its two finest recorded performances to date, in my opinion. Both readings avoid the tendency of some conductors to “Tristanize” the music. The late Sir Malcolm Sargent has the better string players, and the recorded sound he gets is gorgeous to a fault; but the Vanguard Cardinal engineering staff have done things in their stereo mixing that achieve, for the first time, a true spatial differential between the solo quartet, small string orchestra, and large string orchestra specified by Vaughan Williams in his scoring.

The Sargent disc offers the only currently available stereo recordings of two other English delights: the wonderful St. Paul’s Suite of Gustav Holst, written for the string orchestra of the girls’ school where he taught, and based largely on English folksong material; and the delicious Capricial Suite, composed by the tragically short-lived Philip Heseltine (Peter Warlock was his composing pseudonym) on melodies from Thomas Tallis’s sixteenth-century dance treatise Orpheusiccus. The Holst gets a stunning performance: the Warlock gets off to a heavy-handed legs-first start, but is redeemed splendidly thereafter.

Flo’s Campi, Vaughan Williams’s evocation of the Biblical Song of Songs, is unquestionably the most sensual music ever written by the great English composer. Abravanel’s recorded performance is altogether splendid, and Sally Peck Lentz rates a special compliment for the dark, sensual sound of her viola playing. The “Divus and Lazarus” Variants and familiar “Greensleeves” Fantasia are minor chips from the Vaughan Williams workbench, but no less appealing for all that. In the affectionate and well-recorded performances here, they make fine tokens for the bigger works in this package. (The Flo’s Campi was previously recorded by Holst under pseudonym) on melodies from Thoinot Arbeau’s tragically short-lived Peter Warlock was his composing pseudonym) on melodies from Thoinot Arbeau’s sixteenth-century dance treatise Orpheusiccus. The Holst gets a stunning performance: the Warlock gets off to a heavy-handed legs-first start, but is redeemed splendidly thereafter.

D. H.
VERDI: Aida. Herva Nelli (soprano), Aida; Eva Gustavsson (mezzo-soprano), Amneris; Richard Tucker (tenor), Radames; Giuseppe Valdengo (baritone), Amonasro; Norman Scott (bass), Ramfis; Dennis Har- bour (bass), the King; Virgilio Assandri (soprano), Priestess. NBC Symphony Orchestra and Robert Shaw Chorus, Arturo Toscanini cond. RCA VICTROLA ® VICS 6113(e), C] VIC 6113* three discs $7.50.

**Performance:** Exciting  
**Recording:** Fine  
**Stereo Quality:** Excellent

In spite of everything, though, this is the Aida by which all others must be judged. RCA followed wise counsel in arranging the disc sides in such a way that no scene is interrupted: we get sides of varying length, but also welcome continuity.  

G. J.

VERDI: Songs. Non l'acostare all'onna; More, Elisa; lo stanco poeta; Io vido in stan- ze; Il ramo; Il mistero; Il parere; Barbi- rolli. WAGNER: Songs. Komm, Lieder der Deutschen; Der Tannenbaum; Die Rose; Die beiden Grenz- diere; Wendeschleuder; Schmerzen, Träne- me, Sándor Kónya (tenor); Otto Gulli (piano). DECCA ® DL 79432, C] DL 9432* $5.79.

**Performance:** Good  
**Recording:** Dry  
**Stereo Quality:** Not noticeable

With the exception of the two Wesendonck songs, these are trifles from the apprentice years of two geniuses. Verdi's little romanze come from the period 1836-1847; there is not much in them to suggest that Nabucco, Ernani, and the first version of Macbeth stem from the period 1838-1847: there is not much in them to suggest that Nabucco, Ernani, and the first version of Macbeth stem from the same years. The Wagner songs, written between 1838 and 1840 while he was at work on Rienzi, have a bit more substance, though they are awfully square harmonically. But devotees of these two composers won't mind: they'll enjoy the program, and will be particularly delighted to discover incidentally that, for la soluta stanche, on the words "Schwieben e dei pomi," Verdi wrote, just fifteen years before Trojarse, one of the key phrases of "Tacea la notte," the flying line first heard on the words "Dolei, d'anioli e follii"—or that Wagner anticipated Schumann by a year or so in introducing the theme of the Marschallfahrt into this version of Die beiden Grenzdiere.  

I wish I were fonder of Sándor Kónya's vocal sound here: is it the cracklingly dry acoustic of the disc that makes his lower regis- ter sound stifled and his upper register at the forte level sound hard and(un)resonant? The recording doesn't allow Kónya much in the way of interpretation, such as there is is intelligence—he eschews crypto-operaic mannerisms in favor of an attractive simplicity. His accompanist is good.

The center-fold album is a model of handsonic presentation: texts, translations, and notes (the last two by George Jellineck of this magazine's staff) are thoughtfully done.  

Robert S. Clark


**Performance:** Capable  
**Recording:** Fine  
**Stereo Quality:** Good

Both of these string quartets by Brazilian composers are easy enough on the ear. Villa-Lobos Quartet No. 17 (1959), composed shortly before his death, is pretty much par for this composer's course. The writing is mostly glib and facile, but it all works, and, unsurprisingly, the piece has a slow move- ment with one of Villa-Lobos' opulent, shapely long-lined tunes in it.

Alberto Nepomuceno (1864-1920) is a composer of whom even Brazilians knew little until 1956, when three string quartets were unearthed. I rather suspect that the music is more interesting to that country's musicologists and, perhaps, musicians than it to anyone geographically far afield. The Third Quartet is, according to Odyssey's sleeve annotation, notable as the "first char- acteristic Brazilian work to introduce a well- defined folk song. One is supposed to hear it in the second movement, but I'm not sure which tune it is, and this is probably be- cause I hear nothing characteristically Bra- zilian about its setting or about the work as a whole. It was written when the composer was in Berlin at age twenty-seven; it sounds to me.

The performances seem fine, and the re- corded sound and stereo treatment leave no room for complaint.  

I.P.  

WAGNER: Songs (see VERDI: Songs)  

WARLOCK: Capriol Suite (see VAUGHAN WILLIAMS)  

WEBERN: Cantata No. 1, Op. 29 (see SCHOENBERG)

**COLLECTIONS**

USTAD ALI AKBAR KHAN: The Forty Miutte Raga (see Best of the Month, page 74)
RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT


Performance: Intensely colorful
Recording: Superior
Stereo Quality: Excellent

Each new Biggs album devoted to historic organs turns out to be a revelation. There is usually an uncannily good choice of repertoire, one that is perfectly designed to show off the instruments. And the instruments themselves are well set off against one another, so that even the uninitiated are able to understand the distinguishing characteristics of the organs. All this is true of this latest Spanish collection, in which Mr. Biggs displays the “Emperor’s Organ” at Toledo Cathedral, organs at Segovia and Salamanca, and the organ in the Royal Palace of Madrid. The most obvious characteristic of all of these is the Royal Trumpet stop, an extremely penetrating sound. But also highly individualistic are the many reeds that are heard. The Batalla Imperial by Juan Cabanilles is an eye opener in this respect. The entire collection, though musically of not always the highest significance, is exceptionally entertaining. Mr. Biggs is in fine fettle here, and the recorded sound, including some startling stereo placement effects among different organ registers, is splendid.

J. K.

MONTSERRAT CABALLÉ: Rossini Rarities (see Best of the Month, page 7)

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT

DUETS FOR COUNTertenORS. Martin: Sweet Nymph, come to thy lord; Handel’s Love’s surrendering; I was born my darling, Purcell: Love’s Goddess (1692); Sweetness of Nature, Schütz: Eichhornen herz, wenn ich sage; Don Heres ist grost; Jones: Sweet Kate; Anon. (c. 1500): Ab, my deere Son; Monteverdi: Caro popolo; Angelico ad portas eis; Fuggie, fuggie, viva voce; Salve Regina. Blow: If my Cadia could persuade; Ah Heres! What it is I hear! Dering: O bone Jesu; Gradual in cashil. Alfred and Mark Deller (countertenors); Ensemble of Baroque Instruments. VANGUARD CARMEL © VCS 10022 $5.50.

Performance: Quite lovely
Recording: Excellent
Stereo Quality: Very good

Those interested in the countertenor voice (I number myself among them, although I realize that a good many listeners are put off by its characteristics) will find the present collection a source of considerable fascination, since there are not one but two equally matched countertenor voices to enjoy. Previously, the best example of Deller and son at work was that spectacular display piece, “SOUND the trumpet,” (from Purcell’s Capriccio sort of art) in the Vanguard recording. The repertoire here is not quite on the level of that brilliant work, but the artistry of the Dellers (Alfred’s abilities are well known, his son’s rather less so) is uncommonly satisfying and consistently rewarding. The material is divided fairly evenly between sacred and secular, with some of the latter examples (Blow’s Ab Heres! for instance) providing the same kind of titillation as the aforementioned Purcell does. Alfred Deller, incidentally, has two solos to himself. Monteverdi’s Caro popolo and his Salve Regina. The reproduction is most satisfactory, and the jacket provides all text and translations.

J. K.

GEMS FROM THE EDISON DIAMOND AMBROSIS. Arias from Relazione, La forza del destino, Lobozza, Le Prophète, La Souvenir des Pucelles, etc. Performed by Alfred Deller and Don Pedro, and the Galvan Islands; Johanna Strauss: Voici de Primautre, Fréloir: Le Cor. Chopin: Nocturne, in E-flat, Op. 9, No. 2. Maria Galvany, Melitta Heim, Marie Rappold, Celestina Bonisseur, and Lucrezia Born (sopranos); Marie Deluna and Carolina Lastari (contraltos); Alessandro Bonci, Giuseppe Auzenti, and Giovanni Martinelli (tenors); Paul Payon (bass); Moritz Rosenthal (piano). EDISON © (1) Volume 5 $5.00 postpaid (available from Thomas Alva Edison Foundation, Inc., 2000 2nd Avenue, Detroit, Michigan 48226).

(Continued on next page)

The BOSE Corporation has introduced a new loudspeaker system — the Direct/Reflecting BOSE 901. Knowledgeable people in high fidelity who have heard it — dealers, editors and enthusiasts — say that this loudspeaker system literally shocked them with a clearly apparent, immediately superior over the best speakers they had heard. It incorporates a number of major advances in acoustic technology, any one of which would be a significant improvement over present day speakers. These advances are covered by patents issued and applied for.

The closer approach of this speaker to the duplication of the actual performance provides a listening experience which requires that you A-B the BOSE 901 against speakers you respect — the best speakers you know, regardless of size or price — in order fully to appreciate the scope of this achievement.

CIRCLE NO. 9 ON READER SERVICE CARD

You don’t really want to hear how it was done until you hear what it does.

There is no point in explaining here the nature of the advances embodied in the BOSE 901. Until you have heard the system, anything we say will inevitably be translated into the familiar terms of the speakers you have heard and the things you have been told about them. After you hear it, ask your dealer for our brochure explaining the new design concepts which have made possible the performance you experienced. All we want to say here is that until you have heard the BOSE 91 in comparison tests with the best speakers currently available, you have lost touch with the state of the art in loudspeakers.

THE BOSE CORP.
East Natick Industrial Park
Natick, Mass. 01760

AUGUST 1968
Individual touches in her interpretations here. There is some tendency in the present recording towards woodenness, however, both in rhythm and phrasing, and, on occasion, one is aware of smudged passages, something one might never expect to hear in Landowska's technically immaculate playing. This, I am afraid, is due to the condition of the rolls or the reproducing pianos. The conception of the Mozart sonata here is almost identical to the 1937 disc version available on imported Pathé, but in the latter there is a conspicuous absence of such technical hitches. The Everest recording is nevertheless better in this respect—and in the important matter of correct speed—than many of the previous discs in this series, and the general quality of the pianistic execution is extremely good. For most listeners, the greatest curiosity will be Landowska's Beethoven, and this turns out to be quite Romantic, the most enjoyable part of the collection.


**Recording: Fairly good.**

This is the third disc to be issued in honor of Lotte Lehmann's eightieth birthday, and it is most welcome. The selections listed above are reissues from the Columbia catalog. Contrary to the liner-notes' assertion, however, the other six appear to be released here for the first time, since they are not listed in the present Columbia catalog. Nor do they have anything to do with Vienna; four are French folk songs, one is the English song My Lovely Celli, and one is Haydn's setting of Shakespeare's She Never Told Her Love.

Assuming that the annotations are correct in at least one respect, these selections were recorded in 1911, a period after the years of Lehmann's vocal prime, but nonetheless when the voice was still able to support the enchantments of her interpretive art. I find her performance of the French-language piece less colorful and insinuating than that of the elegant Viennese melodies. If her technique is not always flawless, the intonation at times less than dead-center, her coloring of phrases, phrasing, and all-pervading charm are still treasurable. The recorded sound is serviceable, and Ulanowsky's pianism matches the delicacy of the singing.

**G. F.**


About the only generalization I can make about this collection of Swedish music is that I detect little that is Swedish about it so far as characteristic sound goes. Even so, I rather like the middling chromaticism, the jazzy overtones, and the bright, sharp scoring of the Suite from Sisyphos by the late Karl-Birger Blomdahl (b. 1916). And the piece has a wonderfully wistful ending.

Hilding Rosenberg (b. 1892) is represented by two pieces from Voyage to America, a suite adapted from an unsuccessful opera dealing with an immigrant's life in the New World. Its musical style is, at bottom, conservative and unremarkable. But its expressive overtones are enough to make any prospective immigrant cash in his boat ticket. Granted, things weren't all they might have been on this side of the Atlantic when the opera was composed in 1932 (or now), the dirge-like tolling of chimes and the doom-ridden sound of the timpani opening the Intervenzor are pretty lugubrious (but maybe the Scandinavians brooding we hear so much about). The Railway Fugue uses rather unpleasantly unpleasant neo-Baroque contrapuntal techniques with the intention of evoking our mechanized society. Strange. Deprived of its tell-tale title, both its polyphonic style and its slightly jazzy, energico rhythmical animation remind me of dozens of Memin-cum-Schuman-cum-Harris American pieces that (in their inferior manifestations) left us with being off like flies during the Forties.

Franz Berwald (1796-1868) takes us back a bit, of course. His Symphonic capricio has a number of surprising things about it. For one thing, premonitions of Brahms from large; for another, Berwald succeeded in blending other Continental influences into a style that is attractively personal. The piece is merriest, satirically and masterfully crafted. It may not be one of those works that people like to live with forever, but it is, for one listener, a surprisingly accomplished and still-fresh product of nineteenth-century Sweden.

Both sonics and stereo quality are good. \( \text{W.F.} \)
Bruno Maderna cond. RCA VICTORLA C) Soloists of the Rome Symphony Orchestra, for Flute (1, 2, and 3). Zelloni (flute); Frederick Rzewski (piano). Flute, Piano, Strings, and Percussion. Chamber Orchestra. Lothar Faber (oboe); UCLA VIC 1313, with an indigenous dash of Oriental originality. Best of all, the piece builds as a form and as an experience; and the apocalyptic finish is quite overwhelming. The stereophonic effect seems a little overly (artificially) emphasized on the recording; otherwise this is a brilliant performance. The Miyoshi Concerto, as "well-written" as any of the three, is also the most derivative. The first movement is an obvious rewrite of the first of the Schoenberg Five Orchestral Pieces and the second movement is also well within the orbit of Vienna circa 1912; the third movement breaks out of the mold—and right into a hard-driving rhythmic straight-jacket. The Miyoshi "Mandala" Symphony, is a tough one to deal with. It is a big, portentous, pretentious work for a large orchestra, including what I presume are Oriental instruments. It moves from post-Webern switches to great Varéseian percussion fantaisies, from Sacre du printemps thacks to old Japanese ostinatos, from great Impressionistic swatches of color to big, crunching, animal dissonances and simple Oriental modalities. I don't mind the eclecticism, but I do mind the pretension. In the end, all these various ideas and materials, many of them set forth with the utmost inventiveness, do not serve to illumine the varieties of experience they might represent and emerge as nothing more than a long series of imposing, eccentric flashes of inspiration. Again let me emphasize the excellence of the performance and the recording. E.S.

NEW PHILHARMONIA CHORUS: Requiem: Bruckner. Fire Unaccompanied Motets. Wolf: Morgenljouw. Van Nuffel: In concertato Dominus. Brahms: Nunc, Op. 82. Mozart: Ave, verum corpus (K. 618). Beethoven (orch. Motti): Die Ecke. Gotze von der Natur. New Philharmonia Chorus and New Philharmonia Orchestra. Wilhelm Furtwängler. ANGEL, 5 56128 $5.79. Performance: Good. Recording: Good. Stereo Quality: Good. This is an imposing showcase for the re-dealable New Philharmonia Chorus, a pillar of many distinguished recordings since 1957, when it was formed as the joint plain Philharmonia Chorus. Through a varied program the excellence of choral and orchestral execution remains constant; the attacks are sharp, dynamics are beautifully graded, textures pure and perfectly balanced. As is often the case with choral recordings, however, the pronunciation is not always clear—probably the result of hall acoustics. As for the music, the Mozart and Beethoven selections are familiar short masterpieces, while Wolf's "Morgenljouw" is a brutal, bombastic, but very effective piece that rises to a thrilling climax on the words "Es Freude Licht!" Nani is a lovely choral-symphonic setting of a Schiller poem in brooding Brahmsian colors. In concertato Dominus by the Belgian composer Jules van Nuffel (1883-1955) is a competent work of no discernible originality. Bruckner's five unaccompanied motets are intricately polyphonic, but, I am afraid, rather dull. G. J. (Continued on page 97)

NEW MUSIC FROM JAPAN. Miyoshi: Aus do' natur. New Philharmonia Chorus. Through a varied program the excellence of choral and orchestral execution remains constant; the attacks are sharp, dynamics are beautifully graded, textures pure and perfectly balanced. As is often the case with choral recordings, however, the pronunciation is not always clear—probably the result of hall acoustics. As for the music, the Mozart and Beethoven selections are familiar short masterpieces, while Wolf's "Morgenljouw" is a brutal, bombastic, but very effective piece that rises to a thrilling climax on the words "Es Freude Licht!" Nani is a lovely choral-symphonic setting of a Schiller poem in brooding Brahmsian colors. In concertato Dominus by the Belgian composer Jules van Nuffel (1883-1955) is a competent work of no discernible originality. Bruckner's five unaccompanied motets are intricately polyphonic, but, I am afraid, rather dull. G. J. (Continued on page 97)
THROUGHOUT the American record industry, opinion is astonishingly uniform about David Hall, senior record reviewer for HiFi/Stereo Review. That opinion can best be summed up by the words of the sales director of a major record company: "David Hall? There is a man who really loves records. I've used his books, particularly The Record Book, as my bible for years. He probably knows more about records than anyone else in the world."

For the past twenty-five years, critic Hall has been one of the world's foremost authorities on recorded music. He views his role of record critic as a catalytic one: "Anyone who is at all serious about communication realizes that its purpose is to impel others to action or to thought." And, as a critic, David Hall has been doing just that. To take an example, his definitive article on the long-neglected American composer Charles Ives, which appeared in HiFi/Stereo Review almost four years ago (September, 1964), went a long way toward sparking the revival of interest in Ives' music, an interest which eventually gave companies the kind of sales figures for Ives recordings that they had thought possible only for such war horses as the 1812 Overture.

At his alma mater, Yale College, David Hall was a psychology major, and he feels that his studies in psychology have been of great value to him in his function as a music critic. "That training made me realize that there are many factors which enter into a musical listening experience other than the purely musical. Ives once said, 'You cannot set art off in the corner and hope for it to have vitality, reality and substance. The fabric of existence leaves itself whole.' My training in the social sciences helps me, I think, to view art in the total of human existence."

The fabric of David Hall's life is tightly woven with a busy work schedule. In addition to his post as head of the Rodgers and Hammerstein Archives of Recorded Sound at Lincoln Center, New York—a gigantic reference collection of records and tapes covering the complete spectrum of recorded sound—he is a member of the board of directors (and past president) of Composers Recordings, Inc., a trails blazing record company which specializes in the recording of seldom heard but deserving contemporary music, and a trustee of the American Scandinavian Foundation in New York. He is also a trustee of the National Academy of Recording Arts and Sciences.

He lives in Wilton, Connecticut, with his artist-wife, who shares his interest in the arts of Scandinavia—but the visual arts. "I have a large and completely equipped studio at home, and it is there that I write most of my reviews."

In December 1966, David Hall received one of Finland's highest official honors: he was made a Knight First Class of the Order of the Lion of Finland in recognition of his cultural exchange work in the field of Scandinavian music. "I wanted everyone who was involved in the project there with me," he says. "The work was as much theirs as it was mine. I was merely the instrument."

MODESTY and dedication are integral parts of David Hall's character. Attesting to the latter quality, and rendering the former more remarkable, is the fact that his dossier is one of the most impressive of any contemporary musical journalist's. He has been Musical Director of the Classics Division of Mercury Records, Music Editor of HiFi/Stereo Review, and Chairman of the Board of Judges for the Naumburg Recording Award at the time of its establishment in 1939. While Director of Mercury's Classics Division, he was responsible for creating a substantial body of first recordings of works by contemporary composers. The archive he created at Mercury still stands as a unique contribution in the burgeoning fortunes of the record industry. He was also co-founder and director of the American-Scandinavian Foundation's Music Center, and has been Chairman of the Recording Services Committee of the National Music Council, and Rapporteur of the Cultural and Intellectual Exchange Committee of the International Co-operation Year (1966) White House Conference.

David Hall is also the author of that "bible" for record collectors specializing in the 78-rpm electrical era, The Record Book, which has appeared in three editions—the first published in 1940, when the author was twenty-three; Records, 1950; and The Disc Book. He is currently working on a book he has tentatively titled A Cycle of Scandinavian Music. About this last he says, "I might want to write this one and not necessarily have it published. It would be enough that it is there for reference. Anyway, it doesn't matter, really. After all, you don't write a serious book on music to make money. You do it as a matter of conscience." And it is perhaps this same conscience that keeps a turntable constantly at hand, even in his summer home at Castine, Maine.
OGON MUSIC OF FRESCOBALDI, SWEELINCK, BACH. Bach: Prelude and Fugue in A Major (BWV 13); Canonic Variations on "Vom Himmel hoch" (BWV 769); Frescobaldi: Capriccio on "Fra Jacopo"; Toccata for the Elevation; Toccata No. 1 (Primo Libro, 1637). Sweelinck: Toccata No. 23; Variations on "Mein jugend Lebte hat ein Ende." Lawrence Moe (organ).

Performance: Best in Frescobaldi and Sweelinck
Recording: Superior
Stereo Quality: Lifelike

This recital is divided into two parts, with Lawrence Moe playing the Bach on a 1958 classica-style Holkamp organ at the University of California in Berkeley and the Frescobaldi and Sweelinck on the university's 1783 chamber organ, manufactured in Germany by the Peters firm. The latter organ makes a particularly good impression on Mr. Moe's commendable performances.

The modern instrument sounds good, too, although the playing is not terribly interesting, and, in comparison with such a vital rendition of the Canonic Variations as that by Helmut Walcha, Moe makes the piece sound entirely too didactic. The quality of sound is extremely realistic, however, with exceptionally clear and solid bass and very pure and never strident-sounding higher registers.

I. K.


Performance: Accomplished
Recording: Very good
Stereo Quality: Excellent

This extensive survey of Portuguese music from the sixteenth through the eighteenth centuries is divided into four sections: harpsichord works, orchestral music, sacred choral works, and organ pieces. In several cases composers are represented in more than one section, for example Carlos Seixas (1704-1742), a slightly younger contemporary of Scarlatti, whose music may be found among the organ, harpsichord, and orchestral works. The earliest repertoire is the choral material—some fine motets by Estevao Lopes Morago and Pedro de Christo, and a Mass by Manuel Cardoso—all dating from the late sixteenth or early seventeenth century. The organ collection ranges from that same period (Manuel Rodrigues Coelho's Five Versets on "Ave Maria Stella") to the galant, lightweight keyboard pieces of the eighteenth century—Joao de Sousa Carvalho, Seixas, and a monk whose name has come to us only as Jacinto. The harpsichord selections are exclusively eighteenth century: with the exception of Seixas, they belong to the second half of that century. The same applies to the orchestral music: a pleasant harpsichord concerto by Seixas, one of his three-movement symphonies, an opera overture by Carvalho, and a Haydnesque symphony by Joao Cordeiro da Silva. None of these eighteenth-century works are out-and-out masterpieces, but they are tuneful and unpretentious, and they invariably convey the flavor of the country of their origin. The older material—I am thinking particularly of the choral pieces—seem curiously old-fashioned in style, but they are very much worth hearing. The performances are all of high quality and quite stylish, and the album contains extensive notes in English. The reproduction is very good, baring a bit of high-level constriction.

"Now, satisfy the EYE!"

AS-8 Credenza

Only after sound perfection was reached from this 3-way Hi-Fi Speaker System was UTAH ready to incorporate it into fine furniture cabinetry. After all, UTAH'S primary business is engineering and developing the epitome of sound perfection. Well, Sir, the "brass" (they're the sound engineering experts) said that the sound is there. We believe that you, the expert at choosing fine furniture will agree the eye appeal is there.

This provincial model is one of a family of three. There's the Early American version as well as a Contemporary style.

See your dealer, or write UTAH for complete information.
HIFI/Stereo Review's Choice of the Latest Recordings
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Reviewed by CLIVE BARNES • DON HECKMAN • PAUL KREH • REX REED • PETER REILLY

Ustad Ali Akbar Khan: The Forty Minute Raga (see Best of the Month, page 74)


Bird; The Grays Will Sing for Yin: Helaina; and five others. Capitol ® ST 2857 $4.79.

Tony Bruno is incomparable and has composed himself and several others by talented writers. His performance of Yesterday is a poor imitation of Ray Charles, and Tallullah Bankhead's version of I'll Be Seeing You is truly "divine, dahlings" compared to Bruno's. His attempt to modernize That Lucky Old Sun with lyrics such as "That lucky old sun has nothing to do but goot around, groove up there in Heaven" is a riot. The arrangements are monotonously similar, with each song concluding in an echo-chamber fadeout. Once was already too many.

R. R.


The Buckinghams are away beyond the competition. Not content with accompaniments by guitar and what sounded at times like a full symphony orchestra, gone clean out of its musical mind, they also add to their crooning, whining, and yodelling interpretations of insipid songs such as canned sound effects, banks of swooning strings, and whole episodes of what they are pleased to describe as "electronic collage." The appeal of their big hits like Hey Baby, The Mamas, Playing Our Song, and Susan is instantly comprehensible, but the exhibitionism of their arrangements becomes increasingly burdensome as the record pursues its interminable way through rails on every style from rock to Baroque. There were times when, even with the volume turned down, I found that I just couldn't concentrate on my algebra homework. The boys have thoughtfully provided an address in Hollywood where you can send your fan mail. P. K.

Joni Mitchell: Song to a Seagull. Joni Mitchell (piano, guitar, banjo), Stephen Stills (guitar), Michael from Mountain; I Had a Kiss; Michael from Mountain; Night in the City; Marie; Nathan La Franco; Stomu Yamashita; Love; and four others. Reprise ® RS 6293, R 6293 $4.79.

Joni Mitchell transforms the everyday into poetry.

Recording of Special Merit

Glen Campbell: Hey, Little One. Glen Campbell (vocals and guitar); orchestra, Al De Lory cond. Hey, Little One; Eloise Butterfly; Break My Mind; Take Me Back; I Wanna Live; How's It Over? and five others. Capitol ® ST 2878 $4.79.

Glen Campbell is a very good singer. He has taste, intelligence, and an excellent voice. He performs traditional country-and-western music with fine vitality and style and easily makes it over the hurdle to straight pop singing. His best performances here are the title tune, which he sings with fine resonant authority, and John D. Louviere's I Wanna Live in an inventive arrangement by Al De Lory. Campbell's seems to be one of those quiet success stories of a talent that moves to stardom almost latently. One has the feeling he's going to be around for a long time. P. R.

Joni Mitchell: Song to a Seagull. Joni Mitchell (piano, guitar, banjo). Stephen Stills (guitar), Michael from Mountain; I Had a Kiss; Michael from Mountain; Night in the City; Marie; Nathan La Franco; Stomu Yamashita; Love; and four others. Reprise ® RS 6293, R 6293 $4.79.

Joni Mitchell: Song to a Seagull. Joni Mitchell (piano, guitar, banjo), Stephen Stills (guitar), Lee Kessner (vocals). I Had a Kiss; Michael from Mountain; Night in the City; Marie; Nathan La Franco; Stomu Yamashita; Love; and four others. Reprise ® RS 6293, R 6293 $4.79.

Performance: A brilliant new talent
Stereo Quality: Very good

Recording: Very good
Stereo Quality: Very good

Explanation of symbols:

1 = stereophonic recording
2 = monaural recording
* = mono or stereo version not reviewed for review
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Those of us who write about popular music have been saying for some time now that we are witnessing a period of unparalleled musical creativity, but I wonder if the real extent of this explosion of talent has been fully understood. Until very recently, it appeared that the new pop music of the Sixties was experiencing another injection of life-giving vitality from folk music, Negro rhythm-and-blues, and gospel music. The obvious parallel is with the change in American popular songs that took place in the Twenties, when song writers as George Gershwin and Irving Berlin modified and adapted new musical sounds that were brought to the cities via the emigration to the North by Southern Negroes. The most creative manifestation of that emigration was the evolution of jazz, and, to a lesser extent, the emergence of a superb group of blues singers. Thus a pattern was established in American popular music: its seminal vitality almost always stems from the transformation of European musical techniques by the American Negro, which, in turn, is diluted and popularized by white musicians.

It seems to me, however, that we are now experiencing a development in popular music which is significantly different. The most important distinction is that its base is drawn from a wider source area, not from just one aspect of American music but from a variety of sources—from the hill songs of the Appalachians and the rural blues of the South to the uniquely personal interpretations of the American experience made by such composers as Gottschalk and Ives. True, I am describing what is at the present only a beginning—and possibly an abortive one at that. But I suspect that the work of such younger performers as Van Dyke Parks, Randy Newman, and Joni Mitchell may signal a way out of the deadly cycle of superficiality, which is divided into two parts: “I came to the city,” and “Out of the city and down to the seaside.” Side one takes the everyday events—and, in part, the events of the life of a young person living in the city and transforms them into musical poetry. Side two is equally impressive, perhaps more so, for it contains melodies that reach heights comparable to her lyrics, and shows that her musical sensibilities will continue to be satisfied by ordinary solutions.

“Song to a Seagull” can be viewed as a total work, in fact as a kind of personal odyssey which is divided into two parts: “I came to the city” and “Out of the city and down to the seaside.” Side one takes the everyday events—sometimes banal events—of the life of a young person living in the city and transforms them into musical poetry. Side two is equally impressive, perhaps even more so. Miss Mitchell has not yet produced melodies and harmonic progressions that reach heights comparable to her lyrics, and shows that her musical sensibilities continue to be satisfied by ordinary solutions.

As a performer, Randy Newman is only a moderate success. As a composer and arranger—on the evidence of this album of his own songs—he is a complete success: his songs have intelligence, style, and wit. Unfortunately, as I have implied, I don’t think he is the ideal interpreter of them. His voice is utilitarian—nothing is affected, as it should be. His delivery is the only aspect of the performance which is suggestive of the time, energy, and expense to the production of an album whose cover mimics—however satirically—the cover of an album by an important English pop group. The music is in classic Frank Zappa style. Included are electronic sounds, vocals, dialogue, parodies, rock improvisation, and even some minutes of jazz. Zappa’s lyrics continue to be his strongest work. More than most pop composers, he has purged traditional poetic imagery from his writing, depending instead upon a straight-from-the-shoulder, no-nonsense, say-it-like-it-is style that works because of its very literalness. Equally important, he has written better melodies than ever before. The songs could be mistaken for folk music, but a closer listening reveals the complexity of their melodic contours and the brilliant imagery of their language. Miss Mitchell has not yet produced melodies and harmonic progressions that reach heights comparable to her lyrics, and shows that her musical sensibilities continue to be satisfied by ordinary solutions.
He's okay on something like Davis The Fat Boy or So Long, Dad (both superior songs), but I got a little fed up with his Elsinoring in Love Story and Linda, for example. The production by Lenny Waronker and Van Dyke Parks is exemplary. P. R.

PEACHES AND HERB: Golden Duets. Peaches and Herb (vocals). Two Little Girls: Love Is Strange; Mockingbird; I Want to Stay Here; and eight others. Date SS TEM 6031, S-TEM 6087 $1.79.

Performance: Sweet and slack
Stereo Quality: First-rate

This is the third album generously offered to me apparently doing public by Peaches and Herb, who call themselves the 'sweethearts of soul.' They present a dozen duets here in an easy, agreeable, rather shuffling style. Ac-

If such a thing is possible, Spanky and Herb's second album is even better than their first. Nothing eludes them. There's Spanky herself, maybe the best blues singer since Ma Rainey and Lizzie Miller, bearing in mind, fumbling it up over the edge of the piano in a drably Chicago recording hall, kicking the sawdust on the floor with the toe of her buckled shoe, and warbling Prescription for the Blues with Montgomery and the Blue Band turning music to pickle juice behind her. After immediately, the gang is back, juicing it up on Three Ways from Tomorrow like the Swingle Singers at a square dance. On My Bill, the gang has at the crazy world of bill collectors, singing the form letters and the pre-addressed envelopes (and you don't need a stamp, no no no) that solicit your remittance by return mail.

Simply Nutsville, which is the big Spanky and the Gang groove in. No social preaching, no third-stream smut and violence. Just good, plain fun and inventive, intelligent musical joy. From the looks of this disc, the direction the gang seems to be moving in is more of a many-faceted collage of show-business professionalism than the suicidally tiny and distantly amateur world of rock.

On the other hand, they do dip into the folk idiom on Lullaby and Leonard Cohen's Suzanne. The former is pure poetry, as natural and free-flowing as breath. The latter is still as phony and pretentious as anything Cohen ever wrote. But after hearing Cohen's and Noel Harrison's versions, I am convinced the gang sings it right for the very first time.

Like to Get to Know You, a backstage look at some of the parties of the Sixties, shows what Mike Nichols and Elaine May might have produced if they had written songs. And finally there is Saturday Morning, the supreme achievement in the album. I have seldom heard anything as close to symphonic sound in the vocal line. Wonderful organ work by Artie Schroeck provides a soulful heartbeat for the Gang's hireraising chord changes as they pour forth the stained-glass Holiness in Jazz equivalent of the Mormon Tabernacle Choir singing arrangements by Dave Brubeck.

There is nothing myopic about Spanky and Our Gang. They see into and through every- thing, all the sham and all the truth around them. They have the answers within their willingness to experiment with the supreme achievement in the album. I have seldom heard anything as close to symphonic sound in the vocal line. Wonderful organ work by Artie Schroeck provides a soulful heartbeat for the Gang's hireraising chord changes as they pour forth the stained-glass Holiness in Jazz equivalent of the Mormon Tabernacle Choir singing arrangements by Dave Brubeck.

There is nothing myopic about Spanky and Our Gang. They see into and through everything, all the sham and all the truth around them. They have the answers within their voices, along with musicality, taste, wit, dignity, and integrity. This album spans an incredibly broad spectrum of musical styles and attitudes. They are simply the best vocal group on the current scene. The Swingles will be growing mangos in Silicon Valley before anyone convinces me otherwise. R. R.

A complete success as composer-arranger according to the program director of WOC radio in Washington, D.C., who sifts through three columns of liner notes about Peaches and Herb, every one of their duets was originated by same other pair—Steve Lawrence and Eydie Gorme, Chuck Jackson and Maxine Brown, Mary Wells and Marvin Gaye, Brook Benton and Dinah Washington, Berry Everett and Jerry Butler, and the father-daughter institution of Frank and Nancy Sinatra—but Mr. Herb and Miss Peaches have the stature to turn this material into something else. They do, indeed: it all sounds pretty much the same, and there's a lot of it.

K. Neumann
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RECORDING OF RECORDING MERIT

SPANKY AND OUR GANG: Like to Get to Know You. Spanky and Our Gang: Spanky (vocals), David McEntire, Nelson Pickering, Malcolm Hare, John Seiter, Kenny Hodges, and Lefty Baker; with additional musicians, including Little Brother and Montgomery and the Blue Band. Sunday Morning: My Bill; Prescription for the Blues; Saturday; Like to Get to Know You; The Swingle Gate; and five others. Mer- cury SS P1161 $1.98.

Performance: Fantastic
Recording: Excellent
Stereo Quality: Excellent

T-BONE WALKER: The Truth. T-Bone Walker (vocals and guitar); various other musicians. I've Got Daddy's Waltz; You Ought to Know Better; Let Your Hair Down Baby; Old Time Used to Be; You Don't Love Me; and I Don't Care; and six others. Bruns- wick SS 75 1139 $1.79.

Performance: Strong, assertive blues
Recording: Very good
Stereo Quality: Good

Texas-born T-Bone Walker is one of the first post-war blues singer-guitarists to reach a wide audience, and an important figure in the growth of modern blues. Pursits probably will find his blues-singing style a little
sick and his ensemble buckings too close to rhythm and blues. And he makes no concession with his choice of material, since he prefers to work with "originals." Like many blues performers, his songs usually consist of assemblies—sometimes random, sometimes not—of familiar lines. Treat You Dood, Well and You Don't Love Me, for example, are identical, except that one is in C and the other in E-flat. Yet I must admit I find his performances entertaining. Although he cannot be described accurately as a jazz guitarist, his playing is closer to a jazz articulation and rhythmic statement than to the blues style of, say, Chuck Berry or B. B. King. If you haven't heard Walker, this well-rounded collection will provide a good introduction.

D. H.

MARGARET WHITING: Pop Country. Margaret Whiting (vocals). Orchestra. Arnold Goland cond. and arr. "Release Me; I Hate to See Me Go; You Don't Know Me; Gentle on My Mind;" and six others. London (S) PS 527. ML LL $527 (S) $4.79.


Maggie is Margaret again. She pleasantly handles the country tunes on this disc in much the same way Evie Gorme handled hers on her Columbia album of pop-country songs although the Gorme album had a bit more vitality. There isn't much left to do with songs like Hank Williams I Can't Help It if I'm Still In Love With You, except sing them straight and hope they find the right market. Miss Whiting interprets very few subs at interpretation, which is probably all for the best. Arnold Goland's arrangements are pure Billy Vaughn and only add to the blandness of the recording. I admire Margaret Whiting, but this latest effort is only for folks to play before and after the Lawrence Welk show.}

R. R.

COLLECTIONS

SOUND IN THE EIGHTH DIMENSION. Orchestra. Robert Byrne cond. "Limehouse Blues;" "Ebb Tide;" "Talk to the Animals;" "This Heart;" "Spanish Eyes;" and six others. Command (S) RS 928 SD $5.79.


This attempt by Command to present recorded sound in deep audio perspective is, in the main, a success. Using six recording channels instead of the more usual two or three employed for stereo recording, the producers create a true facsimile of live concert hall listening. Their claim that "we are not interested in doing it just for the effect," but that "our interest is in doing what is musically correct," doesn't seem to mean very much when one is confronted by the repertoire heard here. In this case, the producers have created an effective curtain of percussive sound. The effect might be described as aural Cinetama—which is very fancy recording footwork technically. For audio buffs and those who want to lead a band.

P. R.
Another new stereo?

No!

**RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT**

MILES DAVIS: *Nefertiti*. Miles Davis (trumpet), Wayne Shorter (tenor sax), Herbie Hancock (piano), Ron Carter (bass), Tony Williams (drums). *Nefertiti*. Full Hand Inc., Madress. Root, Phonica, Columbia CS 9594, CL 27449 S4.79.

**Performance:** A classic jazz group

**Recording:** Excellent

**Stereo Quality:** Excellent

The current Miles Davis group has become as well integrated musically as any he has had since the Coltrane-partnered quintets of the middle and late Fifties. If Wayne Shorter is not the powerful musical alter ego for Davis that Coltrane was, he is nonetheless a strong player with an intensely personal artistic outlook. The rhythm section is surely one of the best that jazz has ever seen, with each member a virtuoso soloist in his own right. That such excellent individual performances can subordinate their talents to the rigors of accompaniment is remarkable indeed.

The recording is a characteristic example of what Davis has done with this group. Rarely has it produced the immediately memorable performances of past Davis Quintets. This may be due to the fact that the material is almost always original—usually by Shorter or Hancock—instead of the ballads and standard pop tunes favored by Davis in the Fifties. But if these performances are not so directly accessible, they may survive in a fashion that pop-tune interpretations do not.

Unlike most other important jazz players, Davis no longer appears to be interested in composition (a shame, since he has written several excellent jazz melodies). But he recognizes that the most lasting jazz performances are usually those that spring from original works. To his credit, he has been willing to permit those works to come from the young performers in his group. I think he has made a wise decision, and his music has benefited accordingly. Virtually everything produced by Davis is worth your attention. *Nefertiti* is no exception. D. H.
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ON this recording almost exclusively to tenor. On five tracks a small brass ensemble is added to the accompanying rhythm section. Since Moody is pretty much a straight-ahead, no-nonsense improviser, the brass accents simply get in the way, and things aren't helped much by the fact that Tom McIntosh has contributed rather simplistic arrangements. Every now and then Moody gets loose, however, and when he does he's a hard man to stop. His most appealing quality is an explosive sense of phrasing, in which whole sequences of notes seem to come bursting out of his horn. As an example, notice his piercing attack of the start of Thelonious Monk's "RUBY, My Dear," and the screams of up-tempo eighth notes that dominate the faster solos.

Moody was once an active recording artist, but in recent years has spent most of his time playing second banana to the irresistible Drizzy Gillespie. Hearing him in a situation that allows him some stretching out is gratifying, but I hope his next recording has fewer production ideas. Why not just let him play, play, play?

D.H.

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT

JOE WILLIAMS AND THE THAD JONES-MEL LEWIS ORCHESTRA. Joe Williams (vocals), Get Out of My Life, Woman! Get Soul; Gee Baby, Ain't I Good to You; Evil Man Blues; Come Sunday; Smack Dab in the Middle; Don't Mean a Thing; and five others.

SOLID STATE \$5.79.

Performance: Soils across the ceiling

Recording: Excellent

Stereo Quality: Brilliant

Many are the paeans of praise that have already been written about Joe Williams' genius, and you won't get any image-defining from me. Never before, however, has Joe waited quite the way he wails on his new label, Solid State. Producer Sonny Lester has obviously entered everyone here with his good-humored will to break new ground, and the result this time around is a disc that is probably the singer's greatest accomplishment.

Whether he is singing from the soul, warm and with great feeling, as he does on the Ellington-Mahalia Jackson Come Sunday (listen to the way he holds the word "Pleeeeez"—ha!-raising!) or scatting his way across the top of the ceiling like a trumpeter blowing its brains out, as he does on the ultra-modern arrangement of Ellington's It Don't Mean a Thing, Joe is at the top of his form. And teaming him with the popular East Coast big band of Thad Jones and Mel Lewis was a stroke of genius that matches his own. The band swings some of the best arrangements I've heard in years, with Mel's own. The band swings some of the best arrangements I've heard in years, with Mel's arrangements. And teaming him with the popular East Coast big band of Thad Jones and Mel Lewis was a stroke of genius that matches his own. The band swings some of the best arrangements I've heard in years, with Mel's arrange...
P R O B L E M: How to make a new musical history out of the old-fashioned turn-of-the-century songs of George M. Cohan, the man who once owned Broadway. Solution: hatch Joel Grey. Strutting like the cock of the Irish boardwalk, tap dancing his way across the stage like an entire Busy Berkeley chorus line, and singing his heart out to engulf the second balcony in a spring tide of razzmatazz, Joel Grey is currently overloading the Broadway circuits with enough kilowatts to cause another blackout. In Columbia's original-cast album of the show, he leads a cast of shysters in shamrocks and broads in bustles in a red, white, and blue tribute to the golden era of Broadway that is easily the best musical recording of the year.

Not every Cohan song was a great one (he wrote twenty musicals), but there are enough of the good ones in this album to assure his place in the Hall of Fame as a songwriter who knew how to send an audience out of the theater singing. When Cohan was good, he was very, very good. "You're Doodle Doodo Dodo Doo, You're a Great Old Flag, Over There, and Give My Regards to Broadway" are justly immortal, and they are sung within an inch of their star-spangled lives in this recording. They are sung within an inch of their star-spangled lives in this recording. It is, in fact, one of the best-recorded show albums I've ever heard, bringing the listener right up to the stereo speakers for an orchestra-seat perspective. Listening to it was a much more enjoyable experience than I remembered having in the theater on opening night. The disc is as Cinemtic as records are likely to get for some time to come—nothing is spared to put you right into the Vitaphone picture, stand you next to the actual Pathé rooster, and bathe you in the warmth of the footlights.

Joel Grey makes theatrical history with "My Town," the song that symbolizes Cohan's arrival in the New York he was later to conquer. The show is, in a sense, a chronological disography of the Cohan career, an occasional updating of the lyrics serving to encompass several years at a time. One Cohan show, Little Johnny Jones (1904), is shown building in tempo from the audition stage through the rehearsals of a production number called "Pick Me Along in My Pajama," blending in show cinemtic fades through Rosie, and driving on into "Pomp and Circumstance," a fabulous show-stopping dance number that gives a good idea of the frenetic, fever-pitch pace of Broadway musicals of the era. By the time they get to "Give My Regards to Broadway," the entire cast is on stage, complete with boat whistles, dialogue from the actual Cohan show, and about a thousand tap shoes clicking away all over your living room floor.

George M!, in short, recaptures the whole Cohan saga in music, song, and an occasional tear, pouring it all out of a superb recorded cornucopia of theatrical and musical excitement. There are rollicking choruses by Floradora Girls, huge production numbers, auditions on drafty stages, backstage excitement, medleys of rhythm songs, patriotic songs, and spirited songs, plus an epilogue in which George M. Cohan himself speaks through a historic recording of his voice.

Cohan may not have been the adorable all-American guy James Cagney made him in the movie classic "You're Doodle Doo, You're a Great Old Flag," but George M. Cohan himself says he was, and all wrapped up in the stars and stripes of this dazzling musical production, his image remains legendary. The orchestrations are dandy, the taps are newly fitted to the tap shoes, the chorus is full-bodied and zestful, and the cast includes some of the freshest, most talented newcomers to the Broadway stage in many moons. The whole adds up to a glorious and incredibly joyous evening of entertainment. An absolute firecracker of a show, one that should put a smile on your face—and keep it there for some time to come.

GEORGE M! (George M. Cohan), Original-cast recording. Joel Grey, Betty Ann Grove, Jerry Dodge, others (vocals); Jay Blackton, musical direction and vocal arrangements. Columbia S 5200 $6.79.
April 14 was Easter Sunday, and it fell in mid-Passover. It was also the first Sunday after the successful opening of the Broadway musical based on the career of song-and-dance man George M. Cohan, the first available time for the players, the orchestra, and the director to record the show's original cast album for Columbia Records, and therefore very much a working day for the cast of George M!

The call was for 10 A.M., but by 9:15 the huge semi-circle of chairs set up inside Columbia's 30th Street studios was half-filled with musicians. As they gathered, chatted, looked over their music, engineers were doing some last-minute moving of booths, adjusting of microphone stands, and placing of baffle boards, and a lone female French horn player crossed the room to take her seat among the trombones.

By 9:35, the show's musical director, Broadway veteran Jay Blackton, a small, dark, and constantly enthusiastic presence, had taken his place in the center of the musicians. And at exactly 10:00, an associate called out loudly, "Hold it, fellows! Please!" The buzz of conversation subsided. "Please don't run around during the playbacks. And also be quiet. It's going to be a tough day for Jay. So please. . . ."

Blackton looked around the room, and seeing his players for the first time under bright studio lights rather than the darkness of the orchestra pit, quipped, "So that's how you look!"

It promised to be more than a tough day for Blackton. It promised to be a day and an evening—possibly a late evening—for everyone. George M!, a kaleidoscopic account of the whole of Cohan's career, contains some eighteen musical numbers, involving over twenty-seven songs. And original cast recordings are never as simple to tape as the uninhibited might assume. For one thing, the pit band's size is usually almost doubled for recording by augmenting the strings, brass, and percussion. For another, numbers involving vocal duets, trios, quartets, or the whole chorus—and, in the case of George M!, tap dancing as well—present special problems of recording balances, usually very different from one number to the next.

By 10:05, the assemblage had finished a mass tune-up, and Columbia's recording engineer Fred Plaut—working, he announced, on his hundred and fortieth original cast recording—asked over a loudspeaker from his glass-paneled booth, "George, could I hear you alone?" One of the players responded with a trot. "Good. Now, Eddy, could I hear you?"

Five minutes later the orchestra was into the show's overture, and familiar (and unfamiliar) Cohan fragments marched by—You're a Grand Old Flag, Over There, Yankee Doodle Dandy—and they walked by—Forty-Five Minutes from Broadway, Nellie Kelly, Push Me Along in My Pushcart. At the end, recording director Tom Shepard offered his thanks over a loudspeaker, and on the question of recording balance, requested, "Just give us a few moments."

As mike booms were being adjusted and baffle screens moved, Blackton was addressing his musicians: "Watch that downbeat at bar fifty-three, and trumpets, a little more takito there." Once again Shepard's voice boomed into the studio, "Would you like to run one down all the way and tape it, then we'll have a little break for playback? But first, could I hear each percussionist separately?" Drums, timpani, bells, xylophone, and piano responded in turn. Then Plaut started the tape rolling and Shepard announced, "Okay, George M! Overture. Stand by. Take one."

"The melody went by with spirited, three-minute efficiency. "Thanks. Will you take ten, gentlemen?"

"I'd like to see the Marine Band sound like that!" a trombonist remarked, giving his legs a stretch.

Technical and musical adjustments followed. "I need a very solid attack at bar twenty-one," Blackton announced. "However, that other part should sound as if it's coming from outside the door over there."

By now the other performers were beginning to arrive. Singers were warming up their voices in a small soundproof room next to the control room, and dancers were dutifully doing their morning bends and exercises. By 11:20 and the fourth try, Shepard was announcing, "That's a beautiful take. The overture is wrapped up. Thank you."

Almost immediately, Jacqueline Alloway quietly took her place beside one of the singers' microphones at the rear of the studio, Blackton signaled his orchestra, and they were into a run-through of the grand old opening bars of Mary. Satisfied with the balance of the singer's voice and the orchestra, Shepard called for a take. And at its end, he seemed to speak for everyone in the studio as he announced quietly over the speaker, "Beautiful, beautiful."

He added, "One more for safety, not because there was anything wrong with it— but could I ask you, in the opening, for . . . . it was . . . Mary, not to leave quite so much space? Make it all one phrase."

It was 11:30. The star of George M!,
Joel Grey, walked quietly through the musicians, headed for the singers’ microphones. Dressed in a modified Mod beige suit and a vertical-striped sport shirt, he greeted the accompanist, Bob Crach, an old friend from his previous show, Cabaret. He smiled slowly as one of the drummers took his picture, and Blackton announced, “I want you to meet One-take Grey here.”

The next number was Billie, sung by Jill O’Hara in the role of Agnes Noan, the young lady who was to become Cohan’s second wife. In the show, it is done as the young lady who was to become Coohan’s parents. At the end of the take, Shepard requested one more. Grove confessed, “I blew the lyrics.” Dodge volunteered a mock-serious, “Huh!” Shepard announced, “I love that energy!” and Dodge countered, “You’ll get it.”

Next it was Joel Grey’s task to introduce Bernadette Peters as the youngest Cohan, Josie, in Oh, You Wonderful Boy. “Joel, when you make your next announcement, remember that you’re fifteen and a half, not seventeen.” As the tape began to roll, Grey shouted out in a high-pitched falsetto that broke up the room.

The final number in the opening medley was the spirited All Aboard for Broadway: because it involved tap dancing, a large rectangle of special flooring was placed under the singers’ microphones. Grey stepped forward in his white tap-shoes during the orchestra’s run-through, and began singing energetically half-way across the room. As the Four Cohans ran through the number, another special consideration of record-making asserted itself. On stage, All Aboard for Broadway is carried by spectacle, dance, and melody, and the tempo is fast. But for recording, it became evident that the piece had to be slowed down a bit in order to make the words more intelligible.

Four Takes did it, although it was necessary to make a special interest, to be spliced in later, of Grey’s tap dance so as to get the balance right. Grey’s drive and energy filled the large room; if there had been a real house there, his performance would have brought it down. “We got it.” Thank you.” Shepard announced. Time for lunch. Back at 2:00.

When the afternoon session began, there were more visitors in the studio and more performers. The full chorus was there, several of its members fresh from Easter services and sporting spring finery. With so many performers involved, the show’s director-choreographer, Joe Layton, who had spent most of the morning in the engineering booth sitting beside Shepard, took a more active part, “Joel,” he announced at one point from the back of the room, “don’t forget the (executing a quick tap) ‘before the’...” (executing another)

Soon they were into the more familiar Cohan numbers: Forty-five Minutes from Broadway, You’re a Grand Old Flag, Over There, Harrigan. “On Nelly Kelly I Love You, at bar 164,” Blackton instructed the musicians, “a little less lamentoso, a little more Bowery, please.”

“Axiom number one,” Shepard reminded the percussionists, “is never to use a wood block with tap dancing. It may work fine in the theater pit, but it is confusing on recording.” By 5 P.M. Shepard’s voice on the loudspeaker asked, “Do you want an hour or an hour and a half for supper?” And inside the studio an almost unanimous shout went up, “An hour!”

Fifty minutes later the studio seemed to be full of violinists turning up, but over in one corner a lone pianist was playing some of Bud Powell’s jazz pieces—music that seemed out of place at the moment.

“Jay, you know we’re on G’s,” Mr. Layton told the players, “and it seems too bad to have a new head of the music. Just a little Johnny Jones, is about to give his regards to Broadway, and we’re just getting started.” Layton encouraged, “We’ll start humming Musical Comedy Man.” It was a bit harder to get back to work this time, but once into the music, the energy was still there.

As the chorus assembled, Grey, at one side, tapped a bit and discussed with Betty Ann Grove the quality of the chicken soup available in the vending machine in the hall. By 7:30, one of the chorus girls was boasting excitedly, “The Epilogue! Now this is my last number!” And someone offered the opinion that it would be wrapped up by 10 o’clock. On the sidelines a visitor was reading a full-page ad from the early edition of the morning papers. “George M!” read the headline, quoting Clive Barnes’ review in New York Times, “can have a personal Tony award from me. And Joel Grey can have a couple.” And he hadn’t even heard the original cast recording yet!

Martin Williams is a prominent critic and author of many books in the field of jazz.
HERE WE GO ROUND THE MUL-BERRY BUSH. (Music by Traffic, the Spencer Davis Group, and Andy Ellison.) Original-soundtrack recording, UNITED ARTISTS ® UAS 5175, ® UAL 4175 $5.79.

Performance: Passable after a couple of listenings
Recording: Very good
Stereo Quality: Very good

Clive Donner, producer of this rotten little sex-and-games teen-age film, decided that all of the background music should be pop-oriented, performed by top groups just as if they were actually recording hit discs for the consumer public. This is not a wholly original idea. Rock music has recently cropped up more frequently in film scores than the customary strings or soft jazz backgrounds, and both of the Beatles had their soundtracks turned into commercial recordings.

The music for this film was performed primarily by two of England’s top pop groups, Traffic and the Spencer Davis Group. With the exception of a few of the songs, most of this soundtrack is worth enough listens to get used to. It particularly liked the rocking title tune, Looking Back, Possession, Am I What I Was or Was I What I Am?, and It’s Been a Long Time, which is performed by an unknown (to me) singer named Andy Ellison. Most of the songs contain intelligent lyrics, some of which you can even understand. — R. R.

HOUSE OF FLOWERS (Truman Capote-Harold Arlen.) Revival-cast recording, Yolande Bavan, Thelma Oliver, Hope Clarke, Josephine Premiere, Robert Jackson, Charles Moore, Novella Nelson, others (performers), chorus and orchestra, Joseph Raposo cond. UNITED ARTISTS ® UAS 5180, ® UAL 4180 $5.79.

Performance: Sub-tropical
Recording: Good
Stereo Quality: Good

Flowers are not particularly advisable materials to build houses out of, but if anyone could make such a structure stay up at all, it would probably be Truman Capote. The original house didn’t last too long, although it’s always being referred to wistfully by those interested in the gentrification of Harlem. The film by Claude Lelouch is a familiar approach, but Mr. Lai, evidently prepared, for the rest of his career, to write endless variations on that haunting theme from A Man and a Woman, has turned in another stylish score for this film by Claude Lelouch. As in the earlier score, he relies on the insistent repetition of a seductive melody to build up the cinematic tension, like the pulse of a frustrated lover marking time until waiting becomes unendurable. It’s a familiar approach, but still effective. There are two vocals in the score—a typical self-pitying chanson called Now You Want to Be Loved and a pseudo-rock item with insane lyrics by another composer, Raymond Le Senechal, both are altogether fashionable—and terrible. — P. K.
To meet Simple is a pleasure, and from his wisdom and understanding we can learn much. Superficially there is an Uncle Tom touch here; a notion that the Caucasian soul can softly identify with, but beneath this, Hughes tells it as it is.

This record introduces us to Simple in all his moods, both philosophic and perturbed, loveable and honest. Simple would not deny that he is an African, but equally he is certainly an American. The episodes here have been admirably chosen, and Ossie Davis, with his voice veering between the calm of narrative and the exclamation fever-points of hastily reported speech, is splendid. Simple's is a voice that should be heard during the coming summer, which may be both long and hot. Mr. Davis gives that voice an uncommon attractiveness.

C. B.

STEPHEN SPENDER: Selected Poems

Stephen Spender (reader); Arthur Luce Klein, director. SPOKEN ARTS 86 SA 995 $5.95.

Performance Proper
Recording Lucid

It is curious, but few poets have suffered such a reversal of reputation as have Stephen Spender and his English colleagues of the Thirties. Of course, Auden of those times has survived, as has, more surprisingly if only because more powerfully, Isherwood; but of the rest-brave poet souls all—little remains. Louis MacNeice is dead, Cecil Day-Lewis is poet laureate and mystery story writer.

The present record of selected poems by Spender has the undeniable interest of being a widely ranged and personally selected anthology of all his works with a special introduction to each work. Ironically, his special introductions are occasionally more rewarding than the poems themselves.

What perhaps is interesting in this selection is the manner in which their tone becomes more nostalgic with the passing of time. Spender has a lyric gift and often his poems have lines to strike the heart. But it is a minor talent. Spender himself reads his poems well—with understanding and with modesty.

C. B.

BILLIE JEAN PARKER: The Truth About Bonnie and Clyde

Billie Jean Parker (narrator). What Kind of People Were Bonnie and Clyde? The Time They Needed Guns; Billie Jean with Bonnie and Clyde; Who Did the Rok.; and eight others. RCA VICTOR 86 LSP 3967, 86 LPM 3967 85.95.

Performance Proper
Recording Excellent
Stereo Quality: Okay

The Bonnie and Clyde phenomenon grows curiouser and curiouser. Why was this album made, for example? Is it a rather ghoulish endeavor by all concerned, and has practically no value, even as a social document. Billie Jean Parker, who is Bonnie's sister, is obviously trying to cash in on her sister's new notoriety and has found willing accomplices here in the persons of Jud Collins, who interviews her, and Felton Jarvis, who produced the album. It includes a "bonus" in the form of a photo of Bonnie and Clyde "suitable for framing," which just about sums up the aura of Transylvanian camp that hovers over the entire enterprise P. R.
How to recognize a stacked deck.

**The Choice of Experts.** This is the improved successor to the famous Sony Model 350 which was picked as "a best buy" by the nation's leading consumer reporting service!

**Professional 3-Head Design.** The ultimate in versatility. Such wanted features as Tape and Source Monitoring, Sound-on-Sound, Sound-with-Sound, and other special effects!

**Instant Tape Threading.** Exclusive Sony Retractomatic pinch roller permits simple one-hand tape threading. An automatic tape lifter protects heads from wear during fast forward and reverse!

**Vibration-Free Motor.** An important new Sony development utilizing "floating" shock absorber action to completely isolate any motor vibration from the tape mechanism!

**Scrape Flutter Filter.** Special precision idler mechanism located between erase and record/playback heads eliminates tape modulation distortion. This feature formerly found only on professional studio equipment!

**Non-Magnetizing Heads.** Head magnetization build-up—the most common cause of tape hiss—has been eliminated by an exclusive Sony circuit which prevents any transient surge of bias current to the heads!

**Unprecedented Frequency Response.** Achieves true high fidelity performance even at slower speeds!

- 20-22,000 Hz @ 7 1/2 ips
- 20-17,000 Hz @ 3 3/4 ips
- 20-9,000 Hz @ 1 3/4 ips

**Noise Suppressor Switch.** Special filter eliminates undesirable hiss that may exist on older recorded tapes. Filter does not affect the quality of sound reproduction!


**Scrape Flutter Filter.** Special precision idler mechanism located between erase and record/playback heads eliminates tape modulation distortion. This feature formerly found only on professional studio equipment!

You never heard it so good.

---

**Sony Model 355.** Priced under $229.50. For your free copy of our latest tape recorder catalog, please write to Mr. Phillips, Sony/Superscope, Inc., 8146 Vineland Avenue, Sun Valley, California 91352.
RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT


Performance: Worthy
Recording: Excellent
Stereo Quality: First-rate
Speed and Playing Time: 7½ ips; 74'23"

The pedal harpsichord, a two-manual instrument with a pedal mechanism, makes a very good impression here in Bach's six trio sonatas, which are more usually heard on the organ. True, this instrument does not have the sustaining power or the variety of registers that the organ does, but Biggs succeeds in making the pedal harpsichord an effective alternative (there is some possibility that the sonatas might have been intended originally for either a pedal harpsichord or pedal clavichord). The instrument has been recorded extremely vividly here, and I am delighted that Columbia has chosen to release the tape (minus the disc album's two solo concertos, BWV 592/3) at a speed of 7½ ips, rather than at a slower speed, which might likely have resulted in flutter.


Performance: Excellent
Recording Good
Stereo Quality: Good
Speed and Playing Time: 33⅓ ips; 54'41"

Although Barbirolli's approach to the "Eroica" is, I suppose, a perfectly valid one, it isn't my idea of what the work is all about. Like so many innovative landmarks in the history of music, the Beethoven Third is what one might call a masterpiece that, in sum, doesn't quite come off. The length of its slow movement is disproportionate and, since the heart of the work lies here and in the unprecedented structural originality of the first movement, the piece tends to vitiate itself in the comparatively ordinary gestures of the last two movements.

Toscanini's legendary performance of the piece, skirted (or minimized) these problems to great effect—a bulldozer, Barbirolli gives us a majestic but rather leisurely opening movement (in which the startling dissonances are rather softened by the ensemble balance), and a slow-movement Maestoso played at a tempo that would have its persuasive marching effect in their tracks before the great final passage—which itself is played with a lack of drive and intensity.

In short, the work is in a number of ways robbed of its revolutionary aspects by a curiously benign and leisurely approach to one of the boldest, toughest scores in the history of music. Recorded sound is full and warm, but would have been en en finer had the tape speed been 7½ ips instead of 3⅓—perhaps in view of the 29' 58" length of the Elgar and the 24' 43" running time of the Delius.


Performance: A-1
Recording Good
Stereo Quality: Good
Speed and Playing Time: 33⅓ ips; 54'41"

There are phrases and minutes here. A big plus is the decision to pair on the same tape Miss du Pré's eloquent performances of the taut and passionate Elgar and sweetly rhapsodic Delius concertos, rather than copy the disc versions, which in the first instance was filled out with recital encores, and in the other with a late Delius choral work. While it is possible that those who admire the disciplined strength and beauty of Elgar's 1919 masterpiece will find the Delius work of two years later a bit too sweetly drawn out, Miss du Pré's beautifully phrased and tonally ravishing readings provide a wholly convincing binding thread. Both accompaniments, by Sir John Barbirolli and by Sir Malcolm Sargent (he conducted the world premiere of the Delius), are impressively satisfying. The recorded sound is full and warm, but would have been even finer had the tape speed been 7½ ips instead of 3⅓—a feasible matter in view of the 29' 58" length of the Elgar and the 24' 43" running time of the Delius.

In any event, these are the only tape versions of the two concertos, and certainly represent a better buy as a single package than the two discs.

D. H.

VERDI: Aida. Birgit Nilsson (soprano); Aida; Mario Sereni (baritone); Amonasro; Franco Corelli (tenor); Radames; Grace Bumbry (mezzo-soprano); Amneris; Ferrucio Baldi (conductor). CBS STEREO 5876 62 30.

Performance: 85
Recording Excellent
Stereo Quality: Excellent
Speed and Playing Time: 33⅓ ips; 54'41"

There are phrases and minutes here. A big plus is the decision to pair on the same tape Miss du Pré's eloquent performances of the taut and passionate Elgar and sweetly rhapsodic Delius concertos, rather than copy the disc versions, which in the first instance was filled out with recital encores, and in the other with a late Delius choral work. While it is possible that those who admire the disciplined strength and beauty of Elgar's 1919 masterpiece will find the Delius work of two years later a bit too sweetly drawn out, Miss du Pré's beautifully phrased and tonally ravishing readings provide a wholly convincing binding thread. Both accompaniments, by Sir John Barbirolli and by Sir Malcolm Sargent (he conducted the world premiere of the Delius), are impressively satisfying. The recorded sound is full and warm, but would have been even finer had the tape speed been 7½ ips instead of 3⅓—a feasible matter in view of the 29' 58" length of the Elgar and the 24' 43" running time of the Delius.

In any event, these are the only tape versions of the two concertos, and certainly represent a better buy as a single package than the two discs.

D. H.
I find myself very much agreeing with George Jellinek's thoughtful disc review, in the March issue of this magazine, about the merits of this particular "Aida." The cast is certainly spectacular, there is plenty of excitement and dramatic tension, and the recording is technically first-class. Yet the overall impression—whether because of "Aida's" inauspicious and generally officious approach, or his occasional inability to generate a suitable atmosphere—is disappointing. The stars are intimidating (even though Nilsson sounds out of her element), but as my colleague points out, again with reference to the direction, "canto" and "vocalese" are sadly missing. The 3½ ips speed reproduces the music extremely well, although I found a treble boost helpful; stereo placement is not particularly adventurous. The package includes the usual postcard enabling the purchaser to send for the libretto.

I have nothing against Ed Ames. He has a rich, pleasant baritone voice and he sings in tune. But without much concentration on my part at least twenty-five other singers come to mind who would sing the twenty-three songs on the tape exactly the same way—blondly, straight from the shoulder, and without much originality or depth. All of them are durable but none of them are ever likely to be represented on my record shelves. Ames never seeks to make a song his own. He mouths the lyrics, but he neither interprets nor inspires. Therefore, "What Kind of Food Am I?" sounds exactly like "If Ever I Would Leave You; Try to Remember" sounds exactly like "As Long As She Needs Me; My Love Is Gone; Timeless Love; Stranger; I'll Get By;" and so forth. RCA Victor® TP 5041 $9.95.

There is something rather strange about hearing, through the tape medium, recordings that were made acoustically. The contents of this reel, derived from two disc collections, fully live up to the title. Here are all the favorites, mostly solo arias, of every flavor. RCA Victor doesn't provide any more information about the recording than just a list of titles. Outside of these minor objections, I can welcome this tape with great pleasure; I hope RCA is planning to issue similar historical material, both vocal and instrumental, in this medium.

ION AND SYLVIA: So Much for Dreaming. Ian and Sylvia (vocals); Ian (guitar and autoharp), David Rac (guitar), Robert Bushnell (electric bass), Al Rogers (drums), Circle Game; So Much for Dreaming; Wild Geese; Child Apart; and eight others. Vanguard® VGX 9241 $5.95.

I. K.
TAPE-LETTER TIPS

In my experience, 'tis better to send than to receive. At least it seems to be true of a number of tape letters I've heard, including some of my own early efforts. Bad tape letters are, I think, the result of treating them too much as if they were just tapes, and not enough as what they are—letters. Some of the following hints and suggestions may help to make your tape letters more interesting, concise, and successful.

Letter-writers don't leave large blanks between their sentences. But many letter-talkers record the blanks between their thoughts, trailing off into an "er...ah...um..." and a few moments of silence before picking up the thread again. Most tape recorders have a pause switch. Use it.

Further, you should have some idea of what you're going to say before you start to say it. If possible, outline your letter on paper before you pick up the mike. I don't mean that you should write a script—you'll sound stilted and unnatural if you're reading, rather than ad libbing, and if you're going to write everything down, why not just mail that? My system is to keep a few file cards in my pocket, and when I think of something that should be in my next letter to one friend or another, I jot it down—just a key word or two—as a reminder. I make a few more jottings as I listen to their tapes to me. Then, just before I start recording, I number the items in approximately the order that I'll use them and think each one over for a few seconds. That way I can speak spontaneously, without forgetting what I want to talk about or what I have to say about it.

But don't be a slave to your outline either. If you think of something that's not on your list, go ahead and talk about it. Follow the topic wherever it leads you. If you hit a conversational dead end, you can always go back to the next topic you've outlined.

Your letter, no matter how interesting and well-expressed, means nothing if it can't be heard. Learn correct microphone technique: make a test recording varying your distance from the microphone, then play it back and have somebody else choose the distance that sounds most natural. (Eight to 18 inches is about right for most microphones.) Sometimes, you may not want a natural effect: speak softly and very close to some microphones, and you'll get a bass-heavy, breathy effect that's hardly "natural"—but it's perfect for love letters.

Take full advantage of the flexibility of tape. Your letter can also include messages from nearby friends and relatives (even messages taped over the phone) or sounds suggestive of what's going on around you (crickets, traffic, babies, typewriters, lawn-mowers, and artillery, to name a few I've heard). Or sounds that mean something special to the recipient of your tape—my cousin in Vietnam, for instance, dotes on recordings of the sports car he left behind.

You can even throw in sounds selected just for fun. One of my correspondents starts his letters with a trumpet fanfare, and illustrates his anecdotes with such sounds as a babbling brook (his fishing trip), a wave of applause (his son's piano recital), and a funeral march (the day his car broke down for good).
EQUIPMENT


Hi-Fi Components Tape Recorders, at guaranteed "We Will Not Be Undersold" prices—15 day money-back guarantee. Two year warranty. No Catalog. Quotations Free. Hi-Fi Tidings Center, 239 HOB.

FREE! Send for saving money stereo catalog @HBR and lowest quotations on your individual component, tape recorder, or system requirements. Electronic Values, Inc., 200 West 20th St., N.Y., N.Y. 10011.

KIT Experts—Dynaco Specialists—Kits at reason- able prices—Guaranteed operating condition with six months warranty—authorized. Your changer restored to original condition—"We Will Not Be Undersold" prices. 15 day money-back guarantee. Electronic Values, Inc., 200 West 20th St., N.Y., N.Y. 10011.

TAPE recorders. Hi-Fi components. Sleep Learning Equipment tapes. Unusual values. Free cata-

LOW, LOW: quotes all components and recorders. Hi-Fi, Roslyn, Penna. 19001.

GOVERNMENT Surplus Receivers, Transmitters, Tape Recorders, tape/accessories. Beware of slogans,谎. 70 -page catalog. We discount batteries, etc. $19.95 Postpaid..

EQUIPMENT MAGAZINES. COLLECTOR'S JOURNAL —valuable data, varied issues -$1.50. Reed Exchange, 842 Seventh Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10019.

TUBES. All Brands —Biggest Discounts. Techni-

RECORDS

HARD to find collectors LPs, like new. Lists $25. Requests, Millburn, N.J. 07078.

PROTECT YOUR LPs: Heavy poly sleeves for jackets $5.50; poly lined paper sleeves for LPs $10; round bottom inner sleeves $3.50; Record jackets while $20; colors $25c. Supplies for free. Minimum order $5.00. Record Supplies, Millburn N.J. 07078.


PROTECT YOUR RECORDS. Pure white, card-
board record covers, plastic lined inner sleeves with window, 78 and 45 covers, adjustable record holders, Free catalog, samples 50c. Cabot, Mass. 02670, 89 East Woodbury, Columbus, Ohio 43201.

SPECIAL INTEREST RECORDS AVAILABLE, PRO-
duced by the editors of the world's leading special interest magazines. SEND FOR FREE CATALOG. RECORDCAT-

group, P. O., New York 10931.

SPECIAL INTEREST RECORDS AVAILABLE, PRO-
duced by the editors of the world's leading special interest magazines. SEND FOR FREE CATALOG. RECORDCAT-

group, P. O., New York 10931.

REPAIRS AND SERVICES

SPEAKER REPAIR. Hi-Fi, guitar, organ speakers reconditioned as new at fraction of new speaker price. Details and REPAIR CENTER in your area. Write Wadom Electronics, Inc., Dept SR, 4625 W. 53rd St., Chicago, Ill. 60632.

PINS, BUSHINGS, SCREWS Made To Order. 21229 Vandike, Warren, Michigan 48089.

CUSTOM RECORDING

CUSTOM Recording—Monaural, Stereo, Trans-
scors, all Brands—Biggest Discounts. Techni-
cians, Hobbyists, Experimenters—Request FREE Guide. bath, 409 Jeri-
cho Tumpe, Mineola, N.Y. 11501.
STAMPS

RUSSIA-HIGH VALUE COLLECTION. 32 different Russia—some over 50 years old! Commemorative, Error, Cliche, Airmail, Catalog price $2.99. Special Get-Acquainted Offer—all for only $1.00. E. Harris, Dept. GG-13, Boston, Mass. 02117.


BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES


$200.00 DAILY In Your Mailbox! Your Opportunity. Earn while combination correspondence—ASSOCIATE Degree in Electronics Engineering with circuit and photo equipment, 800 illustrations, 191E, RFD 1, Mattepoisett, Mass. 02739.


INSTRUCTION

LEARN Electronic Organ Servicing at home. All makes including transistors. Experimental kit-trouble-shooting. Accredited NHEC, Free Booklet, Niles Bryant School, 3631 Stockton, Dept 5, Santa Monica, Calif. 90405.

R.E.T.'s famous 5 week course for the First Class Radio Telephone License is the shortest, most effective course in the nation. Over 98% of R.E.T. graduates pass F.C.C. exams for 1st class license. Total tuition $350.00. Job placement free. Write for brochure Radio Engineer Training School, 1505 N. Western Ave., Hollywood, California 90027.

ASSOCIATE Degree in Electronics Engineering earned through correspondence classroom-education program, Free brochure. Grantham Technical Institute, 1505 N. Western Ave., Hollywood, California 90027.

HIGHLY effective home study course in Electronics Engineering Mathematics with circuit and photo equipment, Earn your Associate in Science degree. Free literature. Cook's Institute of Electronics Engineering, P.O. Box 24185, Houston, Texas 77025. (Established 1945).
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As an additional reader service, we list below, by classifications, the products advertised in this issue. If there is a specific product you are shopping for, look for its listing and turn to the pages indicated for the advertisements of manufacturers supplying that equipment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CLASSIFICATION</th>
<th>PAGE NUMBERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Accessories</td>
<td>91, 97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amplification Systems</td>
<td>13, 30, 32, 37, 53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cameras</td>
<td>46, 89, 102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catalogs</td>
<td>12, 19, 3rd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiplex Adaptors</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Music Systems (Compacts)</td>
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<tr>
<td>Receivers, Stereo</td>
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</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Printed in the U.S.A.
The X in the new Pickering XV-15 stands for the numerical solution for correct "Engineered Application." We call it the Dynamic Coupling Factor (DCF).  

DCF is an index of maximum stylus performance when a cartridge is related to a particular type of playback equipment. This resultant number is derived from a Dimensional Analysis of all the parameters involved.

For an ordinary record changer, the DCF is 100. For a transcription quality tonearm the DCF is 400. Like other complex engineering problems, such as the egg, the end result can be presented quite simply. So can the superior performance of the XV-15 series. Its linear response assures 100% music power at all frequencies.

Lab measurements aside, this means all your favorite records, not just test records, will sound much cleaner and more open than ever before.

All five DCF-rated XV-15 models include the patented V-Guard stylus assembly and the Dustomatic brush.

For free literature, write to Pickering & Co., Plainview, L.I., N.Y.
When we put this four layer voice coil in the new E-V FIVE-A we knew it would sound better...

we never dreamed it would lower your cost of stereo by $94.00, too!

The voice coil is the heart of any speaker. A coil of wire. It moves the cone that makes the music. And in most speakers, that's all it does. But in the new E-V FIVE-A we've found a way to make this little coil of wire much more useful. Instead of one or two layers of wire, we wind the E-V FIVE-A woofer coil four layers deep.

Voila! Now the coil actually lowers the natural resonance of the 10" E-V FIVE-A woofer. And lower resonance means deeper bass with any acoustic suspension system.

In addition, with more turns of wire in the magnetic field, efficiency goes up. But it goes up faster for middle frequencies than for lows. This means we must reduce the amount of expensive magnet if we are to maintain flat response.

It's an ingenious approach to woofer design, and it works. E-V engineers point out that the efforts not only resulted in better sound, but also cut $47.00 from the price of the E-V FIVE-A.

So now you can compare the $88.00 E-V FIVE-A with speakers costing up to $135.00... and come out $94.00 ahead in the bargain for a stereo pair! The difference can buy a lot of Tchaikovsky, or Vivaldi, or even Stan Getz.

And after all, more music for your money is at the heart of high fidelity!

Hear the E-V FIVE-A at leading audio showrooms everywhere. Or write for your free copy of the complete Electro-Voice high fidelity catalog. It is filled with unusual values in speakers, systems, and solid-state electronics.

P.S. If you think the E-V FIVE-A woofer is advanced—you should hear the tweeter. But that's another story.